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SUMMARY
This work presents a systematic study of the mechanochemical processes leading to
chemical reactions occurring due to effects of high-strain-rate deformation associated with
uniaxial strain and uniaxial stress impact loading in highly heterogeneous metal powder-
based reactive materials, specifically compacted mixtures of Ti/Al/B powders. This sys-
tem was selected because of the large exothermic heat of reaction in the Ti+2B reac-
tion (∆Hrxn = −320 kJ/mol), which can support the subsequent Al-combustion reaction.
The unique deformation state achievable by such high-pressure loading methods can drive
chemical reactions, mediated by microstructure-dependent meso-scale phenomena. Design
of the next generation of multifunctional energetic structural materials (MESMs) consisting
of metal-metal mixtures requires an understanding of the mechanochemical processes lead-
ing to chemical reactions under dynamic loading to properly engineer the materials. The
highly heterogeneous and hierarchical microstructures inherent in compacted powder mix-
tures further complicate understanding of the mechanochemical origins of shock-induced
reaction events due to the disparate length and time scales involved.
A two-pronged approach is taken where impact experiments in both the uniaxial stress
(rod-on-anvil Taylor impact experiments) and uniaxial strain (instrumented parallel-plate
gas-gun experiments) load configurations are performed in conjunction with highly-resolved
microstructure-based simulations replicating the experimental setup. The simulations cap-
ture the bulk response of the powder to the loading, and provide a look at the meso-scale
deformation features observed under conditions of uniaxial stress or strain. Experiments
under uniaxial stress loading reveal an optimal stoichiometry for Ti+2B mixtures contain-
ing up to 50% Al by volume, based on a reduced impact velocity threshold required for
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impact-induced reaction initiation as evidenced by observation of light emission. Uniax-
ial strain experiments on the Ti+2B binary mixture show possible expanded states in the
powder at pressures greater than 6 GPa, consistent with the Ballotechnic hypothesis for
shock-induced chemical reactions. Rise-time dispersive signatures are consistently ob-
served under uniaxial strain loading, indicating complex compaction phenomena, which
are reproducible by the meso-scale simulations. The simulations show the prevalence of
shear banding and particle agglomeration in the uniaxial stress case, providing a possi-
ble rationale for the lower observed reaction threshold. Bulk shock response is captured
by the uniaxial strain meso-scale simulations and is compared with PVDF stress gauge
and VISAR traces, thus validating the simulation scheme. The simulations also reveal the




INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION OF THIS RESEARCH
The behavior of solids under extreme dynamic high pressure conditions is fascinating in-
deed, for physical states normally not accessible through conventional quasi-static pro-
cesses are obtainable, and the full potential for probing materials under extreme conditions
can be realized. Even states that are inaccessible under static high pressures are accessi-
ble under dynamic high-pressure and high-strain-rate loading conditions. The rapid, de-
structive nature of a high-strain-rate deformation process1 leads to phenomena where the
physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of the material no longer resemble that of a
material loaded by any other means. The classic example is the shock wave, associated with
a near-discontinuous change in physical and thermodynamic state, from the quiescent base
state, to a higher energy “shocked” state. Shock waves are observable in day-to-day phe-
nomena, e.g. aerodynamic compression during flight (helicopter rotors being a prime ex-
ample) due to the facile compression of air. However, the shock compression phenomenon
becomes even more complex in solids and liquids due to their incompressible nature. Here,
a shock wave also leads to a near-discontinuous change in properties, but often brings with
it a wave structure, with inelastic and nonlinear processes occurring during the rise to peak
pressure. These processes are compounded by the heterogeneous nature of materials due
to wave dispersion and nonlinear dissipative processes [1].
Solids subjected to high-strain-rate loading and shock compression experience sud-
den configurational changes, defect generation, and unique dissipative processes occurring
1A high-strain-rate process is generally viewed as one where the material system or component of inter-
est is loaded rapidly, either through concussive impact, explosive interaction, etc. and the resulting physical
processes are determined by traveling wave characteristics and limited by the acoustic properties of the ma-
terial. These processes generally do not have enough time to achieve relaxation and equilibrium within the
time scales associated with the induced loads, and so are very different from traditional quasi-static processes
readily accessible in traditional laboratory settings.
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Figure 1: A two-dimensional collection of grains subjected to a vertical force which shows
the transmission of the force in the form of chains across the medium. These chains can
bifurcate depending on their stability. Forces transmit dynamically as characteristics of
a wave equation and bifurcations are permitted in these solutions. Sustaining the force
chain depends on the material properties (stability) and geometry of the grains, and is a
characteristic of granular, heterogeneous materials [2].
behind the shock front [3]. This is exacerbated if the solid contains material-level hetero-
geneity, both spatially and through inhomogeneous property distribution. This heterogene-
ity, while complex, may prove to be a useful property if tailored properly. Sand is the
quintessential example of a highly heterogeneous material, where large silica grains with
varied size distributions and moisture or clay content can serve as a wonderful damping
media for a speeding bullet. The force-chain mechanism [4, 5, 6] is understood as be-
ing the mediator of the damping effect inherent in the penetration-defeat process through
granular media such as sand. Each grain must be in contact with an adjacent grain for
the forces to be transmitted. This transmission is hyperbolic by its very nature and thus
the forces are characteristics of a wave-type equation – a natural consequence of the equa-
tions of motion. Figure 1 shows such a characteristic transmitted along grain contacts in
a granular media. A number of bifurcations are observed as a result of instability in the
force chaining and preferential contact/re-orientation of grains. The dispersion at granular
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free surfaces and the force-chaining that precedes material instability at the granular level
invariably leads to projectile defeat. This is a simple example of a wave transformation
as it propagates through a heterogeneous medium [7] and is integral to understanding the
dynamic response in highly heterogeneous materials.
1.1 Heterogeneity at the meso-scale - Applications to reactive materials
It is indeed fascinating that the very distribution of microconstituents such as sand par-
ticles has such an effect on the bulk macroscopic behavior and the dynamic response of
the system. Certain types of macroscopic behavior observed in sand are also inherent in
generalized heterogeneous materials where microstructural inhomogeneity2 serves as the
primary source of heterogeneity. For example, bulk orientational anisotropy is common
in highly textured materials, and polycrystalline solids can have an abundance of grain
orientations3, leading to meso-scale spatial heterogeneities in the form of oriented grain
boundary systems. This is responsible for the different mechanical responses observed for
a material under different processing conditions. Heterogeneous mixtures show a similar
geometric distribution of constituents as a polycrystalline material, with greater disparity
in mechanical and physical properties; the observed bulk response seems to rely on these
microstructural properties. One would surmise that it is possible to extrapolate the ef-
fects of the heterogeneity4 to the chemical stability and reactivity of materials, especially
under dynamic loading conditions. These loading conditions and any induced reactivity
caused by these conditions occur at time and length scales commensurate with the scales
of the heterogeneity (within the meso-scale5) and thus it can be hypothesized that the bulk
2An inhomogeneity is defined by Mura [8] as the presence of a distinct phase in a material with different
constitutive properties and morphology that, by its very nature, leads to inhomogeneous local strain fields
produced under some prescribed external stress.
3Obviously, the multitude of grain orientations averages out the macro-level stress response, leading to
the observed bulk isotropic behavior of typical polycrystalline solids
4Heterogeneity is now considered an umbrella term encompassing both inhomogeneities as defined by
Mura [8] and any geometric or topological distribution of constituents that leads to the production of inho-
mogeneous strain fields
5The meso-scale is identified as the length scale between about 1 µm and 1 mm, i.e. where microstructural
features are resolved
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mechanochemical response will depend strongly on understanding the meso-scale response
to dynamic loading.
A generalized heterogeneous material can also be considered as a material where there
is some property-level heterogeneity in which the macro-level response is directly influ-
enced by meso-level responses to an external stimulus in a volume-average sense. Such
responses can manifest structural and chemical changes at the meso-scale under the influ-
ence of an appropriate external stimulus, which can lead to thermodynamically favorable
conditions for reactivity (i.e. heating and material mixing through the conversion of mi-
crokinetic energy to heat via plastic deformation and friction [3, 7]). Indeed, the ability to
control the meso-scale mechanical response and create from it a meaningful bulk chemical
change is the very definition of mechanochemistry – chemistry driven by mechanical re-
sponse or mechanical phenomena. Such chemistry becomes important when dealing with
reactive materials (RMs), specifically those materials employed under dynamic load con-
ditions such as explosives and munitions. The load configuration is also of importance, as
generalized high-strain-rate events can produce triaxial states of stress much more complex
than the idealized uniaxial cases, as in a rod-on-anvil impact (Taylor) test or a parallel plate-
on-plate impact (shock compression) experiment. The interplay of the load configuration
with the stress and strain state at the meso-scale is hypothesized to create the response that
can radically alter the bulk behavior of the material even in the absence of microstructural
heterogeneity. However, the microstructural heterogeneity may not be able to be decoupled
from the critical interplay and indeed must play a critical role as has been observed in past
works [9].
Microstructure-level heterogeneity is hypothesized to be of critical importance to the
shock-initiation and overall shock compression response of reactive materials, particularly
because the microstructure can be the driver for inhomogeneous stress/strain response and
can exacerbate phenomena that serve as precursors to reaction. The inherent nature of a
dynamic load requires wave propagation, which itself can be stable or unstable, the latter is
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what has been found to be an essential element for dynamic reactivity and dynamic heating.
Micro-level deformation will influence the overall bulk dynamic response, and it is crucial
that this phenomena be studied to properly discern the effects of extrinsic microstructural
variables on bulk dynamic response. This applies to any generalized heterogeneous ma-
terial, especially energetic materials systems which are necessarily composite materials
with many levels of heterogeneities [10]. Microstructure-level heterogeneity acts collec-
tively in the meso-scale, where the variables of interest are particle-level interactions and
the interactions of interfaces with traveling stress waves. The hierarchical complexity of
heterogeneous materials makes understanding these particle-level interactions crucial to
understanding chemistry driven by mechanical loads and facilitated by initial and evolving
heterogeneities.
1.2 Multifunctional Energetic Structural Materials (MESMs) subjected
to high-strain-rate loading conditions
A relatively new class of materials has emerged whose chemical energy content may be
efficiently utilized under extreme conditions. The ever-evolving quest to usefully extract
every last calorie of energy possible [11] from energetic materials has fostered the current
interests in reactive composite materials, whose reaction response depends on the interplay
between the constituent materials’ physical, mechanical, and chemical properties. These
materials systems are often produced as composites of metal particles or molecular ex-
plosives embedded in some kind of binder or matrix. Their initiation characteristics are
dependent on the complex microstructures generated during processing, and the inhomo-
geneous meso-scale loading produced during high-strain-rate loading. Metallic powder-
based reactive materials compacted to green strength or higher are also used due to the high
exothermic energy release associated with the reaction on a per gram basis, and enhanced
by the inherent porous nature of the compacts. These materials are stable, strong enough to
handle, and have a substantial load-bearing capability, in addition to the ability to release
high amounts of reaction energy upon demand, due to the nature of their microstructure
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and physical/mechanical properties. This prompts their classification as Multifunctional
Energetic Structural Materials (MESMs) – materials systems with energy releasing ability
in addition to having some other desirable property, namely strength, without compromis-
ing energy density. MESMs are attractive since they retain structural and chemical stability
at moderate loads and can be tailored to react under very specific conditions. Chemical
reactions in MESMs may be mechanically-induced with the application of an impulsive
load (e.g. impact) or under some other form of high-strain-rate deformation.
High-strain-rate loading conditions are typical in applications where the energetic ma-
terial is subjected to impact. This can range from impact and penetration of a cylindrical
projectile on an anvil, to the penetration of a projectile in a granular medium. If any inertial
confinement is present, this can lead to the development of a shock wave within the solid
material, which propagates mediated by the conservation laws. The shock compression of
a material is accompanied by sudden configurational changes and defect generation [12],
which can facilitate material mixing at the meso-scale. The mixing is by and large a bulk
effect, but can be localized depending on the geometry and distribution of the microcon-
stituents [13]. This localized mixing is theorized to be facilitated by the following:
• Microstructural topology which governs the relative location of reactants and ma-
terials with mismatched impedances. This includes particle orientation, topological
connectivity, and contact proximity of reactant particles.
• Constituent morphology which can lead to reactant confinement in concave particle
regions, leading to preferential deformation and mixing.
• Instability-driven material heating mediated by material properties and distribution
of constituents. It is theorized that the very geometry of the loading relative to the
particle distribution (microstructural topology) will lead to instability if the relative
heating of the material overcomes any dislocation-driven strengthening effects [3].
• An adequate concentration of porosity which leaves open space for material mixing
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to be facilitated, as well as heating due to pore collapse.
This does not take into account any exothermicity from a reactive species and what reactive
transport may do to enhance this mixing. This is an active area of research and is beyond
the scope of this work.
MESMs are naturally highly heterogeneous due to the need for combining reactive ma-
terial components (a molecular explosive, or heterogeneous reactive powder) with a binder
or matrix material in order to provide structural integrity. Precursor powders of the reactive
material must be processed and combined in some way6 so as to provide structural and
chemical stability, while not compromising on the materials’ functional properties, such as
the chemical reactivity of the material under dynamic loading. Figure 2 shows a hypotheti-
cal rod made of a reactive material impacting an inert anvil. Zooming into the material, the
expectation would be a highly complex microstructure, as in the case of the present work,
a microstructure of a Ti+2B+Al mixture. Zooming further into the microstructure shows
even greater topological complexity in the particles which is inherent in the processing
and powder selection for this material. Understanding the effects at this particle level and
meso-level, where collections of particles affect the bulk behavior of the material, is criti-
cal to understanding the response of heterogeneous reactive mixtures to dynamic loading.
It is this very topological complexity and heterogeneity in size, morphology, and particle
properties that is hypothesized to govern reactivity in reactive powder mixtures.
The unique thermodynamic conditions achieved during shock compression lead to in-
teresting phenomena that cannot be observed under normal conditions. The concomitant
shear and high pressure lead to complex triaxial states of stress and strain at the meso-scale.
It is indeed a unique environment and tool to probe the physical, mechanical, and chemi-
cal properties of materials. However, the transient nature of the mixing phenomena and the
disparate nature of the time and length scales involved complicates real-time measurements
6Consolidation of powders is a complex subject on its own and is beyond the scope of this work
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Figure 2: A reactive component, shown as a 2D rod impacting some inert anvil, leading
to a chemical reaction. This hypothetical rod is made of a heterogeneous mixture (A Ti+B
compacted mixture in this example) that shows meso-scale heterogeneity. In this case, the
lighter-colored Ti particles and the darker-colored B particles have similar sizes, and are
both topologically complex. It is the mixing, deformation, and mechanical behavior of the
particles at the meso-scale that are theorized to be the most important variables to consider
when tailoring reactive materials for optimum response under dynamic loads.
and leads to reliance on indirect observations of the phenomena of interest. The contribu-
tions from the effects of various length scales on the phenomena are equally difficult to
resolve and decouple from the bulk material behavior. It is important to be able to discern
the relative sensitivity of the bulk phenomena to microstructural variables to be able to
identify the critical variables that can be manipulated to produce the desired bulk dynamic
response of the material. Ultra-fast time-resolved measurements can reveal some aspects
of the microstructural behavior manifesting itself at the bulk scale, but these measurements
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remain indirect and the actual microstructural variables remain convoluted due to the dis-
parate length scale that the device probes. However, the highly-resolved time scale probed
by these measurements allows the capture of transient behavior that can provide clues as
for phenomena occurring in the meso-scale.
MESMs present another dimension of complexity in that they are normally composed
of metallic powder mixtures which, when compacted and pressed, become geometrically
complex at the meso-scale due to the multitude of phases, sizes, and shapes that each ma-
terial constituent may possess. However, the desirable bulk response in these MESMs is
hypothesized to rely on this very complexity, which of course makes the investigation of
the dynamic response of MESMs doubly complex. Furthermore, the characteristic hetero-
geneities can exacerbate material instability which is essential to reactivity [14, 15, 12].
Meso-scale plasticity of the component materials in the powder mixtures depends on the
microstructural configuration and can lead to material instability, which is theorized to be
critical to reactivity in MESMs.
Large amounts of heat can be released over a relatively small area during chemical re-
actions occurring in highly exothermic MESMs under shock compression, in contrast to an
explosive detonation which typically leads to a large pressure buildup due to gaseous prod-
uct generation and expansion. The high temperatures generated can influence the shock
compressed state of the system due to the thermal pressure buildup, leading to anomalous
thermodynamic behavior as described by the shock adiabat (Hugoniot) of the thermody-
namic states in shock compression. Moreover, chemical reactions may affect the wave
mechanics through dispersion effects at the shock front and can increase the shock velocity
as a result of the formation of dense phase reaction products. These reactions have been
postulated to occur via solid-phase or liquid-phase mechanisms, the kinetics of which de-
pends on interfacial energetics and transport processes at the particle scale. If a chemical
reaction does occur, it can propagate as a self-sustaining moving front [16]; the stabil-
ity of the reaction front ultimately determines whether the reaction can be self-sustaining.
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Mechanical stability at particle interfaces also influences the reaction initiation conditions
[17].
1.3 Problems in understanding the shock-driven chemistry in reactive
materials
The chemistry of reactive materials systems becomes unruly when considering their be-
havior under extreme conditions such as during shock compression. Meso-scale phenom-
ena influence the onset and extent of chemistry in these systems, but are not adequately
described in the framework of equilibrium thermodynamics. Indeed, there are transport
phenomena occurring at the meso-scale that influence reaction initiation and can only be
adequately treated in a non-equilibrium thermodynamic framework. The unique mechan-
ical and thermodynamic conditions created under shock compression or during very high
strain-rate deformations are not readily described by macroscopic equilibrium thermody-
namics and are beyond the scope of this work. The theories of propagating singular sur-
faces7 [1] have been applied with success in analyzing shock waves in materials. However,
their limitations when applied to heterogeneous systems that disperse the shock front must
be considered if they are to be used judiciously and with success. The shock compressed
state of a material is given by the Hugoniot, which is a locus of shocked states that sat-
isfy the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. Therefore, any anomalous deviation from the
theorized inert Hugoniot state must be assessed carefully to properly determine its origin
and association with physical/chemical changes and whether this deviation can be used to
describe chemical changes in highly heterogeneous materials.
Tailoring energetic materials to react under very specific dynamic conditions requires
a-priori knowledge of the reaction mechanisms, as well as the shock compression behavior
(in the form of an equation of state) of the system if the material is to be used for energy
release applications. Understanding these conditions depends on the resolution of coupled
7The consequence of these theories are the famous Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions
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multi-scale phenomena, since experiments performed at high-strain-rates are extremely ex-
pensive and difficult. Furthermore, metal powder compacts obtained from cold isostatic
compression have a complex microstructure that is highly heterogeneous and may contain
a large amount of void space, the distribution of which is largely controlled by the compres-
sion method and the constitutive properties of the powders, along with extrinsic properties
such as the powder size distribution and morphology. The defect state of the constituent
particles in a metal powder-based energetic material also influences their reactivity. The
myriad of variables involved in designing energetic powder mixtures complicates the iso-
lation of each contributing phenomena.
Extrinsic properties of the constituent materials such as particle morphology, size dis-
tribution, volume fraction, particle condition, etc. and their effects on chemical reactions in
powders have been explored in previous works [15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. These works have
concluded that the reactivity of powder mixtures is highly dependent not only on the extrin-
sic properties of powder mixtures, but also the intrinsic (strength) property differences due
to meso-scale phenomena such as particle fracture, agglomeration, and viscous dissipation.
These conclusions were based on experimental evidence of anomalous deviations in the
shocked state (Hugoniot) and on the observed pressure profiles in the experiment along
with microstructure-based simulations. Prior efforts have centered around describing the
potential thermodynamic state achieved during shock wave propagation in reactive pow-
der materials [23, 14, 24] solely due to the thermodynamic state variables such as pressure
and volume, and on phenomenologically-based reactive flow models. Other works have
discussed the effects of the constitutive models of the materials in meso-scale simulations
[25], as well as the effects of pre-treating powders [26]. The transport processes linked
to the meso-scale enhance localized shear deformation and interparticle contact which in-
creases reactant availability and forces the materials to transition to a higher energy state
due to the introduction of defects. These phenomena have yet to be decoupled and their
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extent quantified. Furthermore, the wave mechanics at the meso-scale have not been satis-
factorily explored.
The greatest challenge in understanding the shock-induced chemical reactivity of ener-
getic materials lies in resolving the pertinent length and time scales. While measurements
of the shock wave profile and stresses achieved during shock compression can provide im-
portant information on the consequences of a chemical reaction or of the very compaction
process in powder compacts, these signatures cannot be used to describe the kinetics of
the reaction nor its extent. Furthermore, the local sites of reaction initiation cannot be
directly probed and the influence of extrinsic microstructural variables on shock-induced
reaction initiation can only be inferred through post-mortem analysis, thermodynamic mea-
surements, and through microstructure-based continuum simulations [27, 28].
The inertial response from a material undergoing a phase change or chemical reaction
can indeed produce changes in a shock wave profile, but the influences of the contributing
factors cannot be decoupled. These problems are exacerbated when dealing with highly
heterogeneous materials, especially compacts of powders with large void spaces that sup-
port mechanically-driven mixing at high strain rates. The physical differences between the
different mechanical phenomena at the particle- and meso-scales can be discerned through
continuum-level simulations incorporating the proper physically-based constitutive mod-
els. The utilization of computational simulations is thus paramount in understanding the
possible mechanical and thermodynamic states that lead to preferential reaction initiation.
1.4 Goal: Microstructural tailoring of energetic materials
The heterogeneous microstructures inherent to energetic powder compacts add an addi-
tional layer of complexity in the quest to unravel the understanding of shock-induced re-
action mechanisms in these energtic materials. The influence of microstructure on the
micromechanical and bulk response of the powders is theorized, with the right distribu-
tion of constituents, to enhance particle transport, promoting reactivity in the time duration
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of mechanical equilibration which would be impossible through diffusional mechanisms
alone. The loading configuration additionally affects the local stress/strain response at the
particle level thereby affecting the reaction mechanism. The problem is exacerbated by the
configuration of the reactants which is influenced by particle morphology, size effects, and
reactant properties (specifically strength and impedance-mismatch between constituents).
The following questions have been identified as paramount to understanding shock-
induced mechanochemistry in heterogeneous MESMs consisting of reactive powder mix-
tures:
• How does the heterogeneous microstructure affect the wave mechanics, particle de-
formation, localized strain distribution, and ultimately the mechanochemistry? Can
this be generalized to a set of microstructural design parameters?
• Are so-called “hotspots,” or regions of strain localization, as important in energetic
powder mixtures as in composite molecular explosives (i.e. RDX)? If a reaction
initiates at a hotspot, can it be sustained?
• Can continuum microstructure-based simulations using existing constitutive models
predict the shock compression response in powder compacts? Can an improved mi-
crostructural representation help identify the effects of extrinsic meso-scale variables
on the shock compression response in energetic powder compacts?
• Can any evidence of a chemical event be found in stress and velocity signatures
recorded during shock compression? What can these signatures reveal about the
heterogeneous deformation of the powder during shock compression?
• Are single-point properties such as shock speed Us representative of the shock com-
pression response of heterogeneous powder compacts?
• Can conventional techniques and assumptions applicable to shock compression phe-
nomena be applied to highly heterogeneous materials in which wave dispersion and
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mechanical dissipation processes prevail?
• Is there a preferred microstructural configuration which promotes shock-induced re-
activity and can this state be tailored a priori?
The current work attempts to address these questions through a systematic study of
the dynamic response of heterogeneous energetic powder mixtures. The prototype Ti/Al/B
system is selected with the expectation that the components of the system support anaero-
bic chemical reaction by enhancing transport phenomena and producing a favorable ther-
modynamic state during deformation. The Ti/B reaction is highly exothermic and it was
postulated (cf. chapter 4) that this exothermicity could enable and sustain a combustion
reaction in Al under dynamic loading, a daunting proposition on its own. The powders
have disparate mean sizes and have varied morphologies, from irregular/flake to spherical,
in addition to having disparate shock impedances and constitutive properties. The boron
particles are amorphous8 while the titanium particles are sponge-like (irregular) α-Ti. The
boron particles are also much harder than the titanium particles, and have an additional
layer of complexity – boron has many stable crystalline allotropes and recent work has just
begun to unravel the true complexity of this metal/metalloid [29].
The high enthalpy of reaction in the formation of TiB2 from its elemental precursors
makes this system attractive to support and sustain Al combustion. Enhanced mixing is ex-
pected from the straining of the softer Al phase, which can also lead to strain localization
supported by the geometry of the microstructure and distribution of the constituents. For
example, larger Ti particles are expected to deform much more readily than the harder B
particles, but can still provide pathways for Al jetting (cf. for example Eakins and Thadhani
[21]) especially if they are in close proximity to the surrounding Al. Furthermore, the Al
8Crystalline powders were used in some initial uniaxial stress experiments, but the transition was made to
amorphous powders due to the higher reactivity and availability/cost of the powders. These experiments are
noted when necessary.
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can help carry B particles during deformation, potentially increasing reactivity by promot-
ing intimate contact between the Ti and B. However, mutual plastic deformation between
B and Ti proved to be the limiting factor in considering this system and even with the high
energy of the system, reactivity remained elusive.
1.5 Approach to research
The shock compression (uniaxial strain) and high-strain-rate deformation response (uniax-
ial stress) of compacts of Ti/Al/B were assessed in this work using a combined experimental
and computational approach. A variety of shock compression and high-strain-rate loading
experiments were conducted to investigate the high-strain-rate deformation behavior of
Ti+2B compacts in order to ascertain the potential shock-induced (under uniaxial strain)
and strain-induced (under uniaxial stress) reactivity of the material as evidenced by devi-
ations in the Hugoniot of the material or light emission, respectively. These experiments
were repeated on different mixtures of Ti+2B+Al for a fixed material density to compare
the effects of Al on the stress state in the case of uniaxial strain experiments, and the ob-
served light emission response upon impact in the case of uniaxial stress experiments. The
effects of extrinsic properties associated with the microstructure, as well as the intrinsic
physical properties of the reactants were explored in this work via meso-scale simulations
utilizing synthetic microstructures. These simulations study a variety of microstructural
conditions and provide insight into the potential reaction meso-scale mechanism and the
role that the microstructure and constitutive properties play in reaction initiation.
1.5.1 Mechanochemistry under shock compression conditions in Ti/Al/B
The ultimate goal of this work is to generate an understanding of the influence of mi-
crostructural variables on the mechanochemistry in a system that can react aerobically and
anaerobically, and to determine the roles of the microstructure, constituent properties, and
wave mechanics leading to shock-induced chemical reactions. This was done by probing
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the shock compression response of Ti+2B powders in an effort to understand the thermody-
namic state achieved during the passage of a shock wave and the potential effects caused by
a shock-induced chemical reaction. The shock compression experiments were performed
via parallel plate impact experiments on encapsulated powders using a variety of instru-
mentation, from poly-vinylidene fluoride (PVDF) stress gauges, to velocity interferometry
to track the surface motion between the powder and a suitable containment window. The
experiments probed the shock state of the powder from the crush-up state onward, up to
pressures as high as 10 GPa. Anomalous response in the Hugoniot of the mixture manifest-
ing as an expanded state was observed, due to a potential shock-induced chemical reaction.
Shock compression experiments were also performed on Al-containing Ti+2B mixtures
to compare these mixtures with their non-Al-containing counterparts. The rise-time to peak
pressure was found to decrease in the presence of Al due to the topological connectivity and
the preferential plastic deformation in Al, but much of the intrinsic characteristics of the
measured stress traces remained the same, indicating that the crush-up behavior governed
much of the response of these mixtures. This was mainly due to the high hardness of B
in relation to Ti, which increased the crush strength of the mixture. Furthermore, it was
determined that Al mediates deformation and mixing in all loading cases, though reduces
the overall heating in the material.
Continuum computational models at the meso-scale were used to elucidate the deforma-
tion mechanisms as a function of the loading configuration, strain rate, and microstructure
and were validated by the time-resolved impact experiments in uniaxial stress and uniaxial
strain loading configurations. The wave mechanics in these heterogeneous systems can be
inferred as a function of extrinsic properties from these simulations. The effects of consti-
tutive properties and equation of state (EOS) for each constituent were tested based on the
correspondence to the experimental data.
In addition, temperature and strain fields were studied and their extent/distribution
quantified in an effort to identify hotspot formation mechanisms and bulk thermal response
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to shock compression in these systems. Stereological tools [30, 31] were employed to
assess the microstructural evolution and its relationship to these field variables. This infor-
mation was evaluated as a function of microstructure to help identify the microstructural
condition which that can be expected to enhance chemical reactivity in these mixtures.
Lastly, the mechanochemistry of the combined Ti/Al/B system was studied with the
help of the shock adiabat developed for the Ti+2B powders. This was done using a com-
bined experimental and computational approach where a series of microstructures with
varying extrinsic properties were studied via meso-scale continuum simulations. High ve-
locity impact experiments were conducted at the Georgia Institute of Technology and at the
Munitions Directorate at Eglin Air Force Base on both Ti+2B and Ti+2B+Al mixtures at
impact velocities up to 1500 m/s. Diagnostics included PVDF stress gauges, the Velocity
Interferometry System for any Reflector (VISAR), and Photon Doppler Velocimetry (PDV)
to characterize the material velocity of the compacted powder mixtures and the arrival times
of the stress waves through the powders.
1.5.2 Mechanochemistry in Ti/Al/B at high-strain-rates
High-strain-rate deformation experiments in the configuration of the modified rod-on-anvil
Taylor impact setup were performed to investigate the occurrence of chemical reactions
in the Ti/Al/B system9. The studies were supported through meso-scale simulations using
both real and validated simulated microstructures. A range of Ti/Al/B stoichiometries were
considered from 0% Al to 75% Al in 25% Al increments.
A lower velocity threshold for observing light-emission upon impact of the compact
against an anvil was found for 50% Al-containing mixtures of Ti+2B. Meso-scale simu-
lations showed a more uniform mixing of constituents in the presence of Al due to the
preferential plastic straining in this softer material. Even though higher temperatures were
observed in simulations at the same impact velocity, there were large, cold regions which
9Chemical reactions are identified by light emission events observed through high speed photography
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potentially quenched any reaction.
1.6 Outline of this work
This dissertation is split up into eight subsequent chapters. Chapter 2 provides a brief back-
ground in shock compression and high-strain-rate deformation physics. A brief introduc-
tion to shock compression of solids is given and the mechanics and thermodynmaics perti-
nent to shock compression in powder mixtures is provided. The equations of state, mixture
models, conservation equations, and relevant thermodynamics is also given. Chapter 3
provides a literature review of the state of the art in shock-induced chemistry of energetic
materials. A historical overview of shock compression science leading to the current inter-
est in phase and chemical transformations in heterogeneous powder mixtures is provided.
The open questions in the field are also outlined. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the experimen-
tal and simulation techniques employed in this work. Chapter 6 outlines and discusses the
results of the both uniaxial stress and uniaxial strain experiments and simulations; Chapter
7 attempts to connect the observed behavior in uniaxial stress and strain and correlates the
bulk response with microstructural state. Chapter 8 gives a summary and conclusions of




2.1 Brief historical overview - chemical reaction and phase transforma-
tion phenomena in shock compression
Shock compression science evolved out of the seminal works at Los Alamos after World
War II. The focus of those studies was the behavior of shock waves in condensed mat-
ter produced by explosive-material interaction. The original works [32, 33] showed the
effectiveness of shock compression in probing the high pressure equation of state of solid
materials, and in particular discerning the α–ε martensitic phase transformation in iron [33],
which was deemed physically impossible under shock compression by the preeminent high
pressure physicist P. W. Bridgman1.
The field was cemented with the landmark publication by Rice, McQueen and Walsh
[34] in 1958 and shock compression science was legitimized as a systematic method of
studying materials at high pressures. Interest in the field would soon explode with the
synthesis of diamond particles from carbon [35]. Additional studies in shock synthesis
[36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] would eventually lead to the current interest in understand-
ing the shock compression and high strain rate behavior of heterogeneous metal powder-
based energetic materials. Improvements in computational and simulation technology have
spurred an additional revolution which includes the predictive design of materials systems
for improved performance under shock loading [43, 44]. This has been informed in large
part by an improved capability of nanosecond-resolution instrumentation for shock wave
measurement [45, 46, 47].
The importance of shock wave propagation in materials was beginning to be realized
1Of course Bridgman was later convinced of the transformation after the high pressure scale of his Bridg-
man device was re-calibrated with data from shock experiments
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with the allotropic transformation of iron at 13 GPa, first observed by Minshall [33] under
quasi-static conditions in 1954. As outlined by Duvall and Graham [48], phase transi-
tions induced by shock wave loading were posed as possible by Schardin [49] as early as
1941. Bridgman showed that chemical reactivity and phase transformations were pos-
sible by imposing a shear stress simultaneously on a hydrostatic state of compression
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. However, he was skeptical that a chemical reaction or phase change
was possible within the time scales to reach the peak pressure of a shock wave. An addi-
tional set of experiments and a refinement of the established high pressure scales provided
unequivocal evidence of the α–ε martensitic phase transition of iron by shock compres-
sion [56]. Nellis [57] attributes Bridgman’s standing as the world’s leading high pressure
physicist to fueling the debate over the existence of such transformations unobservable at
quasi-static conditions, which propelled many experimental high pressure physicists to im-
prove their experimental capability. Bridgman immediately recognized the importance of
such a discovery and also found that much higher pressures could be achieved with explo-
sives. These observations inspired Alt’shuler [58] to conduct the first underground nuclear
test to generate shock waves at Arzamas-16 (“Los Arzamas”) [59].
Much of the early research in shock compression materials synthesis was conducted in
the Soviet Union [60, 61, 62]. Ryabinin [63] first observed evidence of possible chemical
reactivity when subjecting materials to sudden shock loading. Dremin and Breusov [64]
provided the first major review outlining the crucial role that shear plays in shock compres-
sion of materials, revealing possible shock-loading scenarios leading to chemical reactivity
or transformation. Further experiments showed allotropic behavior in graphite (the famous
graphite-to-diamond phase transition) [35] and in the cubic and wurtzite polymorphs of BN
obtained through shock compression of hexagonal BN [65, 66, 48]. Kimura [67] followed
by Horiguchi and Nomura [68, 69] in Japan were the first to chemically synthesize TiC
from porous powder compacts under shock compression. These works also showed that
the remnants of the shocked state were energetically activated, promoting further chemical
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reactivity. Batsanov et al. [62] later demonstrated that potassium nitrate showed enhanced
chemical reactivity after shock modification; this work is widely considered to have brought
the subject of shock-induced reactivity into the limelight. Adadurov et al. [60] showed that
polymerization of acrylamide and trioxane was possible with the passage of a shock wave,
which was identified as a shock-induced phenomenon [70]. This early work revealed that
the shock process could induce or enhance chemical reactivity in materials at incredibly
short time scales, i.e. at the peak pressure of the shock wave. Future work would involve
a critical assessment of the possibility of ultrafast chemical reactions occurring within the
shock front [36]. These studies further exemplified the untapped potential of this new field
of study.
2.1.1 Looking forward
The advent of massively-parallelized computing environments have enabled simulations
of large-scale systems as well as intricate meso-scale simulations at smaller length scales.
These simulations use continuum mechanics descriptions (field variables are describable
by continuous functions permitting a finite number of discontinuities) of material behavior
and can be used to resolve meso-scale phenomena contributing to the bulk behavior of the
materials. Extrinsic properties such as particle size distribution and morphology can be
investigated with precise numerical simulations, the validity of which may be correlated
with experiments. This relatively new development permits the accurate microstructural
description of the material and enables the decoupling of potential meso-scale phenomena
responsible for shock-induced reaction initiation.
The following sections discuss recent pertinent works in the chemistry of powder ma-
terials under shock compression, the current efforts in modeling, simulation, and theory
of shock-induced chemistry in heterogeneous energetic materials, and the current general
trends in understanding the mechanochemistry at high-strain-rates. The role of meso-scale
heterogeneity and its effects on bulk mechanochemical response is of particular interest in
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this work. The proposed research seeks to illustrate the tailorability of metallic powder-
based MESMs for use in high-strain-rate applications. Mechanochemistry of the Ti/Al/B
system under shock compression loading is of interest and the mechanisms for reactions at
various length scales will be explored in support of this goal.
2.2 Chemical reactions and synthesis of materials under shock compres-
sion
Elemental powder precursors can undergo chemical reactions under shock compression
through mechanisms that are fundamentally different from first-order physical and chemi-
cal changes [48]. The turbulent state within the shock wave, facilitated by the local hetero-
geneity within the powder, leads to extreme deformation of particles and enhanced material
mixing, which can cleanse oxidized surfaces and lead to conditions favorable to chemical
reactions [9, 12]. The natural porosity in powder compacts (of green strength or higher)
provides sites for mixing and thermal buildup due to pore collapse during the densification
process. This is of particular importance in explosive materials [3, 71] where the energetic
material is in the form of a molecular crystal embedded in some binder. Solid state bonding
of particles is also possible during the deformation processes. The bulk mass transport of
constituents may bring reactants into closer proximity where their reaction is more proba-
ble. Bulk heating due to the thermal pressure buildup in a shock compressed material can
be sufficient to cause molecular decomposition or melting at interfaces. Extreme localized
heating can also lead to the same phenomena at discrete locations within the material mi-
crostructure. The thermal pressure buildup may be sufficient to cause the reaction to be
self-propagating [72]. Thus, chemical change and densification can concomitantly occur
during shock compression and can lead to drastically different states of matter and mi-
crostructures unlike any that can be produced via normal materials processing routes [73].
Chemical reactions occurring as a result of the passage of a shock wave through a
material can be characterized based on the time scale of occurrence [12]. Shock-induced
chemical reactions occur in the time scale of mechanical equilibration during the peak
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pressure of the shock wave front while the material is undergoing rapid changes in thermo-
dynamic state variables. Reactions occurring or enhanced by the disordered and activated
material left behind after the passage of a shock wave are considered to be shock-assisted.
In contrast, for reactions induced by the shock wave, the shocked region becomes filled
with activated states that lead to enhanced reactivity. Reactivity can also be induced by the
massive shearing events, localization phenomena, and enhanced mass transport associated
with high strain-rates at pressures below those of the shock wave regime. Such reactions
may be considered to be strain-induced and are one of the principal focuses in this work
along with shock-induced reactions. Highly heterogeneous materials systems can react in a
combination of shock-induced and strain-induced manners, where localization phenomena
becomes an important precursor for a reaction to occur. Chemical reactions occurring as a
result of the passage of a shock wave through a material can be characterized based on the
time scale of occurrence [12]. Shock-induced chemical reactions occur in the time scale of
mechanical equilibration during the peak pressure of the shock wave front while the mate-
rial is undergoing rapid changes in thermodynamic state variables. Reactions occurring or
enhanced by the disordered and activated material left behind after the passage of a shock
wave are considered to be shock-assisted. In contrast, for reactions induced by the shock
wave, the shocked region becomes filled with activated states that lead to enhanced reactiv-
ity. Reactivity can also be induced by the massive shearing events, localization phenomena,
and enhanced mass transport associated with high strain-rates at pressures below those of
the shock wave regime. Such reactions may be considered to be strain-induced and are one
of the principal focuses in this work along with shock-induced reactions. Highly hetero-
geneous materials systems can react in a combination of shock-induced and strain-induced
manners, where localization phenomena becomes an important precursor for a reaction to
occur.
Much of the early works in materials synthesis and decomposition involved displacement-
type chemical reactions which were found not to depend on diffusive transport. Studies of
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ultrafast chemical reactions (mainly decomposition occurring within the microsecond time
scale of the high pressure state) were first conducted by Batsanov et al. [74] and showed
that the decomposition of CdCO3 was due to an intramolecular process not requiring dif-
fusion of the reaction components. This was also later shown to occur with andalusite
decomposing into an amorphous form of Al2O3 by Schneider and co-workers [75]. In con-
trast to the early works in materials synthesis and decomposition of covalent and molecular
solids, the investigation of shock induced reactions in intermetallic-forming powder mix-
tures is a relatively young field. The mechanisms for reaction initiation in these systems is
much different from molecular decomposition or displacive mechanisms mentioned previ-
ously. Indeed, the transport phenomena enhanced by the shock front has been found to be
an essential ingredient [12, 14].
Horie et al. [36, 76] were the first to study intermetallic-forming powder mixtures of
Ni/Al and Ti/Al under shock compression. They observed an ordered phase of Ni3Al in the
high temperature zones of the post-impact recovered material and various other stoichiome-
tries interdispersed within the low temperature zones [36], as shown in figure 3. The high
temperature regions were found near the periphery of the samples due to wave interactions
at the edges of these regions. They also observed a region of a nearly homogeneous dis-
tribution of the Ni3Al product dispersed alongside inhomogeneous, irregularly-shaped Ni,
which was partly attributed to localized inhomogeneous distributions of starting particles.
Finally, regions of NiAl and NiAl3 grains were also observed. The NiAl3 phase was postu-
lated to have formed by precipitation from the liquid state, as the structure had the classic
eutectic form [36]. They also identified numerous mechanisms thought to influence the
initiation of a chemical reaction. Among these events are the high speed motion of dis-
locations, the consolidation of particles, viscoplastic deformation, and localized reactions
leading to an exothermic energy release. They noted that the particles in the shocked re-
gion became mechanically activated and achieved intimate contact. This, along with high
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Figure 3: (a.) Recovered shock-compressed Ni/Al powder compact specimen (b.) Cal-
culated temperature isotherms superimposed on a schematic image of the recovered speci-
men. The crack was caused by spallation. Adapted from Horie et al. [36]
local stress and thermal gradients were postulated to lead to reaction. However, the postu-
lated mechanisms are based on conjecture and inferred from the stress traces recorded from
experiments and are indirect in nature. Furthermore, the effects of these mechanisms on
the reaction initiation are unknown. Computer simulations of shock processes were used
to predict the temperature distribution within the powder compact. The results shown in
figure 3b illustrate that the reacted regions achieve temperatures close to those for the ini-
tiation temperatures of Ni/Al powders under self-propagating high temperature synthesis
(SHS) reaction. This initial work provided evidence for synthesis reactions from recovered
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samples and post-mortem characterization, but without direct time-resolved measurements.
2.2.1 Direct observation of shock-induced reactions
Figure 4: The shock Hugoniot obtained by Batsanov et al. [77] shows pronounced de-
viation from the calculated Hugoniot for solid SnS and an inert rule of mixtures Sn+S
calculation, revealing a thermal back pressure created by the exothermic energy release by
the reaction.
Batsanov et al. [77] analyzed the Sn-S system through Hugoniot measurements and
found an anomalous behavior in the monotonic volume increase seen in the Hugoniot curve
at around 15 GPa. The deviation was well beyond that expected for the shock compression
of an inert porous mixture (see figure 4), indicating that a reaction had occurred within
the equilibration time at peak pressure of the shock wave (near the shock front). They
attributed the deviation to the reaction producing new products and to the disparity in par-
ticle velocities of material constituents at high pressures causing extreme material mixing
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(mechanically-based transport phenomena enhancing the diffusion-controlled processes).
They also concluded that if the specific volumes of the mixture and reaction product are
close, then the shock adiabat will shift to the right (expanded state) in P−V space as a result
of the thermal back pressure exerted by the exothermic release of energy during reaction
[77]. They postulated that a threshold pressure P∗ had to be exceeded for such deviation to
be observed in P − V space. This study provided the first evidence of a chemical reaction
in a powder mixture system, based on time-resolved Hugoniot measurements.
Graham et al. [78] provided a comprehensive overview of materials synthesis under
shock compression and identified the uniqueness of the shock process which involves si-
multaneous shear and high pressure at very short time durations. Graham would later
provide a new look at chemical reactions within the peak pressure state of the shock [79].
Batsanov’s work [77] provided the first direct measurement of an anomaly that could be
interpreted in the framework of a shock-induced chemical reaction. The “Hugoniot-based”
observation of a chemical reaction prompted further analysis from Graham and co-workers
[80] using the new Bauer piezoelectric PVDF stress gauges [81, 82, 83, 84]. This work
identified the class of reactions occurring at high pressures and classified the Hugoniot
deviations as “Ballotechnic” reactions [79]. Graham proposed that the heat of reaction
evolves as a constant pressure process and the heat contributes to the expanding volumet-
ric state, in contrast to Batsanov’s constant volume correction to the energy equation [85].
This idea was further extended by Bennett and Horie [24] through a critical analysis of
prior attempts in using the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state to predict the reaction product
Hugoniot [15, 86, 87, 72]. The Ballotechnic model will be discussed in greater detail in
section 2.3.1.
Bennett and Horie et al. [14] reported similar evidence of reactivity in a Ni-Al pow-
der mixture and observed the characteristic “peculiarity” in the Hugoniot as witnessed by
Batsanov in the nanosecond time scale. Their perspective on the reaction event is based on
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an “excess pressure” recorded through a Manganin gauge embedded in their backer mate-
rial away from direct contact with the compacted powder (shielded by a buffer material).
Figure 5a shows a series of recorded pressure traces from two experiments performed at
nearly the same impact velocity. A large excess pressure was recorded well above the 21
GPa (dotted line) predicted by an inert mixture calculation in both experiments, but was
more pronounced for the slightly higher impact velocity of the 1075 m/s experiment versus
that at 1064 m/s. This excess pressure is beyond the error bars of the experiment (cf. figure
5b) and remains nearly constant for higher impact velocities. The pressure is thought to
arise from the exothermic nature of the reaction and subsequent effects of the volumetric
expansion of the reaction products. Furthermore, the slightly higher velocity profile (1075
m/s versus 1064 m/s) reveals a pronounced excess pressure (58 kbar) above the baseline
pressure, indicating that a reaction occurred within the first 100 ns of the impact event.
Figure 5: Evidence of shock-induced chemical reaction in Ni/Al provided by an “excess
pressure” condition in the observed pressure profiles. (a.) Propagated pressure profiles
(Manganin backer gauge) recorded at impact velocities of 1075 m/s (open squares) and
1064 m/s (filled squares) showed a peak pressure in excess of the predicted inert mixture
pressure of 21 GPa (dotted line). (b.) Excess pressure (PE = PMeasured − PInert) plotted ver-
sus impact velocity showing a clear threshold impact velocity (about 1100 m/s) where the
excess pressure remained well above the error bar range for any subsequent experiments.
Bennett and Horie also provided metallographic evidence showing completion of the
reaction of Ni and Al forming NiAl3 around 1075 m/s impact velocity, in contrast with that
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for the lower velocity profile which showed signs of a diffusive mechanism for reaction
(potentially a shock-assisted reaction). They attributed this to a characteristic threshold ve-
locity to reaction occurring at around 1075 m/s. These works provide conclusive evidence
that shock-induced reactions can indeed occur within the peak pressure regime of a shock
wave and as such are subject to different initiation mechanisms in stark contrast to tradi-
tional thermochemical mechanisms. The exact mesomechanical origins of the reaction are
still unknown and many subsequent works have depended on these peculiarities to infer
that a reaction event has occurred. These effects were not directly probed in these exper-
iments since the gauge was shielded by a buffer material, leading to a steepening of the
shock front and thus obscuring the meso-scale effects on the bulk response.
Other intermetallic-forming systems have been studied using time-resolved measure-
ments as well as post-mortem recovery experiments. Dunbar et al. [88] were the first to
study the Ti-Si system with time-resolved measurements using Bauer PVDF stress gauges
[81, 82, 83] following Graham’s initial work with PVDF gauge calibration [84]. The Ti-Si
system was studied using powder mixtures in 5:3 molar ratios of Ti-Si with the intent of
preferentially supporting the Ti5Si3 reaction pathway. Evidence of a shock-induced reac-
tion event was found on the basis of an increase in measured shock speed as compared with
a predicted value from an inert rule of mixtures calculation. Coupled with the nanosecond
time resolution of the PVDF gauge, this provided evidence of an ultrafast event occurring
within the rise to peak pressure in the shock wave. A subsequent study by Thadhani et al.
[42] investigating the morphological effects on the shock response of Ti-Si powders showed
that coarse (> 150 µm) and fine (< 10 µm) particle morphologies were detrimental to chem-
ical reaction, owing to Si particle fracture and entrapment (coarse) and particle agglomera-
tion (fine) during compaction, whereas a medium (10 − 20 µm) particle size led to greater
shock speeds, indicating greater reactivity in these medium size particle mixtures. A greater
expanded state in P-V space was observed for medium morphology particles, indicating a
greater reactivity over the other sizes considered. Vandersall et al. [89, 90, 91, 92, 93] also
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studied a Si-intermetallic system (Mo-Si) and found that melting of Si inhibited reaction
and produced lower than expected shock speeds due to the density change in Si. This was
manifested as a lower shock speed than what was predicted by a mixture equation of state
for an expected reaction of Mo+Si. Melting was observed in post-shock samples as shown
in figure 6. Moreover, similar evidence of melting and re-solidification was observed in
[94, 95] which indicated reactivity to be mediated by liquid-phase mechanisms. Vandersall
also observed highly dispersed wave profiles in Mo/Si powder mixtures during compaction
which has implications in the Hugoniot analysis of this powder mixture, which will be
discussed in connection with the present work.
The study of the intermetallic-forming Ni-Ti system by Xu and Thadhani [96] revealed
a strong dependence of the deviation from the inert mixture Hugoniot state on process-
ing condition (ball-milling time) and extrinsic properties. This work showed a drastically
reduced threshold for reaction initiation due to the lowered activation barriers and higher
energy state of the deformed powders, as well as the new topological configuration of
the powders into a mechanically-induced alloyed system. This was evidenced in broader
XRD traces and alloy phase (B2-NiTi-(110)) peaks present for longer ball milling times,
as shown in figure 7. However, further ball-milling and mechanical alloying revealed a
Hugoniot shock state on the inert mixture curve (see figure 8 a and b). The reduction in
the expanded state is evidence of reduced extent of heat released during shock compression
(less reactants available for chemical reaction) [96]. These works outline the importance of
extrinsic component properties and the need for nanosecond time-resolved measurements.
2.2.2 Post-mortem evidence of shock-induced reactions
The shock-induced reactions and formation of silicides such as niobium and molybdenum
silicides have been studied by Vecchio et al. [94, 95] and Yu and Meyers [86] in an ef-
fort to understand the reaction mechanisms. They tested powders of varying sizes and
morphologies and closely controlled the experimental conditions to ensure that recovered
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Figure 6: (a.) – (b.) Photomicrographs showing the partially-reacted eutectic phase of
MoSi2 in the presence of ejected Mo particles. (c.) – (d.) Fully reacted microstructure
showing a eutectic MoSi2 characteristic of a melt/re-solidification process. [93]
specimens would be in a partially-reacted condition similar to that near the onset of re-
action. Their work concluded that a liquid-phase interfacial mechanism was responsible
for reaction initiation based on post-mortem characterization of the shock compressed ma-
terial. Figure 9 shows a recovered specimen of Nb+Si powder shock compressed at 1.2
km/s. A progression through the capsule thickness shows: a.) The fully compacted, though
unreacted, region near the top of the capsule, b.) A transition region between the unre-
acted and partially-reacted regions, c.) A close-up of the partially-reacted region showing
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Figure 7: Ball-milling of Ni-Ti mixtures showed peak broadening of Ni and Ti peaks at
4 hours (due to particle straining) and alloying at greater ball milling times, producing an
energetically active powder mixture [96].
NbSi2 nodules surrounding unreacted Nb particles, d.) A transition region between the
partially-reacted and fully-reacted material, e.) A close-up of an interphase region show-
ing an equilibria between Nb metal, NbSi2, and the potential transition interphase product
Nb5Si3. The authors proposed a mechanism based on the melting of the Nb-Si interfaces
leading to the removal of the activation and diffusion barriers to subsequent synthesis of
Nb-Si intermetallics. Some eutectic product was observed at higher impact velocities and
preheated samples. The high temperatures in the molten Si phase may have caused the
dissolution of NbSi2 and the subsequent turbulent mixing of the products gave a uniform
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Figure 8: (a.) Shock compression experiments on as-blended Ni/Ti powder mixtures show
pronounced deviations from the inert and porous Hugoniots at higher pressure, approaching
the reaction product NiTi Hugoniot, indicating a Ballotechnic-type reaction. (b.) Increased
ball-milling time had a dissimilar effect on the shock state of the Ni/Ti mixture, showing
reduced deviation from the inert mixture Hugoniot [96].
re-solidified structure, reminiscent of equilibrium melting and solidification. This mecha-
nism is a result of the aftermath of the shock process and does not represent the potential
reaction occurring within the peak pressure state of the shock wave.
A similar progression for Mo-Si is shown in figure 10 where now the nodular parti-
cles are a MoSi2 phase forming from a similar re-solidification from the Mo-rich Si liquid
phase. Fracture is most prevalent in Mo particles along the internal grain boundaries, but
it does not seem to disrupt the mechanism for the reaction. Indeed, the microstructures of
the recovered Mo-Si compacts and Nb-Si compacts share many similarities. No interphase
boundary was found in the Mo-Si compacts. The MoSi2 particles likely form similarly as
the NbSi2 particles, i.e. at the molten Si and Nb(Mo) interface through solid-liquid mech-
anisms, whereupon further reaction is facilitated by the dissolution of these particles in the
melted Si, saturating it with metal and further consuming the metal. This continues until the
short-range forces in the liquid cause the agglomeration of Nb(Mo)-Si and the Nb(Mo)Si2
solidifies in a spherule form. The kinetics of solid state diffusion are thus removed from the
equation and the system can react within hundreds of nanoseconds through this dissolution
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Figure 9: Post-mortem recovered samples of Nb/Si compacts. (a.) Unreacted, fully com-
pacted region. (b.) Transition region between unreacted and partially-reacted zones. (c.)
Close-up of partially-reacted zone. (d.) Transition region between partially-reacted and
fully-reacted zones. (e.) Close-up of an interphase region comprised of the potential tran-
sition product phase Nb5Si3. Adapted from Vecchio et al. [94].
and re-solidification process2. This mechanism was further discussed in a companion paper
2The kinetics of first order transitions such as melting are incredibly fast, on the order of the phonon re-
laxation time of atoms [48]. Therefore, sustained reaction may be possible through mechanisms independent
of diffusional processes.
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Figure 10: Post-mortem recovered samples of Mo/Si compacts following a similar pro-
gression as figure 9. Arrows in figure (c.) correspond to Mo particles that have been
completely converted to MoSi2. The Mo particles show considerable fracture (figure (a.))
whereas the Si particles heavily strain. Adapted from Veccio et al. [94]
to this original work [95].
2.2.3 Reactivity under uniaxial stress loading
Reactivity in powder mixtures subjected to uniaxial stress loading differs from shock com-
pression loading in that there is no outer confinement of the powder mixture. This leads
to excessive flow and plastic straining of the constituents and also leads to pronounced
localization phenomena. Reactivity will be mediated by the plastic deformation of soft
phases leading to strain localization as well as bulk heating necessary to sustain chemical
reactions. Recent works studying the reactivity of metal powder-based energetic materials
under uniaxial stress have revealed the importance of strain localization and topological
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connectivity [97] in promoting reactivity.
Ames [10] studied a variety of energetic materials systems and found that the intense
localized shearing observed during high-strain-rate loading in a Taylor rod-on-anvil im-
pact configuration was an essential precursor to initiating chemical reactions. The Taylor
bar was made entirely of the pressed energetic powder mixture. High speed photogra-
phy reveals the onset of a chemical reaction event near the shear band formed at the im-
pact site during the mushrooming of the projectile (Figure 11). Nesterenko [98] demon-
strated through controlled shear experiments unaided by shock compression that reactivity
in Nb+Si powder samples was indeed possible by strain alone (the strain-induced mecha-
nism). Meyers et al. [55] attribute the reactivity to the large energy of deformation localized
in the shear bands which exceeds the threshold values proposed by Krueger and Vreeland
[99, 100]. Unfortunately, these studies do not provide a time scale for reactivity and only
infer the reaction mechanism based on post-shock observation, postulating a liquid-phase
reaction mechanism.
Figure 11: Photographic evidence of impact-induced chemical reaction showed ignition
event happening until the onset of extreme shear localization (aided by uniaxial stress load
geometry). Adapted from [10].
Du and Thadhani [101] studied the impact-initiated reactivity in a number of binary Al-
based intermetallic-forming systems. They concluded that the chemical reactions (based on
observed light emission) occurred during continued lateral straining of the reactive pellet
beyond the consolidation point. The equilibrated stress between the anvil and pellet and the
kinetic energy were found to not be independently controlling the reactivity. This showed
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that the bulk straining and localization in the material were the most important factors
leading to reactivity in this configuration.
Herbold et al. [26] presented corroborating evidence for the existence of a unique en-
ergy threshold for reaction initiation in ball-milled Ni+Al powder mixtures under uniaxial
stress conditions. Pressed pellets of the Ni+Al mixture were mounted on a copper rod and
fired as if in a modified Taylor setup. A chemical reaction was identified based on light
emission observed in a framing camera. They found that there was a minimum reaction en-
ergy threshold for a certain ball-milling time and found the threshold to be lower for higher
theoretical maximum density (TMD) compacts. This shows that pre-treatment of starting
powders affects reaction initiation even if unaided by shock compression.
2.2.4 Current trends in shock-induced reactivity research
The intermetallic-forming Ni-Al system continues to be of great interest due to its energetic
qualities and the attractive high-temperature properties of the Ni3Al reaction product. A
novel manufacturing approach has enabled Ni/Al laminates to be formed with precise bi-
layer spacing (see for example [102]), exploiting the uniform contact between surfaces to
enhance reactivity. These laminates have been found to be highly reactive at small (nano-
scale) bi-layer spacings, possibly due to a more uniform availability of reactants in the
system. A high-strain-rate event can cause localization phenomena due to the geometry of
the system and the softening of the Al phase which likely mediates plastic deformation.
The viscous dissipation near the localized region (shear band-like instabilities) is perhaps
in competition with the interfacial phenomenon which behaves as an activation barrier to
subsequent reaction [103].
Current interest in shock-induced reactions has focused on energetic materials, in par-
ticular MESMs. MESMs are relatively stable and only react when imparted with sufficient
dynamic energy. These materials exploit the reactivity of the constituents and their relative
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strengths, ultimately allowing for the tailoring of properties based on microstructural de-
sign. The National Research Council study of shock chemistry [104] highlighted the impor-
tance of continued research in the field of shock compression and the unanswered questions
regarding the shock chemistry of powder precursors. It was noted that reactions in materi-
als under shock loading can occur within the microsecond time scale of the peak-pressure
regime of the shock and that the chemistry was enhanced due to transport processes such
as material mixing due to extreme plastic flow [104, 12]. The design of MESMs depends
on an understanding of these physical processes at the submicrosecond time scale. Studies
into these mechanisms are complicated by the disparity in length and time scales and by
the constitutive properties of the constituents, owing to the nucleation and growth processes
during a chemical reaction, and the apparent role of shear on the reaction thermodynamics
[48]. Nevertheless, accurate inferences of the reaction mechanisms in energetic materials
can be made through a coupled experimental and computational approach, though lacking
a generalized theoretical framework, as long as appropriate validation and correlations of
the methods with experiments are made.
2.3 Thermodynamics of porous and distended composite mixtures
2.3.1 Ultrafast reactions - Thermodynamic models and computer simulations
The mechanisms governing the enhanced reactive state in a shocked material or the events
leading to a reaction during the peak pressure state of the shock wave are still not un-
derstood. Various kinetic and phenomenological models have been developed based on
metallurgical observations and existing continuum theory. Some thermodynamic mod-
els based on a Mie-Grüneisen correction to the inert Hugoniots of the powder mixtures
have been developed to predict the shocked state during a shock-induced chemical reaction
[15, 86, 87, 72, 24]. Many of these models depend on a pre-existing kinetic assumption
and therefore do not consider the time-evolution of reaction-products using a true kinetic
model. However, what is now known through experimental inference is that the complex
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defect state created by a shock wave can induce a chemical reaction in the time scale of
mechanical equilibrium [77, 105, 14, 12].
The first comprehensive phenomenological mechanism for such strain-induced reac-
tions was given by the ROLLER model of Dremin and Breusov [64]. This model is based
on mechanical displacement of two adjacent layers of material. If the traditional nucleation
and growth kinetics are considered, the nucleating phase will arise between two moving
layers of material and act as a kind of “roller” which traps constituent atoms of the adjacent
materials, further increasing in size and concentration by acting as a mixer (Figure 12).
Thadhani [12] notes that the time scale of electron shell rearrangement (around 10−13 s)
is shorter than the time scale of atomic contact, indicating that atoms can indeed combine
with the “roller” and form a new phase. The new phase forms through plastic deformation
and enhanced mass transport without recourse to diffusion mechanisms.
Figure 12: (a.) Schematic of the roller model where a small “roller” of nucleating material
between two adjacent moving layers of material attracts and binds atoms without recourse
to diffusive mechanisms. (b.) Top view showing multiple nucleation sites with rollers.
Adapted from Thadhani [9].
The CONMAH model was developed by Graham [106] following the observation of the
mechanochemical effects of the shock wave on the material. Although the ROLLER model
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gives a satisfactory depiction of localized processes, large scale chemical reactivity is only
possible through the coordinated mass transport facilitated through rapid plastic deforma-
tion. The passage of a shock wave leads to a great amount of energy release which can
lead to localized melting at particle interfaces, polymorphic phase transformations (both
high pressure and high temperature phases), defect formation, and chemical reactions. The
reconfiguration of the reactant materials during shock loading along with the formation of
defects greatly affect the solid state reactivity during shock loading. Graham’s CONMAH
model summarizes these important phenomenological effects caused by the shock wave via
the following processes [106]:
• CONfigurational changes in particle morphology and in crystal structure
• Mass mixing where particles are forced together and relative motion and friction
enhances energy transport.
• Activation where the configurational changes and generation of defects lead to highly
reactive structure.
• Heating due to strain localization and temperature gradients through the shocked
medium.
2.3.2 Continuum thermochemical models
The first reaction kinetics model for shock-induced reactions was developed by Maiden
and co-workers [107] inspired by the reactive flow model of Nutt [108] and applied to the
Ti + 2B reaction. This model employed the mass fraction of the reactants as an internal
state variable for the total energy. It considered the evolution of the mass fraction λ as an












where the pre-exponential factor kN depends on the diffusion coefficient, N denotes the
order of the reaction, and the variables E, R, and T take on the usual definitions of activa-
tion energy, gas constant, and temperature, respectively. The model also considers a sep-
arate equation for pressure evolution assuming a homogeneous decomposition of pressure
contributions due to volumetric expansion and chemical changes. The reaction initiation
mechanism in this model is governed by the thermal energy due to pore collapse, thus cre-
ating “hot-spots” where reactions potentially occur. Maiden and Nutt [109] subsequently
developed a heterogeneous model based on this “hot-spot” assumption, triggering reaction
when the surface temperature of a void reached a specified threshold. This model was
contested by Enikolopyan et al. [110] who considered reaction initiation to be governed
by the unique processes occurring during high-strain-rate loading irrespective of thermal
mechanisms. These authors believed that it was the rapid mixing and mechanical disinte-
gration [72] that led to reactivity based on observations that these shock-induced reactions
occurred rapidly for both strongly and weakly exothermic systems without regard to the
initiation temperature.
Horie and Kipp [23] developed a homogeneous phenomenological model describing
the combined effects of dispersive mixing with the temperature and pressure that occurred
during the passage of a shock wave. This model combines the law of mass action for the
rate laws with a turbulent mixing reactor scheme and considers a possible transition phase
leading to the final stable product from a shock-induced reaction. A strain rate dependence
is included in the Arrhenius definition of the rate constant. Figure 13a shows a schematic
of the model considering the passage of a shock wave through binary material with a void.
Inhomogeneous temperature contributions to chemical reactivity were later added to the
model by Taylor et al. [111]. Horie and co-workers subsequently developed what came
known to be the VIR (voids, inactives, reactives) model [112, 16] which takes into account
a system of voids, inactive materials, and reactive materials under pressure equilibrium
(figure 13b, top). The system is considered closed, but heat transfer is permitted within
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the components of the system in the extended version of the model, which is refined to
better capture the dispersed wave mechanics due to heat transfer during reaction (figure
13b, bottom) The VIR model includes constitutive modeling of pore collapse through the
P−αmodel of Hermann [113] and a description of chemical reactivity based on the original
Horie-Kipp model [23]. This model essentially takes into account the internal quenching
of the reactive species by the non-reactive species through thermal exchange, which is a
feature not present in the original formulation. Figure 14a shows the extended VIR model
simulating the reflected pressure profile in a Ni/Al experiment with remarkable fidelity.
Figure 13: (a.) One-dimensional representation of the phenomenological model developed
by Horie and Kipp [23]. The one-dimensional slab consists of Ni and Al with a void in the
center. The void serves as a space for mass-mixing to take place and subsequently collapses
under the action of the shock pressure. The resulting non-equilibrium mixture will react
if the appropriate thermochemical conditions are met. (b.) Schematics of a VIR (top) and
Extended VIR (bottom) reactor cells where inactive and reactive species can exchange heat
and mix within a void area
Horie et al. [16] argue that due to the high exothermic energy release from synthesis
reactions occurring during shock compression, there is little kinetic barrier opposing re-
activity and once initiated, the reactions tend to go to completion. Therefore, any kinetic
activation barriers serve only as initiation barriers and subsequently can be ignored, similar
to Boslough’s hot-spot criterion [72]. This permits the kinetic models to be applied without
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Figure 14: (a.) Simulated reflected pressure profile for the capsule setup (inset) as shown.
The Extended VIR model prediction is in remarkable agreement with the experimental
data reproducing the peak excess pressure condition. (b.) Predicted and measured (pyrom-
etry) temperature profiles for the Al-Fe2O3 thermite system [72] again showing remarkable
agreement. Chemical reactions accounted for the high bulk temperatures and the deviation
from the inert calculations by Boslough.
remorse when analyzing the shock-induced reactions in powder compacts. Although the
models show excellent agreement with experiments (at a condition with known excess pres-
sure), they do not take into account the heterogeneous nature of the compact, instead resort-
ing to a bulk continuum description and pore collapse through a phenomenological model.
The chemistry is also not taken into account properly (law of mass action descriptions based
on molar concentration, rather than activity) and thus the models should be used with cau-
tion when dealing with highly heterogeneous systems or systems with multiple or complex
reaction pathways. Horie describes a heterogeneous reactive flow as a probable source
for shock-induced chemical reactions [17]. This model was implemented in a continuum
framework similar to his VIR model and reveals a dependence on extrinsic properties for
such heterogeneous flow to lead to reactions. It also reveals that the hydrodynamic phe-
nomena associated with shock compression can reduce the prevailing length scales through
surface instabilities at particles, making it possible for even diffusion-controlled processes
to prevail.
Two main schools of thought have been adopted to explain the initiation phenomena
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in reactive materials under shock loading [55]: a solid-solid mechanism where reactions
are driven by mechanochemical transport phenomena, and a solid-liquid mechanism which
relies on the thermochemical energy release to be greater than the melting point of a con-
stituent material. The efforts of Krueger et al. [114, 100, 99] showed that chemical reactiv-
ity occurred at a characteristic shock energy threshold, independent of the shock pressure.
They observed minor surface reactions at energies below the threshold and nearly com-
plete reaction for energies above the threshold in the Ni-Si system. These conclusions were
substantiated by Meyers et al. [94, 95, 55] for the Nb-Si system. Localized melting of Si
established the threshold energy and the proposed mechanism for product formation was a
nucleation and growth phenomena. Furthermore, Vecchio et al. [94] observed that particles
of NbSi2 were constantly being nucleated and ejected from surfaces of Nb, indicating that
an interphase boundary did not form and thus did not inhibit the reactivity. This is in stark
contrast to the proposed mechanisms espoused in the ROLLER and CONMAH models
which depend on solid-state mass mixing from the shock to initiate a reaction.
Recent work by Do and Benson [115] develops a computational framework for mod-
eling chemical reactions using the discrete particle method (DPM). The chemical kinetic
model was inspired by Kee et al.’s [116] CHEMKIN software package. These authors
obtained a deformation structure for a uniaxial strain configuration of particles and also
simulated the growth and evolution of reaction fronts using the kinetic models adopted.
Figure 15 shows their results indicating the increase in reaction product over time reaching
a saturation point. This model assumes the kinetics and employs the law of mass action
(composition-based) in calculating the properties of the shocked material. However, the
mechanism is improperly accounted for since the kinetics are assumed and only one reac-
tion pathway is considered (no phase changes in the constituents).
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Figure 15: (a.) Model problem for Do and Benson’s reactive discrete particle simulations
at the meso scale (idealized particles). (b.) Concentration profiles showing exchange of
constituents . Adapted from Do and Benson [115].
2.3.3 Recent developments and unresolved issues
Recent works by Eakins and Thadhani [19] have shown the effects of particle morphol-
ogy and orientation on shock-induced reactions. They found that shock-induced chemical
reactions depended on heterogeneous phenomena such as particle fracture, cleansing of
surfaces, and void collapse and mixture. Meso-scale simulations [21] revealed complex
hydrodynamic phenomena occurring during rapid deformation. A distinct size effect has
been observed for mixtures of Ti and Si powders [42]. Dissipative mechanisms such as
fracture were observed for coarse particle sizes (105-149 µm) while clustering was ob-
served for fine particle sizes (< 10 µm), both inhibiting reaction. The intermediate particle
sizes showed greater deformation and mixing, indicating an optimal particle size leading to
reaction. This work served as a confirmation of the CONMAH model posited by Graham
[106]. Herbold et al. [26] provided corroborating evidence for the existence of a unique en-
ergy threshold for reaction initiation in ball-milled Ni+Al under uniaxial stress conditions.
They found that there was a minimum reaction energy threshold for a certain ball-milling
time and found the threshold to be lower for higher theoretical maximum density (TMD)
compacts. This shows that pre-treatment of starting powders affects reaction initiation even
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if unaided by shock compression.
Although many satisfactory phenomenological and kinetic models exist, there still re-
main unresolved issues regarding the mechanisms governing reactivity and transformation
of shocked materials. Also, previous studies do not reveal the time scale of reaction initia-
tion and propagation since they depend on post-mortem analysis and theoretical calculation
of the pressure and temperature conditions during reaction. The indirect observation of re-
action through the Hugoniot shift or the excess pressure provides no indication of reaction
pathway or extent. These models instead presuppose reaction goes to completion or assume
an arbitrary reaction time. The phenomena occurring at the meso-scale is a combination
of hydrodynamic mixing, geometric and material instabilities, and dissipative mechanisms.
Reactions likely initiate through some interfacial mechanism, mediated by a liquid or solid
state equilibria depending on the load state, and either quench or propagate depending on
the stability of the reaction front.
It is believed that shock-induced reactions strongly depend on these contributing mech-
anisms and that microstructures can be tailored to optimize reactivity [13]. There is still
no clear understanding of the reaction initiation mechanisms and their mechanochemical
or thermochemical origins. Furthermore, the current models do not consider the hindrance
of the reaction front by the formation of a reaction-product interface. Future efforts should
be directed at addressing these issues so that the mechanisms preceding reaction initiation
may be found, which also requires consideration of the micro-scale processes occurring
near the interfaces during shock loading. The work presented in this dissertation aims to
investigate this length scale along with the meso-scale processes that are affected by these
micro-scale phenomena. An assessment of the manifested wave mechanics resulting from
a shock-induced reaction will be also be provided.
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CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND IN SHOCK COMPRESSION AND
HIGH-STRAIN-RATE SCIENCE
This chapter presents the scientific background on shock compression science, starting with
the derivations of the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions for solids under shock compres-
sion. These relations stem from the conservation relations and are completely general.
The thermodynamics of powder mixtures under shock compression are discussed both for
inert and reactive mixtures. The equations of state (EOS) and phenomenological com-
paction models used in the present work are discussed. A survey of various equation of
state (EOS) models and phenomenological compaction models is provided, along with the
thermodynamic models for shock-induced chemical reactions of the “Ballotechnic” form.
The chapter concludes with a brief survey on the theory of errors employed in this work.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the relevant background necessary
to explore powder mixtures under shock compression and serves as a refresher. The reader
familiar with shock compression science can skip this chapter and proceed directly to the
next chapter.
3.1 Shock Compression of Solids
A shock wave is rigorously defined as a traveling discontinuity in a continuous medium
induced by the sudden dynamic compression of said medium well into the plastic regime
(or in the case of gases, into the highly-compressed regime). In solids, this is preceded by
a non-conservative event whereby the dynamics induce permanent material deformation,
i.e. the transformation of kinetic energy into permanent deformation with concomitant
heating and entropy production in the material. A shock wave travels into the medium
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and with it a discontinuous thermodynamic state, where state variables such as pressure,
internal energy, and density vary in a near-discontinuous manner from their nascent val-
ues prior to the arrival of the wave. The conservation relationships still hold at the wave
interface with modifications (the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions) and can be used to
relate these thermodynamic variables through closure with an equation of state (EOS). The
near-discontinuous nature of this wave is such that there is insufficient time for long range
diffusion of atomic species to take place [3], and the rise time to the new thermodynamic
state (i.e. the time that it takes to get to 90% of the equilibrium state achieved behind the
shock) is incredibly fast, and is usually less than 100 ns [3].
In solid materials, any sudden loading is transferred hyperbolically as wave charac-
teristics which travel at a specific limiting speed1. This speed depends on whether the
underlying structure of the material is modified by the loading. The shock speed in the ma-
terial is mediated by the bulk compressibility and is pressure-dependent. The elastic speed
(the wave speed of a material that is not crystallographically modified and still within the
elastic regime) is mediated by the elastic modulus and density of the material. However,
porous and heterogeneous materials are typically a mixture of phases and the situation be-
comes more complex. Composite properties are used to predict the limiting wave speeds
in these materials and are usually a first-order estimate; experiments are necessary to fully
quantify the shock response of heterogeneous composite solids. Nevertheless, the knowl-
edge of shock compression in solids will be extrapolated to these situations in this work
in an attempt to better understand these complex materials, at least through the lens of the
simpler thermodynamic framework of solids.
Because the material is compressible, a compression caused by a piston will create a
highly compressed region2 where the front disturbance ahead of the piston will travel at a
1The sound speed of the material, or the shock speed depending on the deformation state and compress-
ibility of the material
2The compression is mediated by the compressibility of the material |∂P/∂V |, which can only promote a
shock wave if the compressibility goes up as the stress P goes up [3].
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velocity Us faster than the material behind the disturbance, which is still constantly being
compressed by the piston. This material will move at a velocity Up which matches the
velocity of the piston itself. This inertial separation between the propagating discontinuity
and the material moving behind it is due to the continual addition of compressed material to
the already compressed region [3]. The situation becomes complicated when dealing with
powders or granular/porous materials because there are multiple regions and interfaces
where the waves can reflect and therefore not fully develop into this inertially dissociated
region of compressed material and traveling discontinuity. The front itself will have a
structure associated with the distribution of constituents, their morphology, and the kinetics
of densification (i.e. crush strength and dissipation associated with compaction) [7] and will
not be perfectly discontinuous, in some cases dispersed over as much as 1 µs in the case
of coarse (∼ 400 µm) sand3. Nevertheless, theories based on this framework have been
developed for powders and will be discussed herewith.
This chapter presents an overview of the theory of shock compression of solids and
porous mixtures. A detailed exposition of pertinent equations presented in chapter 2 is
presented to develop context for the investigation of the shock compression of Ti/Al/B re-
active powder mixtures. It is by no means a complete exposition, but every attempt will
be made to outline the pertinent equations that are employed in this work as well as their
limitations. The conservation relations (i.e. the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions) are
first formulated and presented as applied to solid materials, and are further extended to
porous solids. The treatment of shock waves in powder mixtures and porous solids is fur-
ther discussed in section 3.3.2 and the current models for the equations of state for powder
mixtures are provided. Next, the thermodynamics of shock-induced chemical reactions and
the predictive models used to estimate the product Hugoniot for a reacting mixture under
shock compression are discussed in section 3.4. This chapter concludes with a word on
statistical analysis as it was applied in this work.
3G. Kennedy and N. N. Thadhani unpublished results, Georgia Tech, 2014
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3.2 Conservation relations in shock waves
This section will develop the conservation relations and implement them for the special case
of a shock wave. The conservation relations are ubiquitous and essentially axiomatic, and
are based on the assumption that certain field quantities can be defined as single-valued con-
tinuous functions over the spatial domain of interest. The field quantities of interest are dis-
placement, velocity, acceleration (displacement-based quantities), pressure/stress (force-
based quantities), and temperature and density (thermodynamic continuum-level quantities
linking the statistical mechanics of a large number of moving particles).
Consider a one-dimensional body Ω that has been stressed such that the rapid appli-
cation of the load caused a moving discontinuity to form in the body. Any applied stress
will travel throughout the body in the form of a characteristic due to the form of the con-
servation of momentum (to be derived below). At the continuum level, the conservation
relations are assumed to be valid and to govern all field variables in the domain of interest,
in this case, some material medium Ω. If the stress applied to the body is rapid and high
enough, a shock wave may form where the material behind the traveling wave will be at a
higher stress, velocity, density, etc. relative to the material ahead of the way. This variation
is nearly discontinuous, as is shown in figure 16.
3.2.1 Conservation of Mass
The conservation of mass, for example, asserts the balance of mass in an open system
with accumulation, assuming that a piecewise continuous function of density ρ = ρ(x, t)
exists and fills some volume of space Ω [117]. The density is a measure of how matter is
distributed across the space Ω, where Ω ∈ R3. The total mass in the space for a distribution





If matter is changing in some way, the rate of increase of total mass as a result of this
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Figure 16: Consider the stress amplitude plotted over the distance through a continuous
medium. After a sufficiently large and rapid application of load on a material, a shock wave
will develop which is a traveling discontinuity in thermodynamic state variables. The state











However, if there is no change in mass, i.e. if mass is not created or destroyed in the space
Ω, then the rate of increase in mass must equal the rate of mass inflow through the surface
Γ.
The mass efflux across the bounding surface of the medium volume is based on the
movement of material with a spatial velocity field v. The material moving across some
infinitesimal area dΓ having a normal vector n is carried by the velocity field v whose
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component is in the normal direction (with a negative sign to reinforce the fact that it is a
mass outflow):
−ρvndS = −ρv · n. (4)







∇ · (ρv)dΓ, (5)
where the last term arises from the divergence theorem. Since the rate of mass inflow must












ρ(x, t) + ∇ · (ρv)
]
dΩ = 0 ∀dΩ. (7)
This expression is valid for all possible integration volumes, and can thus only be true if
the integrand is exactly zero, i.e.
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0, (8)







where the density of the material ρ is a continuous function of space and time – ρ =
ρ(x, y, z, t) and v is the spatial velocity of the medium4.
4More details on the difference between material and spatial coordinates can be found in Malvern’s text
[117]
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3.2.1.1 Conservation of mass in a shock wave
In the case of a discontinuous change in state variables, the continuity equation 8 must take
into account a moving discontinuity at velocity Us relative to the disturbed material moving
at a different material velocity Up which propagates into a medium moving at a velocity
U0. Considering the shock wave front as the moving reference frame, the mass of material
exiting the wave (to the left of the shock front in figure 16) will have a new density ρ and
will be moving at a velocity Us − Up relative to the shock front. This mass will be the
product of the density and the amount of volume traversed in time δt, which is equal to
the cross-sectional area multiplied by the velocity and time: ρA(Us − Up)δt. The amount
of material entering the shock front (the nascnent material that is being compressed) has
an initial density ρ0 and may be moving with an initial velocity U0. Mass conservation
must be satisfied (eq. 8), which for a one-dimensional case, simplifies to equating the
mass entering and leaving the front. Considering the mass conservation through the shock
wave as the moving reference frame, the general expression becomes (after cancelling the
cross-sectional area and δt terms which are the same across the shock front) [118]:
ρ0(Us − U0) = ρ(Us − Up). (10)
This equation is completely general and valid for any infinitely sharp discontinuity in ther-
modynamic state. It is used as an approximation to the highly dispersed compressed states
observed in this work in the context of distended powder mixtures.
3.2.2 Conservation of Momentum
The conservation of momentum relates the momentum change of a body to an applied
impulse. This equation can be cast in differential form relating incremental stresses applied
to a body and a variety of forces. The force equilibrium on a body must be such that all
external forces must add to the product of the body’s mass and its acceleration (Newton’s
second law). If the forces are applied over some time δt, then a momentum change must
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occur. In the case of a shock wave, the thermodynamic pressure changes discontinuously
from P0 to P, and thus a momentum change must follow.
Impulse is defined as:
∫
F(t)dt, (11)
which equals (P − P0) · A · δt in the case of a shock wave. This must equal the momentum
change:
ρAδt(Us − Up)Up − ρ0Aδt(Us − U0)U0. (12)
Equating terms gives:
ρAδt(Us − Up)Up − ρ0Aδt(Us − U0)U0 = (P − P0) · A · δt, (13)
whereupon cancellation of common terms yields:
ρ(Us − Up)Up − ρ0(Us − U0)U0 = (P − P0). (14)
This equation is commonly combined with the conservation of mass to obtain the typical
form of the conservation of momentum by noting that ρ0Us = ρ(Us − Up):
ρ0UsUp − ρ0(Us − U0)U0 = (P − P0). (15)
If the initial momentum is zero (stationary body impacted by a shock wave), the equation
becomes:
P − P0 = ρ0UsUp. (16)
This is the form of the conservation of momentum that will be used to analyze the com-
pressed state of the powder in this work.
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3.2.3 Conservation of Energy
The conservation of energy considers the work done by all external forces balancing the
internal energy and the kinetic and potential energies:
∆E = ∆KE + ∆PE +
∑
∆W, (17)
where ∆E represents the change in internal energy of the system, KE and PE are the
kinetic and potential energies of the system, and
∑
∆W is the sum of all sources of work
done on to/by the system. This is similar to the classic definition of the First Law of
Thermodynamics:
dE = δQ − δW, (18)
where the differential δ denotes path dependence, i.e. the total differential of internal energy
E, path independent by definition of a total differential (Pfaffian form), can be composed
of path dependent changes in heat Q and work W. The work done by the passage of the
shock wave is composed of the force term (PA) and displacement (Uδt). Using intensive
quantities, each term becomes [3, 118]:
∆KE = KE2 − KE1 =
1
2
[ρA(Us − Up)δt]U2p −
1
2
[ρ0A(Us − U0)δt]U20 , (19)
∆PE = 05, (20)
∆E = EAρ(Us − Up)δt − E0Aρ0(Us − U0)δt, (21)
∆W = PAUpδt − P0AU0δt. (22)
5No electromagnetic, or gravitational effects considered
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ρA(Us − Up)δtU2p + EAρ(Us − Up)δt − E0Aρ0Usδt. (23)




ρ(Us − Up)U2p + Eρ(Us − Up) − E0ρ0Us. (24)
The common form of the conservation of energy in a shock wave is obtained by modi-




ρ0UsU2p + ρ0Us(E − E0). (25)
Re-arranging the equation by dividing through by ρ0Us to isolate the energy term gives:










Invoking the conservation of momentum, eq. 16 for the Up term gives:









thus obtaining a common denominator. Considering again the conservation of mass:
ρ0Us = ρ(Us − Up) (28)
ρ0Us
ρ
= Us − Up (29)




and the conservation of momentum:
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which is the slope of the Rayleigh line drawn in P − V space. This equation is substituted
back into equation 27 to obtain:
E − E0 =
P(P − P0)
(P − P0)





· (V0 − V) (40)
∴ E − E0 =
1
2
(P + P0)(V0 − V), (41)
which is the commonly-used form of the conservation of energy. Equation (41) is integral
to this work, as it is the partition of energy between the compaction of the loose powder
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and the shock compression that leads to the complex behavior of powder mixtures (i.e. the
long rise-times and dispersed wave fronts) under shock compression. The conservation
equations are completely general and there are five variables [3]: pressure P, material
(particle) velocity Up, shock velocity Us, specific volume V , and energy E. Thus, a fourth
equation is necessary for closure. This equation is in the form of a thermodynamic equation
of state (EOS) which relates state variables, usually Us−Up or some other equation. These
equations are dealt with in the next section.
3.3 Thermodynamics of Shock Waves in Powder Mixtures
The thermodynamic and mechanical properties of materials are important variables when
considering the shock compression of solids. The compressibility of a solid material in-
deed gives rise to the steep shock front observed upon rapid and strong compression. The
conservation equations require an additional expression connecting thermodynamic state
functions to provide a complete description of the solid under shock compression. This
additional expression is in the form of an equation of state, typically relating the pressure
to the volume and energy or temperature of the material on some thermodynamic surface,
typically on a Hugoniot (locus of shocked states), isentrope, isotherm, etc. The equation
of state can connect a locus like the Hugoniot to some other thermodynamic path. This
equation is usually taken as the linear relationship between Us and Up, and many mate-
rials show this behavior, although Kerley has recently written a counter-argument to this
paradigm [119] which should be critically assessed. Still, the linear Us − Up relation re-
mains a powerful tool used by many researchers.
The popular Mie-Grüneisen equation of state relates the pressure and internal energy
thermodynamic states of two paths (typically an isotherm and a Hugoniot) through an iso-
chore:
PH − PT =
Γ
V
(EH − ET ) (42)
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where the subscripts H and T refer to the Hugoniot and Zero-Kelvin Isotherm of the mate-











where α is the linear thermal expansion coefficient (hence the factor of three to obtain the
volumetric expansion coefficient), Cv is the specific heat at constant volume, and βT is the





Other analytical equations of state exist which relate the pressure to the bulk modulus.












which can be integrated on the isotherm to give the pressure as a power function in the
relative volume V0/V:









Horie and Sawaoka [16] derived the thermodynamically-consistent EOS from the Mur-

















































































= −PdV − sdT, (53)
integration yields the following expression for free energy:



















































(T − T0). (55)
This equation may be related to the Hugoniot state of the material by application of the
Mie-Grüneisen EOS.
3.3.1 Thermodynamics of inert mixtures under shock compression
An inert mixture equation of state is necessary to predict the possible shock state of a
powder mixture fully compacted by the shock wave. The inert mixture equations of state














where intensive state variables are represented by lowercase letters, and the variable mi
denotes the mass of the ith constituent in the mixture. The energy, E = E(S ,V, ni) where ni
is the mole number of constituent i, can be defined as an Euler homogeneous function:
E(λs, λV, λni) = λE(s,V, ni). (59)








































Similar relationships can be determined for all thermodynamic functions using the appro-
priate Legendre transform and Maxwell relation. These derivations can be found in any
standard text on chemical thermodynamics [120, 16, 121]. The thermodynamic relation-
ships are used when developing appropriate thermodynamic models for mixtures and are
completely general.
A mixture EOS can be formulated through a linear combination of contributions from
the constituents to some state variable. The extensivity of state variables allows for the
linear combination of specific volumes by mass fraction. McQueen et al. [122] devel-
oped a thermodynamically-consistent method of mixing thermodynamic state variables to
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develop a suitable Hugoniot EOS. This process is necessary because mixture internal ener-
gies are heterogeneous due to different structures leading to mixing free energy ∆GM and
configurational entropy differences. Although mechanical equilibration can be accounted
for if ordinary interpolation procedures are taken, thermal equilibrium (and thus thermody-
namic equilibrium) is not guaranteed due to this heterogeneity [3]. Therefore, a different
procedure is necessary which resolves this temperature discrepancy.
The procedure involves developing suitable cold curves (zero-Kelvin isotherms) in P −
V space for each constituent. This is necessary to avoid inhomogeneous thermal effects
between the constituents.
POK − PH =
Γ0
V0
(E0K − EH). (62)
The procedure to obtain the zero-Kelvin isotherms for each component is outlined in Mey-
ers [3] and the resulting differential equation will be reproduced below. This involves
defining the pressure as a function of volume and energy for each constituent and relating



























This equation may be numerically integrated using the definition of the Hugoniot shown











C2 + 2S [V0 − S (V0 − V)]
V0 − S (V0 − V)]4
(65)
The new mixture EOS is obtained by relating the energy at the Hugoniot and the energy
along the zero-Kelvin isotherm. These isotherms are “mixed,” i.e. the isotherm for the mix-
ture is the mass-fraction-weighted sum of the component isotherms, and then the isotherms
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2V0/Γ0 + V − V0
=
(2V0/Γ0)(∂P/∂V)0K + 2P0K
2V0/Γ0 + V − V0
(69)
Equation 69 provides the Hugoniot of a mixture avoiding the problem of heterogeneous
temperature effects. Other mixture theories were analyzed by Garg and Kirsh [123, 16] on
the basis of either mechanical or thermal equilibrium. The McQueen mixture theory is
acceptable for the current work and is employed to analyze the shock compressed state of
the mixture.
3.3.2 Thermodynamics of powder mixtures under shock compression
The shock compression of monolithic solid materials (without chemical reaction or phase
change) is well-understood and describable to a high degree of fidelity by the Rankine-
Hugoniot jump conditions. The situation becomes complicated in composite mixtures of
metal powders due to the potential chemical reaction induced by shock compression and
complex thermodynamics associated with the mixture state. A good first approximation of
the shock compression response of a powder mixture can be obtained by making a number
of equilibrium thermodynamic assumptions. The following treatment follows that of Horie
and Sawaoka [16] and is also based on the mixture theory of McQueen and a variety of
modifications for porous solids.
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Porous solids (powder compacts with some normal distribution of voids/pores) will
invariably go through a compaction process during dynamic compression (either through
uniaxial strain or stress loading). The compaction process is a non-equilibrium transient
state where the shock wave is not fully developed as it propagates through the powder. In
an infinitesimal region within the compaction front, many models presume a fully devel-
oped shock state (e.g. the ubiquitous Snow plow model) for the purposes of predicting the
compaction response. These models are phenomenological in nature and depend on the
definition of some evolution parameter that describes the compaction process. Compaction
is normally considered to be a three-stage process:
• Stage 1: The bulk and localized re-orientation and relative movement of particles
to fill as much space as possible. Frictional forces (static friction constantly being
broken, as in stiction phenomena) dominate transient equilibrium states.
• Stage 2: Complex deformation processes take over when the elastic limit within the
particles is exceeded and plastic deformation becomes significant. The softer parti-
cles begin to deform to fill the rest of the space left over from stage 1. If the particle
geometries (i.e. particle size distributions and morphology distributions) and con-
stitutive properties allow, the plastic deformation regime can be quite pronounced,
leading to complex phenomena mediated by deformation-induced heating and flow
(solid-state bonding).
• Stage 3: Fracture is the natural consequence of continued plastic deformation of the
particles due to continual shearing along critically-resolved shear stress directions.
The fracture process can lead to agglomeration of the newly-formed particles, thus
repeating the cycle.
The aforementioned processes are in stark contrast to the ideally-locking solid which
compresses to full density for any positive pressure. Any model that has predictive capa-
bilities of the final state of a porous solid must take into account the compaction process in
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some way. The following section outlines models for the compaction process of powders
and porous solids.
3.3.2.1 Continuum-based compaction models - P-α and variants
The compaction behavior of porous solids was empirically studied by Hermann [113]
where he introduced an evolution parameter relating the porous volume to the solid vol-
ume and assuming that the pressure was a function only of the solid volume and energy.
He also assumed that the elastic and plastic response of the powder is directly relatable to








The pressure relationship to the distension was modified by Carroll and Holt [124] to ac-




f (V/α, E) (71)
The elastic and plastic behavior of the powder is modeled separately. For the elastic re-
sponse, the compaction relationship related the evolution of the distention α to the bulk













which was cast in a simple form for numerical expediency by Hermann [113, 16], which is
















The subscripts “por” and “s” refer to the porous and solid conditions respectively, and
the subscript 0 indicates the zero pressure condition. The plastic response was derived by











This expression may be modified to isolate the distention parameter:







This form is used in the present work to predict the resulting distension as a function of
applied hydrodynamic stress P, the distension at maximum elastic compression αe for a
maximum applied stress Pe (where the particles have reached their elastic limit), and the
crush-up critical stress Pcr where all particles are assumed to have fully consolidated.
The crush-up stress, Pcr, must be estimated in some way, or be determined experimen-
tally by curve-fitting to measured stress data. This value can be estimated for the mixtures
using the Fischmeister-Artz method [126] which treats the packing and deformation of ide-
alized particles through the deformation of their contact points. Thus, the pore collapse is
a natural consequence of the deformation of the particle contact points, mimicking reality
as shown in figure 17. Their expression provides the critical crush stress Pcr of a powder







A more complex expression for higher relative density regions was developed [16] con-
sidering both the low stress compaction mode (particle re-arrangement) and high stress











where a(i) and Z(i) represent the contact area and contact points at a relative density (D =
ρ/ρ0) value of i, and fs and fh are the volume fractions of particles undergoing elastic
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Figure 17: In a quasi-static compaction of idealized spheres, the contact points between the
spheres naturally create a statistical distribution of porosity. It is the compaction and defor-
mation of these points (which can be modeled as Hertzian) which leads to the pore collapse.
Particle re-arrangement and bridging dominates low pressure compaction, whereas particle
deformation dominates the higher pressure regime. Fischmeister and Artz [126] derived
the crush stress for deformation limited to contact points on average. Figure is adapted
from Horie and Sawaoka [16].
(subscript “s”) and plastic (subscript “h”) deformation respectively [16]. Expression (76)
is a direct consequence of Equation (77) assuming greater than 90% relative density.
An alternative mechanistic treatment of particle compaction was developed by Carroll
and Holt [124] who used continuum plasticity theory to assume the entire compaction
process could be modeled as the compaction of a hollow sphere containing the properties
of the powder (The hollow-sphere model). They solved the equations of equilibrium in







(σr − σθ) = 0 (78)
σr = −P : r = b (79)
σr = 0 : r = a, (80)
where b and a are the outer and inner radii of the hollow sphere. They then formulated a
stress-strain relation based on the Generalized Hooke’s law and employed a Tresca Yield
criterion:
σr − σθ = σy, (81)
and defined the relative density based on the dimensions of the hollow sphere:
D = Φ = 1 − a3/b3 (82)
α = 1/D. (83)
The solution to the differential equations depends on the location of the elastic-plastic





α0 ≥ α ≥ αe;
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αpl ≥ α ≥ 1;
(84)
A simplified version of the Carroll-Holt model was derived [124, 127] which does not take
into account the transitional region between elastic and plastic deformation of the particles.
The elastic behavior is thus reckoned as the initial distension at ambient conditions α0, and




α0 0 < P < Pe;
1
1 − exp(−3P/2σy)
Pe < P < ∞
(85)
In the Carroll-Holt model, the shear modulus for the powder mixture µ arises naturally
from the stress-strain relationship, and the compaction stages are accounted for by the three
expressions for the given regimes of the distension α, including the transitional region until
the deformation is uniformly plastic, i.e. above αpl. This model provides a mechanistic way
to predict the compaction and densification response of a powder mixture assuming some
mixture law (Voigt/Reuss, etc.) for the constitutive properties, and can be incorporated into
a suitable EOS through the distension parameter α to determine the intermediate state of
the mixture during compaction to full density.
3.3.2.2 Porous equation of state models
The hydrodynamic (no shear effects) continuum-based models all presuppose that the final
state is related to state variables such as pressure, volume, internal energy, etc. The Hugo-
niot for the powder should be describable by the same equations as for a solid material,
assuming that continuum-level assumptions hold, i.e. response is governed by variables
such as pressure and internal energy in some averaged sense [16]. This also means that
the jump conditions can be applied if indeed a steady shock wave develops [118]. The












+ Γ2V (P − P0)
1 − Γ2V (V0 − V)
. (86)
However, now the specific volume V0 is an adjustable parameter and can be tailored to
account for the crush-up phenomena irrespective of shear (only considering bulk energy
partitioning of dynamic shock energy to crush-up energy). In the Mie-Grüneisen EOS, as-
suming the snow-plow model, there will be positive volume increases for certain values of
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pressure due to increases in internal energy. In this model, it is assumed that once com-
paction occurs, the resulting solid compacted mixture is indistinguishable from a composite
solid that has been shocked to a similar state. A reference thermodynamic state (such as an
isentrope) can be used along with the Mie-Grüneisen EOS to determine the final state, and
it is common for the reference volume to be the solid volume. In the case of an isetrope,
the EOS becomes:








Pr(V0 − V) For Hugoniot, (89)
where the subscript “0” refers to the solid mixture reference. Figure 18 shows the resulting
Hugoniot prediction from the reference curve assuming an isentropic reference. If using
the reference Hugoniot, the equations become:
P = Pr
1 − (ρΓ)(V0 − V)/2




(1 − S εV)2
(91)







and C0 and S are the coefficients of the linear Us − Up relationship. Defining the porosity
ratio as the %TMD from solid:







the critical condition for an anomalous Hugoniot (positive densities at positive pressures)
was derived by Simons and Legner [128, 16] for the snow-plow model assuming that all
thermal energy was due to pore collapse:
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Figure 18: The snow-plow model assumes compaction occurs in a one-step process for any
positive pressure. Therefore, the predicted Hugoniot state may be derived from a suitable
reference state assuming the reference to be in the zero-pressure solid state (fully dense).







which was found to be in good approximation with data as shown in figure 19.
It is thus very important that the mixture does not exceed these critical values, lest
the excess internal energy developed by the crush-up of the powder confound any other
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Figure 19: Simons and Legner computed Hugoniot predictions for select porous solids
and confirmed through their simplifying assumptions that a porosity Φ = 0.5 is around the
critical value for the Hugoniot to become anomalous as a result of the pore collapse heating
[128].
signature which produces anomalies in the P − V or Us − Up spaces. This model does not
consider the pore collapse phenomena since the compaction of the pores happens at any
positive pressure. More complex continuum-level calculations incorporate an evolution
parameter for the density which accounts for the compaction of pores. These models are
considered in the present work for the Ti/Al/B ternary mixture.
A similar prediction comes from assuming the Hugoniot of the solid mixture as the
reference state. By writing an expression for the powder Hugoniot using the Mie-Grüneisen
EOS, the following expression may be derived:
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P =
[2V − Γ(V0 − V)]C2(V0 − V)
[2V − Γ(V00 − V)][V0 − S (V0 − V)]2
(95)
which is conceptually similar to Equation (91).
3.3.2.3 A non-multi-valued porous EOS - The Wu-Jing EOS
The equations of state applied to powders can lead to multi-valued solutions as in the case
of the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state. Various efforts have been made to evaluate the
shock state of a powder along different thermodynamic paths to ensure thermodynamic
consistency. Rice and Walsh [129] presented an equation of state based on an isobaric
thermodynamic path in contrast to the isochoric path used by the Mie-Grüneisen equation
of state. The form of the equation was later derived from thermodynamic arguments by Wu
and Jing [127] and it became a new equation to investigate the thermodynamics of shock
compression of porous solids.
Wu and Jing started by first considering an isobaric process, in contrast to the Mie-
Grüneisen approach which is an isochoric process. Along an isobaric path, the enthalpy
H becomes the relevant energy term. They considered the volume and enthalpy to be
composed of the cold term (at zero-kelvin) and the thermal part:
V(P,T ) = VC(P) + VT (P,T ), (96)
H(P,T ) = HC(P) + HT (P,T ), (97)
where the thermal contribution to the enthalpy is obtained from:
dHT = CPdT. (98)














and substituting the definitions of volume and enthalpy gives the Wu-Jing EOS upon inte-
gration:
V − VC =
R(P)
P
(H − HC), (100)
where R is merely an integration constant and a function solely of pressure. Its thermody-



























































To find the Hugoniot for the powder material, the equations for the cold enthalpy and
thermal contribution are written explicitly for both the solid phase (fully compacted), and
powder phase (with the superscript ’):
6Further details can be found in the original work by Wu and Jing [127]
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V − VC =
R(P)
P
(H − HC), (107)
V ′ − V ′C =
R(P)
P
(H′ − H′C), (108)
(109)






H′ = E00 +
1
2
Pe(V00 − Ve) +
1
2
P(Ve + V ′H), (111)
where the transition from elastic (subscript e) to plastic deformation in the powder is ac-
counted for by the additional energy terms in the enthalpy. Wu and Jing assumed that the
porous and solid material both had the same starting energy, which gives the following
relationship when combining terms:
V ′H =
1 − (R/2)




1 − (R/2)[1 − (Pe/P)]
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Recent work by Vogler and Grady et al. [130] uses the Grady P-λ compaction model
in conjunction with the Rice-Walsh EOS to analyze a variety of porous powder mixtures
and determine their off-Hugoniot shock compressed states. They noted that the extent of
solid-state phase transitions in the porous mixtures were a function of starting distention
state which was aided by the enhanced shearing rates typical of the compaction process in
highly porous materials. This work shows the utility in using a consistent thermodynamic
EOS to predict the shock compression of porous mixtures.
However, the applicability of the Wu-Jing and Rice-Walsh equations of state may still
be limited to applications where the meso-scale heterogeneity effects are not significant
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enough to greatly affect the bulk response. For example, any meso-scale heterogeneity
which forces the shock wave to become highly dispersed due to the multitude of internal
surfaces in a powder or due to property disparity can invalidate any continuum mixture
theory-based analysis due to the non-equilibrium effects and inhomogeneity of the ther-
modynamic functions [1, 131]. Dai et al. [132, 133] for example found that the Wu-Jing
equation of state did not successfully describe the shock response of extremely small nano-
iron powders due to the high crush strength effects and the interfacial forces which become
significant at very small particle sizes and large porosities. With this in mind, the efficacy of
these models was tested in the present work to help predict the shock compression response
of the Ti/Al/B powder mixtures. Further details are discussed in chapter 4.
3.4 Thermodynamic models for reactive mixtures under shock compres-
sion
A composite mixture composed of reactive metal powders isostatically compacted (green
strength) can undergo shock-induced chemical reaction [16, 9, 12, 41]. The thermodynam-
ics of the reaction and the ensuing wave stability were analyzed by Boslough [87, 72] where
he found that metal powder mixtures behaved like explosives and their reactions were like
“heat detonations” and proceeded to immediate thermodynamic equilibrium if the reaction
was initiated. This chemical reaction will evolve heat and displace the thermodynamic state
achieved due to shock compression by some value in either V or P. This is due purely to
heat evolution and mass transport of constituents during chemical reaction.
If thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved within the shock front (i.e. the Hugoniot end
state is reached within the time scale of mechanical equilibration), then the thermodynamic
end state will be off the Hugoniot due to this volumetric/pressure change. The inherent
porosity of the powder mixture will also be at a higher Hugoniot energy state than the solid
mixture due to the pore collapse energy. The high heat generated by the pore collapse can
lead to a convex Hugoniot in P − V space due to the volumetric expansion [134].
Hugoniot-based models forgo detailed heterogeneous descriptions at the meso-scale
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and instead opt to lump the energetics of the reaction within the conservation relations
irrespective of their mechanochemical origins. These models are truly end-state models
and cannot provide the necessary details to infer a mechanism. Rather, they depend on
deviations in the measured pressure or particle velocity and ascribe these deviations to
the formation of a reaction product disrupting the wave mechanics of the otherwise inert
system. While the models have been used to infer the possible reaction in many systems,
they should be critically evaluated to determine the cause of the deviations.
Boslough and Graham [135] performed shock compression experiments on Ni/Al pow-
der mixtures using a radiation pyrometer to probe the temperature evolution at the surface
of the powder compact and the window backer in an effort to provide real-time observations
to substantiate the earlier observations by Horie et al. [36, 76, 136]. They observed spectral
radiance producing extremely high temperatures at localized regions where hydrocode cal-
culations predicted temperatures sufficiently hot enough to cause ignition. A streak camera
recorded the luminescence which produced temperatures well in excess of the camera sen-
sitivity, providing compelling evidence for an ultrafast reaction occurring within 100 ns of
the peak pulse.
Boslough [72] later provided a thermochemical model for shock-induced chemical re-
actions, which he likened to detonations in explosives7. He lumped the effects of the reac-
tion (a complete reaction) into the Rankine-Hugoniot energy equation
EH − E0 =
1
2
(PH − P0) (V00 − VH) − ∆Hrxn (113)
where the subscript H refers to the shocked state (Hugoniot state, or the state where ther-
modynamic equilibrium is achieved behind the shock wave). The effects of pore collapse
energy and reaction energy are implicitly contained in this equation through the V00 and
∆Hrxn terms. He then proceeded to outline the conditions necessary for reaction wave
7He termed these reactions in solids as “heat detonations” and noted that the reactions shared many com-
mon traits with conventional detonations, without the sudden expansion.
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stability based on the Courant-Friedrich Fourier analysis [137] and showed the similarity
between a heat detonation and conventional detonation. Boslough [72] then determined the
Hugoniot of the reaction product by combining the reaction energy with the thermal energy





PS dV − VΓ′PS
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where V ′0 is the specific volume of the reaction product at standard state, Γ
′ is the Grüneisen
constant of the product, and the subscript S refers to the isentropic state. This model
assumes kinetically-favorable conditions (complete reaction within the shock rise time). It
is crucial that the energy released by the reaction is in excess to the thermal pressure buildup
to avoid anomalous Hugoniot behavior (cf. Zel’dovich and Raizer [134]). However, there is
inconsistency in the definition of the initial states as well as the sign of the heat of reaction
term.
Batsanov et al. [85] considered a constant volume reaction and predicted the extent
of reaction from the energy difference between a reaction product and inert mixture and
comparison with experiments. This procedure did not adequately account for the specific
volume expansion as a consequence of the reaction. The method focused on Ballotechnic
reactions as described by Bennett and Horie [24] which provide both a constant volume and
constant pressure adjustment of the Hugoniot based on a suitable reference state. Figure
20 presents schematics showing these adjustments to the expected dense product Hugo-
niot. This derivation uses the Hugoniot of the dense product as the reference state for the
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. The predicted pressure is given by:
P =




0 − V) − (V/Γ)
∗]
1/2 · (V00 − V) − (V/Γ)∗
(115)
where the starred variables refer to the dense product reference state. A similar derivation
was given using the isentrope of the dense product as the reference state and gives a result
similar to Boslough’s (cf. equation 114). In the constant pressure adjustment (Figure 20b),
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(V/Γ)∗(KS /VS )∗ − P∗S
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(V/Γ)∗(KS /VS )∗ − P∗S /2
(116)
where the isentropic bulk modulus KS comes from the thermodynamic relation: KS =
−V(∂P/∂V)S . Thus, a Hugoniot may be predicted in the case of a chemical reaction through
this Mie-Grüneisen adjustment.
Figure 20: (a.) Schematic of the constant volume adjustment to the dense product Hugo-
niot reference state. (b.) Constant pressure adjustment. The isentrope refers to the dense
product reference state. Adapted from Bennett and Horie [24].
These Hugoniot analyses have been used to evaluate experimental observations of po-
tential shock-induced reaction phenomena in a variety of systems.8 The principal ideas
underlying the analysis are that the reaction and pore collapse occur in a predictable fash-
ion, i.e. reactions go to completion within the shock front and the powder mixture fully
densifies behind the shock front. However, the irreversible nature of the reaction (i.e. heat
dissipation due to transport phenomena) is not incorporated in this end-state analysis. Fur-
ther analysis is suggested to determine these effects and how to incorporate them into this
framework.
8See for example the review article by Eakins and Thadhani [13]
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Recent work by Zhang et al. [138] explored the implications of shock-induced chemi-
cal reactivity in the context of deviations from the inert Hugoniot state. This is in an effort
to provide a predictive model for shock-induced reactivity, based on assumed reaction ki-
netics. They used the Wu-Jing EOS [127] and the Born-Mayer potential to approximate the
EOS for the cold material. The authors also incorporated a simple kinetic model assuming
a linear reaction rate for the extent of reaction y:
dy
dt
= k f (y), (117)
where the rate constant k takes on an Arrhenius form:







where A and Ea are material constants, Ru is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute
temperature. They used the functional form:
f (y) = n(1 − y)
[
− ln(1 − y)
](n−1)/n , (119)
where n is related to the boundary conditions. Zhang et al. then predicted the Hugoniots for
a variety of materials in the published literature based on combining these assumed kinetics















The results of this Hugoniot analysis are presented in Figures 21 (a) and (b). The anal-
ysis showed close agreement with the shock compression response of the Ni/Ti mixture
investigated by Xu and Thadhani [139] (figure 21a). This result shows that the potential
deviant shock response from the inert Hugoniot of the Ni/Ti mixture was due to an incom-
plete shock-induced chemical reaction of Ni+Ti powder to the NiTi intermetallic. Similar
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results were obtained for the Ni/Al mixtures analyzed by Eakins et al. [140], but all lie on
the inert mixture line. Zhang et al. concluded that there was no evidence of shock-induced
chemical reactions, in similar agreement with Eakins’ findings for spherical morphology
Ni/Al powders. The deviations from the inert Hugoniot were not substantial in the Ni/Ti
case, casting doubt on whether a shock-induced chemical reaction event took place. How-
ever, the analysis by Zhang et al. shows that such deviations are possible with incomplete
chemical reactions. Such analysis was conducted previously in an ad-hoc manner by Eakins
and Thadhani [13]. These analyses must be conducted carefully to assess whether shock-
induced chemical reaction events actually took place beyond the small deviations possible
by incomplete chemical reactions as was shown in Zhang et al. [138]
Figure 21: (a.) Predicted shock compressed state of Ni/Ti mixtures [139] employing the
assumed kinetics model in Zhang et al.’s work [138]. The predicted shock state shows good
correspondence with the experimental results, revealing that the shock-induced chemical
reaction was incomplete in nature. (b.) The predicted extent of reaction y as a function of
shock temperature for three different mixtures as analyzed by Zhang et al. [138].
3.5 A word on statistical analysis of data
Shock compression experiments are inherently expensive and due to the rapid and destruc-
tive nature of the loading environment, there is little room for error. Each component must
be meticulously prepared to ensure planarity during the impact, as well as the proper shock
compression behavior during experimentation. This entails repeated measurements of the
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dimensions and properties of the components in each target to be shot. Errors propagate
in such measurements and increase the overall uncertainty of any measurement, no matter
how refined the instrument and how much resolution is quoted in the measurement.
The theory of errors [141, 142, 143, 118] is used in this work to quantify the extent
of uncertainty of each measurement. The propagation of uncertainty involves combining
all sources of systematic and random errors in the experiment and quantifying their con-
tribution to the overall uncertainty of the system. Errors propagate according to the theory
of errors in an RMS fashion based on a Pfaffian derivation of some measurement F with









Equation (121) is a direct consequence of a first-order Taylor expansion about the error
wi(x) in variable xi for the functional form F. This functional form must be first-order
analytic [141, 144, 143] and the errors may be an RMS combination of both random and
systematic errors of each independent variable xi of the functional form. Consider the
simple case of the shock speed measurement through a material Us, which involves the
measurement of transit time δt through some material thickness δh. The formula for direct






As an example, the thickness of the sample may have been measured at five different
locations within the area impacted, providing five independent measurements of thickness
(n = 5 samples, using the same measuring device/technique). There will be inherent ran-
domness in the material, which will manifest itself in the random distribution of the mea-
surements, which will take the form of a t-distribution [143, 145] since the sample number
is low. The central-limit-theorem (CLT) may be invoked to determine the most probable
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value of δh = µh, where µh is the arithmetic mean of the independent measurements of δh9.
Each measurement will have an inherent systematic error wsys arising from the inherent un-
certainty in the measurement device/technique. Quantifying the systematic error requires
intimate knowledge of the system and assumes the measurement itself does not introduce
systematic bias from an improper technique or user error. The random error will be the








where s is the standard deviation of the sample set. For a more precise description of the
random error, the sample standard error is t-corrected (can also be “Z”-corrected if the








where the tν-value for ν degrees of freedom (ν = n − 1) is selected for some confidence
level. Usually a 95% confidence interval is selected (α = 5% uncertainty level). The
more stringent the confidence level, the greater the uncertainty in the measurement. Stated
another way, there will be 95% certainty that the measurement will lie within ±wrand(x)
confidence interval, and there is a 95% confidence in the measurement itself being a true
representation of the “true” value of the measurement. Therefore, the error bar for this
measurement is expected to be as small as possible to ensure the random error does not
dominate the uncertainty.
Assuming the systematic error is quantifiable10, one merely combines the random error
9The average of the thickness measurements (or any measurement for that matter) will approach the “true”
statistical value for an infinite number of measurements. The CLT guarantees that the mean approaches the
“true” value of the measurement and that the independent measurements are distributed in a Gaussian fashion.
For a smaller number of measurements, these will behave in a t-distribution. Proofs for these statements may
be found in any advanced text on statistics.
10The systematic error is usually set through instrument calibration by the manufacturer, and is taken to be
1/2 the smallest detectable unit increment for the instrument [143]
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in the measurement with the systematic error in an RMS fashion to arrive at the total error in
the measurement. Linearly combining the systematic uncertainty with each measurement
improperly conflates the errors, and the RMS combination has been shown to properly
describe the total uncertainty in the measurement. Any measurement whose uncertainty
is properly quantified that shows wide variability either showcases a perhaps unknown
phenomena, an improper measurement, or perhaps reveals the inadequacy of the theory
itself. Every effort is made to properly conflate errors in this work, as the assessment of
shock-induced reactivity depends on the relative value of the measured thermodynamic
state relative to a baseline theory. Proper error quantification allows for comparison and
helps rule out gross missteps in the experiment.
Mitchell and Nellis [142] presented a methodology based on the theory of errors to
quantify the uncertainties in the thermodynamic shock properties of standard materials.
They generated uncertainty bands which propagated the errors of the thermodynamic vari-
ables C0 and S through the impedance-matching method. The overall uncertainty in each
independent thermodynamic shock property is propagated appropriately for all measure-
ments and techniques in this work, including the impedance-matching technique (method
of characteristics) based on Mitchell and Nellis’s work.
Any error bar shows the range of uncertainty in the measurement and depends on the
propagation of uncertainty, and nothing else. The error bar cannot express a range, or band,
of uncertainty that is arbitrarily assigned based on extracting a single value from a data
set. Interpretation of stress measurements or VISAR particle velocity measurement from
peaks is largely subjective and based on criterion set by the experimenter. The uncertainty
inherent in these assumptions can only be approximately quantified. This uncertainty prop-
agates based on the theory of errors as a systematic uncertainty which is combined in an
RMS-fashion with all systematic and random uncertainties in the measurement. This will
generate error bars that more accurately represent the true uncertainty range of the mea-
surement; this is the approach taken in the present work. This produces consistent error
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bars which quantify the uncertainty of the particular methodology used to arrive at some
measured thermodynamic property or state of the system.
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CHAPTER IV
MATERIALS SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Dynamic compression of powder mixtures requires careful sample preparation so that con-
sistent mixtures (and by extension consistent microstructures) are created for experiments.
The violent nature of the loading environment necessitates time-resolved diagnostics capa-
ble of capturing ultra-fast events. Transient events are very sensitive to environmental vari-
ables, so great care must be taken to ensure and that the experimentalist does not bungle and
further confound the experiment. Be it photographic/videographic evidence, or quantitative
evidence obtained from gauges/interferometry, the resulting data must reveal the dynamic
response of the powder to the load. This becomes an ambitious task when considering
reactive powder mixtures because of their inherent heterogeneity, and because discerning
evidence of chemical reactivity is still indirect with conventional measurement techniques.
Using this evidence to tease out a mechanistic and causal explanation for dynamically-
induced reactivity is a Herculean task, and in the context of shock compression (uniaxial
strain) and rod-on-anvil Taylor impact (uniaxial stress) loading, it requires careful experi-
ment preparation and an eye to detail.
Typical shock compression experiments usually consist of measuring the transit time of
the shock wave through the material, or some measurement of velocity/motion that can be
related to the thermodynamic shock state (a point on the Hugoniot) through the appropriate
impedance-matching technique and with the aid of equations of state for the materials used
to impart the shock. This becomes complicated because the impedance-matching technique
requires that the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions be rigorously satisfied. Of course, the
measurement technique must be able to capture the behavior manifested in a true shock
state to be able to assert the validity of the impedance-matching technique. Nevertheless,
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these methods have been employed in past works [36, 14, 12, 41, 42, 13] to compare the
mixture thermodynamics of an “ideally-locking” powder compaction process (assuming
a fast rise to peak pressure) to the experimentally-observed behavior of the powder. In
the present work, these techniques are judiciously applied with an adequate thermody-
namic analysis to explore the implications of deviant measurements on the reactivity of the
Ti/Al/B system.
The Ti/Al/B mixture is not without its unique challenges. In addition to being a ternary
mixture1, the constituents have complex material states. Boron has multiple allotropes that
are thermodynamically stable at the pressure regimes accessible by the experiments; these
challenges will be described in detail in section 4.1.2. These states may also be easily
achieved by simply varying the starting state of the mixture under the same external influ-
ences to encourage local pressure and temperature gradients. The problem is circumvented
at least in part by using amorphous boron powders.
This chapter discusses the experimental design adopted for exploring the dynamic re-
sponse of Ti/Al/B compacts subjected to two different loading scenarios. In one scenario,
the powder is isostatically compacted; the compact is propelled by a carrying rod into
an anvil, producing a state of uniaxial stress upon impact (the classic Taylor rod-on-anvil
impact test). In the other scenario, the compact is encapsulated and subjected to shock
compression using parallel-plate impact, creating a state of near uniaxial strain limited by
the bulk compressibility of the powder mixture (the classic Gas-Gun shock compression
test). High speed imaging and ultrafast diagnostics are employed in the experiments to
measure the transient response in the compact during loading. The experiments were de-
signed with the main goal of identifying the onset of chemical reaction in the material,
reckoned by comparison with appropriate baselines which will be outlined in the following
sections. The shock response of Ti+2B powder mixtures distended to 50% TMD does not
1Binary mixtures are complex in both the underlying thermodynamic descriptions (i.e. an appropriate
mixture theory) and due to meso-scale heterogeneities manifesting bulk behavior (i.e. force-chaining and
instability effects)
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exist in the open literature and therefore it was of utmost importance to fully characterize
it to obtain a baseline response to assess shock-induced reactivity. The limitations of the
experimental setup are discussed with particular attention given to the data reduction and
its implications on chemical reaction and transient compaction behaviors in this mixture.
The motivations for selecting amorphous boron powders as a material of interest are
discussed herewith in the context of promoting greater overall chemical reactivity. These
implications are explored via meso-scale simulations using highly-resolved microstructures
(cf. chapter 5). Furthermore, the constituents (namely boron) have dissimilar material
properties, namely greatly dissimilar strengths, compared to Ti or Al. The extremely high
hardness of boron (especially amorphous boron), coupled with the small size of the parti-
cles led to challenges in measurement – the front gauges (and potentially the back gauges)
showed evidence of premature failure well before a stable stress state was reached. Never-
theless, the gauges provided valuable transit time measurements of the stress imparted into
the powder and valuable information about the compaction process.
4.1 The Ti/Al/B Materials System
The Ti/Al/B materials system is a ternary intermetallic-forming system with unique charac-
teristics stemming from the varied properties of the components and the inherent property-
level and meso-level heterogeneity observed when creating pressed powder compacts of
these constituents. Dynamic reaction initiation can unlock a number of viable reaction
pathways. Understanding the mechanochemistry of Ti/Al/B under dynamic loading is
paramount to ensure proper bottom-up design of MESMs utilizing this system. In the
present work, the Ti+2B reaction pathway is considered due to the large exothermic en-
ergy release of the intermetallic reaction, which can support the subsequent combustion
reaction of Al. The physical and mechanical properties of the constituent materials will
ultimately influence the thermochemistry under dynamic loading and are discussed in this
section.
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4.1.1 Motivation for selecting the Ti/Al/B system
The ternary Ti/Al/B system was selected with the expectation that the highly exothermic
reaction between Ti and B would ignite and sustain aluminum combustion. There are a
variety of reaction pathways in this ternary system that are thermodynamically favorable
and can ignite Al combustion. Moreover, the intermetallic reactions between Ti and Al can
also compete with the Ti/B reactions and can aid, or be detrimental to, Al combustion. The
interplay between the reactants will ultimately influence the bulk reactivity of this materials
system. The reaction behavior is assumed to be a strong function of the mixture ratio, meso-
scale distribution of constituents, and extrinsic component properties. Very little research
in the open literature currently exists on the shock-induced reactivity of Ti/B.
The extraordinarily high heat of reaction for the Ti+2B reaction (∆Hrxn = −320 kJ/mol)
was the main motivator for selecting the Ti/Al/B system for this work. The extensive re-
search into binary intermetallic-forming systems (cf. section 2) has revealed the influence
of meso-scale phenomena on their shock-induced reaction behavior. However, the me-
chanics of integrating these materials in a system that will form a multiple-reinforcement
composite (i.e. multiple dispersed phases of reinforcement in one matrix material) has yet
to be explored (a natural consequence of this ternary mixture). Furthermore, the effects of
component preparation have not been studied in the Ti/Al/B system. These effects lead to
differences in microstructural topology which can affect the bulk shock response by mod-
ifying the degree of heterogeneity in the compact. The disparate sizes, morphologies, and
physical properties of the Ti/Al/B system create a unique, highly heterogeneous energetic
mixture which contains, in theory, all the elements necessary to promote shock-induced and
strain-induced reactivity. Each component contributes to the reactivity of the system in a
different way and it will ultimately be the interaction of the constituents that will determine
whether reactivity is enhanced, or diminished by combining these materials.
However, a key challenge became apparent when considering the influence of boron on
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the mixture. Boron is an ill-characterized element with fascinating, yet enigmatic proper-
ties. This is of great consequence as there is a lack of Equation of State (EOS) data for
boron in the pressure ranges considered, especially because of recent evidence of the exis-
tence of complex allotropes of boron at pressures achievable by gas-gun experiments at low
velocities (i.e. Cu impact up to 1000 m/s) [29]. Existing EOS data is extremely scattered
and only available for extremely high pressures (> 40 GPa), rendering extrapolation im-
possible. The recent discovery of these stable allotropes (within the last 8 years) explains
the discrepancies of the shock data on boron published in the LASL shock compendium
[146]. This was a key motivator for using amorphous boron particles instead of crystalline
forms. The use of small particles of amorphous boron was hypothesized to increase re-
activity in the Ti+2B mixture2, but evidence was mixed, particularly under conditions of
uniaxial strain loading.
4.1.2 Thermodynamic and physical properties of Boron
Boron is a highly complex semi-metal due to its five-fold coordinated symmetry (icosa-
hedral distribution of atoms in a lattice structure) and is just beginning to be understood.
The thermodynamic properties of boron relevant to this work include the Hugoniot shock
properties (C0 and S in the linear approximation of the shock speed and particle veloc-
ity behavior) and the Grüneisen constant Γ. These properties have not been measured in
the published literature to the author’s knowledge (in Amorphous Boron) and the stable
allotropes of boron are still not well-understood. The shock Hugoniot data in the Marsh
compendium [146] show wide deviations from the typical linearity observed in most met-
als, hinting at a potential phase transformation around a shock speed of 11-12 mm/µs as
shown in figure 22a. There is also a complete lack of data up to a shock pressure of 40
GPa (Figure 22b), propagating the error in the mixture theory approximation even further.
2This may potentially avoid the problem of allotropy due to the enhanced stability of the frozen liquid
structure of amorphous boron. However, recent calorimetry data [147] shows that crystallization may be
possible at the conditions achievable in this work.
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Extrapolation to atmosphere conditions of the high pressure data does not correlate well
with measured properties, indicating a potential high-pressure transformation. Further-
more, there was question as to the phase that was being tested in the data presented in the
compendium [29]. This is because the stable allotrope at atmospheric conditions has been
a contentious issue for decades [148, 29]. The extremely high strength of boron in addi-
tion to its physical character simply compounds the difficulty in understanding the shock
compression response of boron in this complex 1:2 stoichiometric mixture3.
Figure 22: (a) The shock Hugoniot for what is assumed to be β-Rhombohedral Boron
in Us-Up space as reported in the Marsh compendium [146]. There is some doubt as to
whether the phase tested in this work was truly β-Rhombohedral boron. (b) The shock
Hugoniot in P-Up space shows two distinct regions with a kink around 40 GPa. The lack
of data at lower shock pressures casts doubt on any shock Hugoniot constants (C0 and S )
obtained from this data.
Even with the increased interest and bolus of new work investigating this fascinating
semi-metal, boron remains an ever-challenging enigma, known since 1808, but with grand
fundamental questions still being addressed. For example, the stable ground state crystal
phase had yet to be established until very recently [148]. This work established the α-B-
to-β-B phase boundary between ∼4 GPa and ∼8 GPa with a linear extrapolation to ambient
3The 1:2 stoichiometry by its very nature creates a nearly 1:1 by volume mixture of Ti:B. Ergo, much
of the microstructure volume is taken up by boron, a constituent not well-understood by the scientific
community.
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conditions. Their analysis concluded that it is actually the α-B phase that is the stable room
temperature phase. Much of the uncertainty in the data from the Marsh compendium [146]
can certainly be attributed to this fact, being that these experiments were conducted very
early on with primitive knowledge of this element. There is also speculation that the high
pressure data probed the γ-phase. The gas gun experiments performed in the present work
are able to achieve stresses in the boron particles which straddle the phase boundary line,
which merely compounds the difficulty in analysis. Figure 23 shows the new phase diagram
with extrapolated boundary lines to atmospheric conditions. The boundary lines between
the α and β phases are accessible in the shock compression regimes probed in the present
work.
The problem becomes even more complex when considering mixtures of boron with
titanium and aluminum. Boron on its own is highly reactive [29] and the possible reaction
pathways (especially when also considering Al) become even more complex. Consider the
Ti-B phase diagram in figure 24. The TiB2 phase is a stable congruent line compound with
melting temperature of 3215◦C. Excess B above 31 wt. pct. will lead to an equilibrium of
boron with TiB2. Thus, an ample supply of boron will always be available for reaction. A
smaller percentage of boron leads to other stoichiometric compounds, but these are largely
metastable relative to TiB2 [149]. The Ti-Al and B-Al phase diagrams (figures 25 and
26, respectively) also show increased complexity with large stability regions in the case
of the TiAl (α) intermetallic and other stoichiometries possible. The AlB3 intermetallic is
a stable line compound with a relatively high kinetic barrier for transformation, although
there has been much controversy over the existence of complex B-Al polymorphs [150].
While there may be multiple reaction pathways possible, the present work focused solely
on Ti-B reactivity and Al-combustion, with the assumption that the reactivity is greater in
the Ti+2B case.
What was thought to be the stablest room-temperature allotrope of boron, namely the β-
Rhombohedral form, was extensively studied in the Former Soviet Union by Tsagareishvili
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Figure 23: Experimentally-resolved P-T phase diagram of boron, showing the α-boron
phase as the stable ground phase crystal.
and co-workers [151]. The higher pressure/temperature allotrope α-rhombohedral boron
was also studied by that group [152]. The sound velocities were determined by Uno et al.
[153] and Medwick et al. [154] using the resonant frequency method. The linear thermal
expansion coefficients were investigated by Lundström et al. [155] and Tsagareishvili et
al. [151]. Nelmes et al. [156] determined the pressure derivative of the isothermal bulk
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Figure 24: Updated Ti+B compositional phase diagram - Calphad database (ThermoCalc
2008).
Figure 25: Ti-Al compositional phase diagram - Calphad database (ThermoCalc 2008).
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Figure 26: B-Al compositional phase diagram [150].
Table 1: Acoustic and physical properties for the materials studied in this work.
Material C0 (mm ·µs−1) S ρ (g·cm−3) Γ Z = ρ0C0 (MN·s m−3) σY (MPa)
Boron 9.033 0.8337 2.338 1.61 21.1 5364
Titanium 5.22 0.767 4.5 1.09 23.5 140
Aluminum 5.35 1.34 2.7 2 14.4 35
modulus K′T using x-ray diffraction measurements for changes in the c/a ratio of the lattice.
The acoustic properties relevant to shock compression studies are summarized in table 1.
The yield strengths are included in this table for comparison. Amorphous boron has one
of the highest strengths of any material and the value reported in the table is based on the
work by Wawner and Satterfield [157]. By far the greatest difference in properties between
constituents stems from the strength difference.
Amorphous Boron is an exciting material as it possesses incredible strength [157, 158,
29] and as mentioned previously, has been shown to be highly reactive when thermally-
ignited in the presence of Ti powders. Talley et al. [159] presented a synthesis method to
produce “massive” amorphous boron in filament form through a hot-wire technique, which
involves the reduction of a boron halide by hydrogen [160]. Wawner and Satterfield [157]
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studied the tensile strength of amorphous boron filament produced by chemical vapor depo-
sition (CVD) onto a tungsten filament, which was later etched away in hot 30% hydrogen
peroxide. This involved a similar reduction process of a boro-halide, in this case BCl3.
They observed incredible tensile strengths, on the order of 400-600 ksi4.
Unfortunately the amorphous boron EOS has not been studied, and only recent work has
probed its transformation thermodynamics to the crystalline phases in calorimetry [147].
Therefore, much of the modeling and EOS properties for amorphous boron performed in
the present work were an amalgamation of available properties. For example, a reliable
EOS was not obtainable from the Marsh compendium, so Crockett’s work [161] modeling
the EOS of boron and boron carbides was used to obtain EOS properties for boron. The
predicted Hugoniot from his EOS models is shown in figure 27. Crockett used the Thomas-
Fermi-Dirac (TFD) models to obtain the thermal-electronic contribution to the EOS of
boron and based the cold curve on diamond anvil cell work [161]. The Hugoniot in P-
Up space provided the acoustic properties shown in table 1, except for the bulk modulus,
which was taken to be that of β-rhombohedral boron. This unfortunately compounds the
uncertainty of the predicted EOS used to compare experimental data.
4.2 Exploring the mechanochemistry of Ti/Al/B powder mixtures
A variety of studies on shock compression of pressed powder compacts have been con-
ducted (cf. chapter 2) exploring the transient compaction behavior, equation of state, and
ultra-fast chemical reactions behind the shock front in metal powder mixtures. The early
studies relied on fast measurement techniques such as Manganin stress gauges shielded
from direct contact with the powder using some kind of buffer material. This was done to
protect the gauge from the extreme heat generated by the chemical reaction and shock wave
itself, in addition to providing some damage protection from the onslaught of the porous
mixture on the gauge. The advent of nanosecond-resolution stress gauge measurements
4These were the values used for the constitutive models employed in meso-scale simulations.
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Figure 27: Hugoniot prediction from Crockett’s work [161] on boron and boron carbide.
This prediction was based on EOS simulations using Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) models.
employing piezoelectric (self-powered) gauges provided the opportunity to explore the
transient compaction response and potential ultra-fast signals generated in a shock-induced
chemical reaction. These gauges were utilized successfully by many workers investigating
shock-induced reaction phenomena in reactive powder mixtures [9, 41, 42, 93, 92, 13].
As stated previously, the disparate nature of the time and length scales involved dur-
ing a chemical reaction complicates experimental measurement. Furthermore, it becomes
difficult to isolate and decouple the individual phenomena occurring through the length
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scales with the traditional experimental techniques used in shock compression science (e.g.
free surface velocity measurements with VISAR, stress measurements using piezoelectric
gauges, etc.); the effect of each phenomena will invariably be smeared by the measurement
device.
These techniques, while extremely useful and proven to be robust, still only provide
an indirect observation of the prevailing phenomena. However, they remain a powerful
tool and an integral part of any investigation into material behavior under shock compres-
sion and high-strain-rates. Integrating computational techniques and in-situ spectroscopic
diagnostics with traditional measurement techniques can help resolve the phenomena and
provide insight into the material behavior through a variety of length and time scales. Im-
plementing a tool with improved spatial and temporal resolution such as the streak-camera-
assisted Line-VISAR can further improve our understanding of the processes involved, but
will still only yield indirect information about how the wave propagation mechanics are
potentially disrupted by a reaction event.
The ternary mixture investigated in the present work was found to be much more com-
plex than originally thought, and an adequate equation of state approximation from conven-
tional mixture theories was found to be intractable; the EOSs generated were a first-order
approximation. PVDF stress gauges were difficult to implement as measurement devices
in direct contact with the powders due to the vastly different strengths and sizes of the
boron particles relative to the gauge and adjacent titanium and aluminum powders. This
led to extreme deformations of the gauge as evidenced from simulations. Many experi-
ments did not produce equilibrated stress profiles at the input gauge; in these cases, the
gauges served mainly as time-of-arrival (TOA) sensors, whereas other researchers were
able to obtain equilibrated profiles5. VISAR traces were found to provide a more reli-
able measurement of the peak velocities, but measurements were highly convolved with
5Ni/Al mixtures were extensively studied using PVDF stress gauges and reliable profiles were obtained,
especially when the particle morphologies facilitated a flatter shock-wave profile (i.e. closer to an idealized
shock)
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the compaction phenomena which was obscured by fringe contrast loss. Early compaction
events were captured by both sensors, but added an extra level of noise to the data because
of the uncertainty in the wave arrival time.
4.3 Powder Mixture Preparation
4.3.1 Mixture details
Different mixture stoichiometries for the powders were made based on either a pre-set spe-
cific volume fraction for a certain mass of powder or based on a desired molar ratio of the
constituents. A variety of mixtures were also created for the purposes of material character-
ization (particle extraction for use in simulation). The ternary mixtures were designed to be
volume-fraction-based, with some constituent (namely Al) making up some volume frac-
tion of the mixture, with the rest of the mixture being made up of the remaining constituents
in a particular ratio. As in Horie’s work [36], a stoichiometric mixture was selected, in this
case a 1:2 molar ratio of Ti:B in the hopes that the molar ratio would provide enough boron
to support the Ti+2B reaction pathway. Similar approaches have been taken in other works
[162, 163, 42, 92]. Other mixture stoichiometries were considered (1:3 and 1:4 molar ratios
of Ti:B) hypothesizing the need for excess boron to be available for reaction. An excess of
boron was initially thought to be helpful because it would permit an abundance of a reduc-
ing element to be present. However, this idea was discarded because the form of the boron
(small amorphous boron particles) would cause it to have a much greater surface area than
Ti (sponge Ti morphology at a mean particle size of around 20 µm), and would lead to
boron agglomeration during mixing and pressing. This was shown by the author in a pub-
lished work [164]. The 1:2 molar ratio of Ti:B is the baseline mixture for all experiments
in this work.
Other works (See Eakins’ review article for more information [13]) have revealed that
different mixture ratios are better suited for the development of a dynamically-induced
chemical reaction and have also been selected to isolate a specific phenomenon. Horie et
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al. [14], for example, selected a non-stoichometric Ni/Al mixture, with a molar ratio of
2.604 Ni:Al, because a fully densified compact of the Ni/Al powder would have a simi-
lar impedance to the impactor that was selected for the experiments (304 stainless steel).
The impedance-matching permitted any chemical reaction signatures in the form of “ex-
cess pressure” to be captured since a consistent baseline stress can be measured and com-
pared with the inert mixture pressure (McQueen’s method) without any overshoots due to
impedance mismatch. Thus, the authors selected this mixture stoichiometry to specifically
test whether excess pressure was present as a function of input stress, irrespective of im-
pactor impedance. In contrast, the present work tests the shock compression response of a
particular mixture stoichiometry and uses baseline mixture theory to infer a reacted state
due to a Ballotechnic-type expanded state. While this is an accepted method to discern if a
potential reaction event occurred, the method infers this indirectly.
Initial uniaxial stress experiments used a ∼325 mesh equiaxed Ti powder acquired from
Cerac and a ∼325 mesh β-rhombohedral B powder supplied by Alfa-Aesar mixed in a
1:2 molar ratio. Preliminary characterization work and initial exploratory uniaxial stress
loading experiments were performed with these powders, henceforth called Set 1 after Gu-
rumurthy [165]. However, these mixtures were discarded in subsequent experiments in
favor of using a ∼5 micron average particle size amorphous boron powder obtained from
Alfa-Aesar (irregular/flake morphology) mixed with a sponge Ti powder (∼625 mesh) from
Atlantic Equipment Engineers (AEE); mixtures derived from these powders are henceforth
known as Set 2 mixtures. This was due to the larger reactivity of the amorphous boron
powders observed in tests conducted by the Navy6. All experimental results described in
the work were conducted on the sponge Ti and amorphous B powders and the subsequent
descriptions pertain to Set 2 mixtures. Every mixture considered in this work also main-
tains the Ti:B molar ratio at 1:2 in order to simplify comparisons between Al-containing
mixtures. Any mixture containing Al is volume-fraction-based (A specific volume fraction
6These experiments have revealed a lower energy threshold for reaction in the context of thermal ignition.
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of Al) with the remaining mixture consisting of the 1:2 molar ratio for Ti:B.
Table 2 summarizes the powder mixtures that were used in the present work. The shock
compression experiments were focused on Mixture A and C due to the limited resources
and time required for the experiments. The uniaxial stress loading experiments employed
mixtures A-D.
Table 2: The powder mixtures used in this work. Mixtures A and C were the principal
focus of the uniaxial strain experiments. The mixture stoichiometries were identical for
sets 1 and 2. More information on the characterization methods is provided in chapter 5.
Mixture Label Constituents V f (Al) Experiments
A Ti+2B 0% Uniaxial Stress/Strain
B Ti+2B/25%-Al 25% Uniaxial Stress
C Ti+2B/50%-Al 50% Uniaxial Stress/Strain
D Ti+2B/75%-Al 75% Uniaxial Stress
The powders were weighed relative to a 100 g total mass basis for Ti such that the 1:2
molar stoichiometry was achieved for Ti and B. All weight measurements were accurate
to ± 0.01 g and every effort was made to prevent any powder loss during transfer from
containers, weigh boats, and mixing apparatuses. Any powder loss was accounted for by
weighing the container pre and post powder transfer. The powders were first dried in an
110◦C oven for 24 hours prior to mixing and later transferred to sealed containers under an
Ar atmosphere. These containers were then transferred into a V-Blender for an additional
24 hours mixing to ensure a uniform-random mixture of powders. Figure 28 shows the
starting powders imaged by an SEM. The Al powders are spherical and equiaxed with an
average particle size of ∼6 µm max. The boron powders were very difficult to image and
were of an irregular/flake morphology. The Ti powder was composed of topologically-
complex particles and were sieved using a ∼625 mesh.
4.3.2 Isostatic compaction and imaging of powder compacts
The powder mixtures were prepared for experimentation and characterization via isostatic
compaction in cylindrical M-2 tool steel dies of various diameters. The powder mixtures
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Figure 28: (a.) Valimet H-2 atomized Al powders are spherical and equiaxed, with an APS
of ∼3 µm max. A large number of particles are observed to be nanometer sized. (b.) Alfa-
Aesar amorphous boron with an APS of < 5 µm shows an irregular/flake morphology. The
low atomic number of B made it particularly difficult to image in the SEM. (c.) Atlantic
Equipment Engineers (AEE) sponge Ti powder with a sieve rating of ∼625 mesh shows
jagged, topologically-complex particles.
were compressed in a Carver 50,000 lb capacity hydraulic press through a load-controlled
setting for a variety of load durations. The load cycles were selected based on trial and
error, with the final dimensions of the powder compact being the controlling factor. Powder
was weighed depending on the desired %TMD post-compaction, assuming a final compact
height (cylinder height) and constant die diameter:
mpowder = ρthΦVcompact. (125)




V f ,iρi, (126)
where the density ρi and volume fraction V f ,i of each component i are known a priori. Table
3 summarizes the volume and mass fractions for each mixture considered in this work.
The load necessary to compact the powders to the desired compact dimension (height)
is a function of the powder crush strength. The Fischmeister-Artz model (equation 76)
was used as a baseline theory to help predict the load required to compact the material
assuming the third stage of compaction (i.e. fracture) was reached upon load saturation.
In other words, when further load application was unable to produce measurable change
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in the punch-depth within the cylinder, it was assumed that any further load would lead to
particle fracture. This model was used to obtain a ballpark estimate of the load required to
achieve the dimensions required for the compact (to within ±4% TMD).
Three distinct compact sizes were considered. A 0.5 in-diameter compact (5 mm
height) was created for the purposes of microstructural characterization for the various
mixtures. A 18”-diameter compact (2 mm height) was used for the uniaxial stress loading
experiments in order to fit onto the 7.62-mm-dia. copper rods. Lastly, 50.8 mm diameter
(4 mm height) compacts were pressed into the copper capsules used in the shock compres-
sion experiments. These dimensions were selected to ensure a compact aspect ratio of at
least 15:1 to minimize potential edge effects on the wave propagation through the pow-
der. Limitations in gun bore size for the high velocity experiments later conducted at Eglin
AFB required compact diameters of 38 mm. The compact thickness also reduced some-
what to ensure that the %TMD was obtained consistently for each load condition, but still
maintaining a large aspect ratio to limit edge effects during shock compression. This only
affected three experiments. The powders were weighed based on the same assumptions
stated above. Table 4 summarizes the load recipes used to compact the powders depending
on the compact size and powder mixture.
Compact characterization was done to assess the constituent distribution and extract
the individual particles through a montage serial sectioning method and create a library of
individual particles. This allows for precise microstructural representations to be simulated
to determine their effects on the bulk response observed in the experiments. Further details

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4 Uniaxial Stress Experimental Setup
Uniaxial stress loading conditions are produced when a long slender rod impacts a flat
anvil, producing unconfined deformation in the radial direction of the rod. The deforma-
tion travels through the rod in the form of a plastic wave, which eventually stops propagat-
ing (or slows down/speeds up) when it interacts with a free surface or different impedance
material. The extreme strains and strain rates experienced by a bulk solid under high ve-
locity impact can lead to strain localization (material-driven), increased bulk heating due
to plastic dissipation, and catastrophic fracture. The rod-on-anvil Taylor impact test pro-
vides the quintessential test to access these dynamic conditions. A rigorous analysis of the
plastic wave propagation has been provided independently by Rakhmatulin, Taylor, and
Von-Karman and Duwez [166, 167, 168]. The configuration can be modified slightly to
include a reactive material under the uniaxial stress conditions unique to the Taylor test.
Compacts of reactive powder mixtures may be analyzed such a Taylor rod-on-anvil impact
setup and evidence of the deformation characteristics of the impact event may be found
through high-speed imaging. In-situ chemical analysis through spectrography can provide
an intimate picture of the chemical event, including the delineation of the possible reaction
pathway and location of reaction initiation point [169].
Uniaxial stress experiments were conducted via photographic and videographic evi-
dence of the post-impact deformation of the material and the observation of light emission
as a potential descriptor of chemical reaction in the material. The camera settings became
a crucial controllable variable in these experiments because the lower intensity of light
emission in the Ti+2B reaction was obscured by the flashing mechanism of the camera.
This had to be fine-tuned to be able to capture the light emission evidence necessary to
assess whether an impact-induced chemical reaction potentially occurred in the material
under consideration. This method could not discern whether the light emission came from
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heating, impact flash7, or any other source and thus only serves as a potential indicator of
a reaction event. Further spectroscopic evidence is needed to clarify the source of light
emission and whether a chemical reaction occurred as well as its cause.
Pellet-mounted rod-on-anvil impact experiments were conducted with mixtures ranging
from pure Ti+2B (1:2 molar ratio), to mixtures containing Al in 25% by volume increments
up to 75% Al. Figure 29 shows the configuration of the camera and light gas gun used for
these experiments. Pellets 1/8” in diameter were isostatically compressed to a density of
about 75% TMD ±4%, which was the maximum consistently achievable density for the
Ti+2B powders (the limiting factor in pressing these pellets) within the stress tolerances
for the M-2 steel dies. Higher pressures were required for greater densification, but were
unobtainable due to the high crush strength of the mixtures and the higher B content re-
quired to achieve the Ti+2B stoichiometry. The same powder sources were used for each
mixture, which consisted of the sponge Ti powder (AEE ∼ 625 mesh), a spherical atom-
ized Al powder (Valimet H-2), and amorphous boron (Irregular/flake Alfa-Aesar ∼ 5 µm).
These pellets were epoxy-mounted to a lapped copper rod ∼30 mm long and were fired
onto a maraging steel target. The impact events were recorded on a Hadland IMACON
framing camera and NAC high speed video camera8. A laser-interrupt system (figure 29)
was used to measure the velocity of the projectile based on the separation distances of the
laser beams and an up-down counter recording the triggering times of the laser interruption
by the projectile.
The experiments were performed both in air and in a < 100 mtorr vacuum to obtain a
baseline response (i.e. to successfully capture luminescence with the cameras, without the
camera flash interfering with the event.) and set the flash and gain values for the camera.
7The very nature of the impact led to light emission, possibly due to air ionization or plasma emission at
the instant of impact. This was observed even in cases where light emission was not expected, as in a baseline
experiment using only a copper projectile machined to look like the reactive pellet mounted experimental
setup. Details are provided herewith.
8The high speed video camera was added for later experiments to confirm earlier observations
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Figure 29: The 7.62 mm light gas gun at Georgia Tech was used to fire reactive pellets
mounted on 7.6 mm diameter rods onto a maraging steel target. This system uses a laser-
interrupt system to measure the impact velocity of the projectile. An IMACON framing
camera and NAC high speed video camera (not shown) were aligned to capture images of
the impact event.
Multiple experiments were conducted at higher gain and flash values to capture the rod/-
compact silhouette geometry. Unfortunately, camera and flash triggering and timing issues
plagued initial experiments, rendering the results unreliable. Furthermore, initial experi-
ments used greater flash bulb values (> 144) and gain to capture a crisp projectile image,
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but at the cost of potentially obscuring faint light emission from a potential chemical reac-
tion. It was decided to forgo the camera flash for the finalized go/no-go experiments so that
the only light captured was unequivocally from the impact event and not the camera flash.
4.4.1 Discerning reactivity from light emission
The initial uniaxial stress impact configuration relied solely on photographic evidence of
light emission from the IMACON framing camera. Timing issues coupled with the poten-
tial for the external camera flash to obscure light from a chemical reaction motivated the use
of a longer recording window camera. The utilization of the NAC high speed video camera
greatly aided the uniaxial stress impact experiments due to the broader recording window
versus the IMACON framing camera. This is crucial as there is potential for light emission
from impact heating alone or from other sources such as oxidation and air entrapment/-
jetting between the projectile and anvil surfaces. It was assumed that chemical reactions
arising from the reactive pellet would emit light for longer durations than the light from im-
pact heating alone, as heat dissipation through heat conduction/radiation in the air would
rapidly decay the emission intensity. The light from a chemical reaction would also show
up in a debris cloud at later times, which was difficult to capture with the IMACON camera
alone.
Experiments conducted on pure copper projectiles with the impact side machined (as
a stepped projectile) to simulate a mounted pellet showed a substantial amount of light
emission similar to that observed for a pellet-mounted experiment as shown in figure 30.
These images show pure copper emitting a flash of light right at the impact and after the
crush-up of the copper “pellet” (the stepped-part of the copper rod) at an impact velocity of
367 m/s (Camera gain at 7 with 44 flash intensity). This may be due to the actual geometry
of the impact configuration, which promotes high speed jetting and material instabilities at
the impact site, leading to large temperature localization and even oxidation of the copper
projectile. However, the light emission in this case did not last beyond two NAC frames
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spaced 5.2 µs apart, which helped distinguish it from actual chemical reactivity produced
from a reactive pellet. Again, it is important to note that chemical reactions from reactive
powder compacts emit a long-duration light which can last tens to hundreds of microsec-
onds. The continual mixing of components in the debris cloud that forms subsequent to the
full the leading to subsequent reactions can also be captured by the long recording window
of the NAC camera. Only a large recording window allows these events to be discernible.
Figure 30: IMACON capture of a copper projectile impact test. The copper rod is lathed
at the impact side to simulate a reactive pellet. The experiment was conducted at an im-
pact velocity of 367 m/s and showed pronounced light emission both at the crush-up phase
and right at impact. The emitted light dissipates after about 5 µs and is no longer subse-
quently observed. The same camera settings were used for these pure copper projectile
experiments.
It should be noted that the light emission from the copper rod alone was not observed
for velocities lower than the sound speed of air, as shown in figure 31. An initial hypoth-
esis explaining this light emission was made, wherein a small air pocket entrapped by the
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projectile generates a small shock wave due to the pressure difference, heating the air in the
vicinity. Light emission observed right at impact may be due to this heating, resulting in air
ionization. Luminescence was observed even when helium was back-filled along with the
air in the chamber and also under evacuated conditions (< 150 mtorr). It can be therefore
inferred that the light emission phenomena can arise from sources that normally would not
interfere with the physical phenomenon of chemical reaction in the powder.
Figure 31: IMACON capture of a copper projectile impact test. The copper rod is lathed at
the impact side to simulate a reactive pellet. No luminescence was observed for an impact
velocity of 338 m/s (below the sound speed of air). Impacts of lower velocities showed
similar results.
The occurrence of chemical reactions can be better assessed by distinguishing long-
duration light emission from short duration events such as from heating/oxidation of the
copper. Though the experimental configuration as it currently stands cannot causally link
the chemical reaction, nor its source to the light emission, the long-duration light emissions
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(reckoned as chemical reactions) can definitively be captured and distinguished from short-
duration events. The go/no-go results presented in this work were collected by assuming
any long-duration light emission was caused by the reaction in the pellet irrespective of
whether or not the event occurred pre or post-impact with the copper rod, which was in-
tended to only serve as a sabot to carry the reactive material to the anvil. Thus, the criterion
selected in the present work to consistently assess the occurrence of impact-induced chemi-
cal reactions under uniaxial stress dynamic loading (on a go/no-go basis) is if the observed
luminescence lasted for more than two NAC frames, spaced 5.2 µs apart.
4.5 Uniaxial Strain Experimental Setup
The shock compression of powder compacts made of Ti/Al/B powders was probed in
this work via parallel-plate impact experiments using ultrafast time-resolved diagnostics
to measure the signal arrival times of the imparted wave as it travels through the pow-
der. These techniques provide a highly accurate measurement of transit time of a distur-
bance as it passes into the powder and arrives at the back surface of the powder, where it
interacts with a backing material. The disturbance at the backing material interface can
be tracked using laser interferometry (VISAR) and directly with the in-situ stress gauges
used to measure wave transit time, and can be directly compared with calculations using
impedance-matching techniques. The measurements also provide insight into the rise-time
response of the powder, its eventual steepening at higher shock pressures, and the actual
structure of the wave front. The wave front structure was found to be associated with the
compaction response of the powder mixture and became less important at higher pressures,
but nevertheless created difficulties when attempting to calculate transit times using these
signals.
4.5.1 Capsule design and preparation
Copper capsules were constructed to encapsulate the powders. These capsules consisted
of a copper ring (O.D. = 2.25 in, I.D. = 2 in.) and a copper driver faceplate that fastens
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onto the ring using countersunk screws. The powder is pressed directly into the ring with a
dummy copper driver attached, and a backing window (in this case, fused silica) is press-fit
into the assembly. Previous experiments conducted in this lab used the same capsule design
wherein the powder was pressed directly into the capsule and the driver plate already had
the gauge attached. A key difference for the present work is that because of the high crush
strength of the Ti+2B mixture (requiring 25000 lb load to press to 50% TMD), there was
concern for the integrity of the gauge. Therefore, the powder was pressed into the “dummy”
copper plate. The dummy plate was then removed and the driver with the attached gauge
was carefully fastened into the ring. The fused silica window allowed for rear surface
measurement of particle velocity between the powder/window interface. A 50% TMD was
selected because it was the highest density achievable for Ti+2B without deforming the ring
assembly. The experimental configuration is shown in figures 32 and 33, where the rear of
the target assembly (figure 33b) shows two current-viewing resistors (CVRs) soldered onto
the PVDF stress gauges. The PVDF gauges manifest a charge, which can be converted to
a pressure as a result of the sensitive biaxial-stretching and poling process developed by
Bauer [170, 171, 172, 83].
Figure 32: (a.) Schematic of the powder containment capsule used in the experiments. The
gauge package is exploded showing the sandwiching layers of PTFE and the PVDF gauge.
The last layer of PTFE is coated with 150 nm of Al (or 17 µm of foil in later experiments)
to reduce pyroelectric interference. (b.) Impact experiment setup showing an Al sabot
carrying the flyer plate (either copper, tungsten, or tungsten heavy alloy) [20]
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Figure 33: (a.) Georgia Tech Helium-driven 80 mm light gas gun used in highly re-
producible shock compression studies. (b.) Typical target assembly showing the powder
capsule (center) surrounded by tilt pin wires which provide time signatures of the wave
arrival - an indirect measure of tilt during impact. The CVRs solder onto the PVDF gauges
as shown and are held on L-brackets using 5 min non-sagging epoxy.
4.5.2 Diagnostics
The PVDF stress gauges (Piezotech S.A.S. - Hesingue, France) are epoxied onto sand-
wiching layers of 0.001 in. polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sheets to isolate them from the
copper and fused silica surfaces (Figure 32a). A 150 nm thick Al coating was sputtered over
the sandwiching layers of PTFE to protect the gauge from pyroelectric interference due to
shock heating of the PVDF [88, 83]. Two later experiments substituted 17 µm thick Al foil
in place of the Al coating. However, an anomalous reading was recorded in the input trace
for these two experiments (Experiments 1309 and 1310), due perhaps to the ringing up to
the pressure in the higher impedance Al versus the lower impedance PTFE, being that the
thickness in the foil is similar to the PTFE. The gauge was only able to record about 20-40
ns of data, concomitant with the travel time of the shock through the gauge package. It was
therefore decided to use the sputter process on the subsequent experiments. The CVRs are
connected via shielded cabling to a Tektronix DPO70804 8 GHz oscilloscope with a time
resolution of 40 ps per data point and the signals from each gauge are split through 50 Ω
power tees into low and high resolution channels, requiring a recombination step during
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post-processing to combine the signal peaks with the reduced-noise fine resolution data.
Four shorting pins provided three independent measurements of impactor velocity with an
overall uncertainty of better than 0.5%.
The particle velocity of the powder is impedance-matched using the Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions based on the shock speed and measured impact velocity. The stress value mea-
sured from the gauge is then correlated with this value using impedance-matching and if a
direct measurement of stress is possible, the error bar is augmented by the calculated value
when presenting the data9. Preliminary analysis of the data evaluated shock speed based on
an average of three distinct transit time measurements of the wave through the thickness of
the powder compact: at 10%, 50% and 90% rise times to the peak stress values recorded
in the experiment for both the driver and backer gauges. However, the highly-dispersed
nature of the propagated stress wave created enormous scatter and uncertainty in the mea-
sured shock speed. In the present work, the wave speeds were calculated measuring
the transit times between the toes of the waves (i.e. the first detectable arrival signal at
the gauge), which provided the most consistent methodology and avoided dispersion
effects of the compaction of the powder mixture. This is the methodology adopted for
shock speed measurement in the present work. Further details are provided in chapter
6.
The stress measurement from the PVDF gauges provides the hydrostatic component as
a function of charge. Each experiment provides a pressure trace (pressure v.s. time) at the
interface between the gauge and the powder on the driver and backer sides. A pressure
value is selected based on the time at which the average voltage trace (smoothed with 50
points) first reaches a zero steady-state value. The error bar for the pressure is selected
based on the pressure values recorded at times equal to the transit time of the shock wave
9All quantities arising from more than one independent measurement have a random error that follows a
t-distribution. They are corrected with the appropriate t-value and are RMS combined with the systematic
errors to give a total uncertainty for each measurement
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through the gauge package if the whole package was modeled as PTFE. This error is aug-
mented by the impedance-matched pressure obtained from the shock speed measurements
and recorded impact velocity. In the event that the gauge provides an anomalous trace or
fails prematurely, the pressure is taken as the impedance-matched value from the conserva-
tion of momentum. The associated error will be a result of the propagation of uncertainty
of the powder density, shock, and particle velocity, along with their associated random and
systematic errors.
VISAR interferometry was utilized after the first four experiments because input and
propagated gauges were showing anomalous behavior in both the rise-time response and
peak pressures recorded. The VISAR system uses a beam splitter which takes the reflected
beam from the sample surface and runs a portion through a delay leg in the system, re-
combining to form an interference pattern that is directly proportional to the disturbance
velocity. Etalon lenses are used in the VISAR system which determine the delay length,
and were selected based on the expected peak velocity at the powder/backer interface. The
VISAR approximation is coded into PlotData (Sandia National Laboratories) and the pro-
gram is used for data reduction of both the PVDF and VISAR data.
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CHAPTER V
MESO-SCALE SIMULATION TECHNIQUES PROBING THE
DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF TI/AL/B POWDER MIXTURES
The shock compression and high-strain-rate loading regimes produce rapid material defor-
mation and complex thermodynamic changes in materials which have been found to be
microstructure-dependent. It is currently impossible to probe microstructural evolution in
real time at scales that can provide information on how the bulk response manifests from
meso-scale behavior. In such cases, numerical simulations can provide valuable insight
into how the microstructure behaves and evolves when subjected to high-strain-rate defor-
mation. Accurate meso-scale representations using realistic microstructures can provide
an additional level of insight that other more simplistic simulations (or perhaps simplistic
microstructural representations) may obfuscate. The highly resolved microstructural rep-
resentations may also shed light on mechanistic explanations for observed bulk response
as well as reveal design pathways for future material optimization once the fundamental
questions are answered.
This chapter describes the simulation platform that was developed to simulate impact
on microstructures of Ti/Al/B powder compacts in an effort to connect the measured bulk
response with meso-scale phenomena. The simulations use continuum-based methods (i.e.
finite difference calculations using the multi-material hydrocode CTH 9.0 - Sandia Na-
tional Laboratories 2009) and material models in conjunction with high-fidelity microstruc-
tural representations to simulate the evolving microstructure as the rapid loading is applied.
Field variables such as temperature and stress can be tracked as a function of time and po-
sition and can be compared directly to experimental measurements to tailor the model and
understand how the starting microstructural configuration affects measured stress/velocity,
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and how the evolving microstructural configuration can lead to preferential arrangement
which has all the elements favorable for reaction initiation. The simulations also provide
a look at what may be happening at the particle scale during shock compression and high-
strain-rate deformation to provide some explanation as to the critical ingredients necessary
to promote chemical reactivity under dynamic loading of reactive powder mixtures.
5.1 Developing digital microstructural representations for simulation
Prior work (cf. Chapter 2 and works by Do and Benson [115] and Austin and McDowell
et al. [25]) investigating shock compression of reactive powder mixtures using meso-scale
simulations utilized continuum-level models and more recently crystal plasticity models
[25] to describe the constitutive behavior of binary mixtures at the particle-level. These
simulations used simplistic geometric descriptions which, while preserving primitive stere-
ological metrics of the microstructure such as constituent volume fraction, but did not
consider the complex geometry and distribution of constituents common to heterogeneous
reactive powder mixtures. Recent works have showcased the importance of a precise mi-
crostructural representation when performing these meso-scale simulations (cf. the review
article by Eakins and Thadhani [13]), as important information is smeared out when using
simplistic microstructural representations. Gurumurthy [165] outlines the importance of
realistic microstructure descriptions when investigating meso-scale phenomena, especially
if the available material models are primitive/empirical in nature.
In the present work, the investigation of mechanochemistry in reactive powder mixtures
was approached by considering precise microstructural representations using an in-house
method [165] to generate statistical volume elements (SVEs) of the binary and ternary
microstructures typical of Ti/Al/B powder mixtures. These detailed descriptions were able
to capture compaction-stage response observed in experiments and are a great first step to
describing the meso-scale contributions to the measured bulk response in these mixtures
under shock compression and high-strain-rate loading.
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5.1.1 Metallographic preparation and analysis
Microstructures of powder compacts were obtained using conventional metallographic prepa-
ration and processing to image the constituent particles as they would be distributed in a
compact deployed either under a uniaxial stress or strain loading configuration. The com-
pact design was as described in chapter 4 and summarized in table 4. The powder compact
was sectioned with a diamond abrasive saw by selecting a vertical section with a vertical
direction oriented with the compaction direction. This was done to ensure unbiased mi-
crostructural sampling and avoid anisotropic effects [31, 164, 165]. The compact was then
mounted in Bakelite and prepared metallographically by fine grinding with SiC emery pa-
per (320-1200 grit, 100 rpm wet grinding speed, 60 s by hand) and polishing with Al2O3
solutions at 1 µm, 0.3 µm, and 0.05 µm, for 3 min at each stage to produce a scratch-free
surface. Further details are contained in the companion thesis to this work by A. Guru-
murthy [165].
Metallographic analysis was conducted on a variety of stoichiometries for the Ti/Al/B
system (summarized in table 4). Initial characterization was conducted using the ∼325
mesh Ti powder (Cerac) and crystalline (β-rhombohedral) boron powder employing the
mixture configurations presented in table 4. With the switchover to amorphous boron, the
mixtures were reformulated as described in chapter 4. Images were obtained both by optical
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The Ti+2B compacts presented the
greatest difficulty in characterizing; the boron particles were too small and proved difficult
to image properly and segment/derive stereological properties.
Figure 34 shows the 75% Al, 75% TMD, Ti+2B rem. set 1 microstructure which used
the β-rhombohedral boron, obtained through optical microscopy. Higher Al-content is nec-
essary for adequate metallography, as it inhibits excessive particle pullouts. The aluminum
forms a pervasive matrix (white phase) with a random distribution of seemingly unde-
formed Ti and B particles. This is due to the relative hardness differences between Al, Ti,
and B leading to Al preferentially filling any void space during compaction. Grinding and
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polishing invariably led to particle pullouts which confounded the void and particle char-
acterization. Polishing artifacts in the form of a speckle/haze were apparent in many of the
compacts. Volume fraction calculations became more consistent with greater Al-content
and higher %TMD which led to a greater compact strength (i.e. higher resistance to parti-
cle pullout). This further motivated the creation of a particle library to generate synthetic
microstructures that are consistently tailorable in any form, and contain the real shapes of
commercial powders (which can vary by vendor).
Figure 34: Microstructure for 75% Al mixture (75% TMD), Ti+2B rem. shows a random
distribution of clearly defined Ti and B particles, and an Al-matrix without clear boundary
definitions. A slight haze resembling a speckle pattern is observed throughout the Al-matrix
which made for difficult segmentation and extraction of particles.
The initial goal was to generate real microstructures for use in direct meso-scale sim-
ulations. This proved challenging as consistent microstructures were not obtainable for
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Al-content less than 75% and densities lower than 75% TMD. Even at 75% TMD, which
was the highest consistently achievable for 1/8” compacts used in uniaxial stress exper-
iments (the limiting factor being the pure Ti+2B mixture), stereological characterization
showed highly variable constituent volume fractions and large particle pullouts. This in-
consistency is inherent in these mixtures due to their low green strength, which limited the
microstructural characterization to high %TMD compacts1. Prior workers [173] have man-
ually processed images to artificially fill particle pullouts and correct these metallographic
artifacts. However, these techniques were deemed inconsistent and were not pursued in this
work.
This challenge became further apparent when characterizing the Ti+2B compacts, which
were very difficult to press at high loads, leading to a lower density compact. Many at-
tempts were made to section and metallographically characterize Ti+2B compacts, but this
proved to be impossible. Adding aluminum improved the handling strength and provided
opportunities to image the particle morphologies, at the expense of full microstructural
characterization of pressed Ti+2B compacts2. Consistent microstructural representations
were obtained, however, by simulating the microstructure using real particles extracted
from particle libraries, which became the cornerstone of the simulation platform employed
in this work.
The set 2 powders used for the main experiments in this work also proved very diffi-
cult to characterize at the same volume fractions and densities considered in the dynamic
loading experiments. The small boron particle size also caused an unexpected problem: the
small size and relatively high hardness/strength of boron led to large agglomeration zones
aligned to the axis of loading. Figure 35 shows the microstructure for Mixture D, 75% Al,
Ti+2B stoich., pressed to nearly full density. The zoomed-in view (Figure 35, right) reveals
1These nuances are discussed in [165, 164]
2The distribution Ti+2B under uniaxial compression and its topological complexity were unable to be
characterized due to these difficulties. By adding Al, a suitable compact was obtainable, but now the com-
paction was modified by the presence of a third component. This characterization effort was abandoned in
favor of using synthetic microstructures for meso-scale simulations.
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the character of the boron particles - agglomerated sets of stringers aligned normal to the
vertical axis. The particle boundaries are more difficult to distinguish compared to the set
1 powders. Long-range heterogeneity was observed in these mixtures (as evidenced by the
lack of convergence in the two-point correlation functions), and a satisfactory statistical
volume element was unobtainable using conventional montages. Furthermore, the boron
particles exhibited an orientational anisotropy effect arising from the compaction response
of the powders [165, 164]. The agglomeration is stochastic in nature and automatic rou-
tines were unable to segment the particles. The boron particles for set 2 were thus simulated
[165].
Figure 35: Mixture D microstructure showing bulk-orientational anisotropy [165]. Long-
range heterogeneity was observed in these mixtures (as evidenced by the lack of conver-
gence in the two-point correlation functions), and a satisfactory statistical volume element
was unobtainable using conventional montages.
5.1.2 Synthetic microstructure generation
The main purpose of this metallographic analysis was not only to characterize the mi-
crostructure of powder compacts and provide representative microstructures for direct nu-
merical simulation, but also to extract the individual particles through a segmentation pro-
cess and thus build a set of particle libraries which precisely describe the true particle
geometries in any tailorable microstructural distribution desired. This was deemed nec-
essary because of the bulk orientational anisotropy during pressing, which made direct
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microstructure-based simulations difficult. Therefore, generating tailorable microstruc-
tures utilizing a library of real particles became very attractive. A montage serial sectioning
method was pioneered by the Gokhale research group at Georgia Tech [30, 165] to segment
and extract the particle geometries. The method generates a library of vendor-specific parti-
cles that can be easily vectorized for use in computer simulations. The libraries are reusable
and may be employed to generate any number of 2D microstructures. The technique was
extended to generate three-dimensional microstructures as described by Gurumurthy [165].
There are many advantages to such an approach. As stated previously, imaging individ-
ual microstructures produces metallographic artifacts which are difficult, if not impossible,
to avoid. Furthermore, the stochasticity inherent in microstructures cannot be captured
through individual imaging; long-range heterogeneity is inherent in these powder mixtures
[165, 164]. It is therefore an exercise in futility to precisely image each microstructure and
presume to capture the salient features of the microstructure. The framework employed in
this work and developed by Gurumurthy [165] permits the parametric study of individual
microstructural variables and their effects on the bulk response of the materials to dynamic
loading, and is the principal methodology employed in this work. Figure 36 provides a
flowchart detailing the synthetic microstructure scheme. Montage serial sections obtained
from pressed powder compacts can be used to extract individual particles through a seg-
mentation routine. These particles are stored in a library for later use in simulations. The
particles can be inserted into a simulation volume (in the 3D case) or be treated as 2D sec-
tions randomly selected from the many serial sections of a powder compact. Further details
are provided by Gurumurthy [165].
5.1.3 Simulating 2D microstructures
The microstructures used for meso-scale simulations were simulated using the library of
particles generated via montage serial sectioning. These were successfully generated for
titanium and boron set 1 particles. However, difficulties with the segmentation process
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Figure 36: A library of real particles extracted from compacts can be generated through
a montage serial sectioning technique. Systematic removal of material through polishing
and subsequent imaging over the thickness of the compact can be used to precisely extract
each particle for later use. More details may be found in ref. [174].
prevented extraction of the boron particles for set 2; titanium particles were successfully
characterized and segmented for the set 2 powders. Aluminum and boron were therefore
simulated using a polar plot of a Fourier sine series [165]. The Al-boundaries could not be
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resolved, so it was opted to describe these domains as random shapes as described in [165].
Figure 37 summarizes the microstructure simulation method. Particles are added to
a simulation volume one after another, taking a random 500 step walk until they reach
an appropriate configuration, keeping a strict overlap criterion and ensuring the Ti+2B 1:2
molar ratio is preserved. This involves a simulated annealing protocol [165]. For the ternary
microstructures (involving Al particles), the Al is simulated via the polar Fourier series plot
and is inserted in a similar manner, but without overlap control (cf. Figure 38). Because the
Al forms a pervasive matrix throughout, the harder particles are likely to merely be carried
by the Al during deformation/compaction and will thus be found dispersed throughout the
Al domains.
The microstructures were validated by Gurumurthy [165] through a statistical analy-
sis of the two-point correlation functions relating the real microstructures and the simu-
lated microstructures. The validation showed that there was some unavoidable, inherent
long-range heterogeneity and non-periodicity, but overall the two-point correlations for
each constituent in the simulated microstructures remained within two standard error bands
(± tνse√n ) of the sampled regions in the real microstructures [165]. Figure 39 shows a num-
ber of these two-point correlation functions for micrographs oriented perpendicular to the
applied load direction for the compact. The two-point correlation function lies within the
standard error bands, which begin to diverge as the parameter r increases, demonstrating
the effects of long-range heterogeneity.
Figure 40 compares the real and resulting synthetic microstructures for samples from
set 1 and 2 powders for Mixture C. There is good visual correspondence between the mi-
crostructures, and two-point correlation functions and lineal-path probability functions con-
firm this [165]. The simulated microstructures capture the shape of the particles along with
their spatial distributions. This validation demonstrates that accurate microstructural rep-
resentations may be obtained with this method.
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Figure 37: The microstructure simulation scheme adopted for this work. Titanium and
boron particles are either obtained from montage serial sectioning (set 1 for both Ti and B)
or are simulated. Each particle is inserted into a simulation volume and allowed to take a
random walk of 500 steps to reach a final position. This method was used to simulate binary
microstructures (90-Al, 10-Ti/B) for validation with two-point correlation and lineal-path
probability functions.
The synthetic microstructure simulation scheme was used to generate the stoichiome-
tries for Mixtures A-C for direct meso-scale simulation. Limitations in the hydrocode used
for this work required large particle domains to be split up when the number of points
describing the particle boundaries exceeded 2500. Larger particles were split manually
in narrow locations where connectivity was deemed unimportant. The boundaries of the
particles were left in extremely close proximity (but with well-defined boundaries of sep-
aration) that the mechanical behavior would not be altered. Uniform-random distributions
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Figure 38: Systematic additions of Al into the simulation volume ensure that the stoi-
chiometry of Ti+2B is preserved while maintainting strict control over the volume frac-
tions. Unfortunately, no overlap penalty was built into this method since Al had “last-in”
precedence in CTH. This meant that Ti/B particle positions and geometry were protected
and Al was there to fill the void space as a matrix. Therefore, strict overlap control was
deemed unnecessary.
were considered in this work, as precise microstructural characterization of each stoichiom-
etry was intractable. Uniform-random distribution of constituents was deemed a good first
approximation that would at least help capture the stoichiometric effect of the mixture on
the bulk response.
The chief variables controlled in these synthetic microstructures were the stoichiome-
tries and the densities. The stoichiometries were fixed by the mixture configuration, and
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Figure 39: Two-point correlation function validation of simulated microstructures for mi-
crographs oriented perpendicular to the applied load direction for the compact [165].
the density, Φ = 1/α, was set based on the application to replicate the experimental condi-
tions. Only 2D microstructures were considered and some groundwork was developed for
3D microstructure-based simulations. Figure 41 shows a synthetic microstructure created
for set 2 powders of Ti+2B-75%-TMD (uniaxial stress simulations).
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Figure 40: Comparison of real (left) and synthetic (right) microstructures for set 1 (top) and
set 2 (bottom) powders. There is good visual correspondence between the microstructures,
and two-point correlation functions and lineal-path probability functions confirm this to a
high degree [165].
5.2 Impact and shock compression simulation using the multi-material
hydrocode CTH
5.2.1 Diatom generation
The synthetic microstructure generation framework allowed for precise microstructure-
based simulations of the dynamic processes induced by uniaxial stress/strain loading. Scale
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Figure 41: Synthetic microstructure for Ti+2B - 75%TMD generated for uniaxial stress
simulations. A uniform-random distribution of constituents was selected because the actual
microstructure could not be characterized and validated. Initial validation of the method
was based on higher density (higher Φ) microstructures.
models of the impact scenarios considered in this work were created to determine the influ-
ence of meso-scale phenomena on bulk response. A simulated microstructure (cf. section
5.1.3) may be inserted into CTH by first thresholding and binarizing the individual phases
and considering each phase (i.e. particle) separately. These particles are read into an in-
house code (courtesy of Paul Specht, 2013) which vectorizes the domains and generates
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boundary definitions readable by the User-Defined Shape (UDS) diatom environment in
CTH. Each particle is vectorized and assigned a material ID, as summarized in figure 42;
there is a 20 material limit in CTH that is considered when assigning material IDs. Each
component is then assigned a constitutive model and equation of state depending on the
material ID.
Figure 42: Microstructure-based simulation flowchart displaying the steps in generating
a suitable microstructure for insertion into CTH. Structures are obtained from a montage
serial sectioning technique and are either obtained from real images or via microstructural
simulation. These structures are vectorized and inserted as diatoms into a CTH input file.
5.2.2 Equations of State and Constitutive Models
Precise EOS models are required for closure of the thermodynamic state under shock com-
pression as discussed in chapter 3. There are many EOS models to choose from, and this
work employs the equations of state defined internally by CTH. Each diatom is assigned a
material ID which is associated with a constitutive model and EOS. A variety of EOS mod-
els are included in CTH, including the Mie-Grüneisen EOS and the Los Alamos SESAME
EOS, that can describe the thermodynamic pressure as a function of volume and energy
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or other variables such as compaction parameters. The possibility of simulating chemi-
cal reactions based on EOS models used in explosives (Baer-Nunziato, Jones-Wilkins-Lee,
etc.) was explored early in this work. However, the models were deemed unsatisfactory
to describe the unconventional Ti/Al/B mixture system, and thus were abandoned in favor
of a purely mechanical (inert) analysis of the particle-level deformations unique to the mi-
crostructures and load scenarios considered in this work. The Los Alamos SESAME EOS
was determined to be the best possible EOS to describe the materials and was used for Ti,
Al, and the impactor materials Cu, and W. Other materials used the Mie-Grüneisen EOS
built-in CTH models, except for boron, whose parameters were obtained from Crockett
[161]. The boron EOS is further discussed in chapter 4.
The mechanical behavior of the constituents is described by rate-independent plastic-
ity models tested in the dynamic loading regime. These include the Steinberg-Guinan-
Lund (SGL) and Zerilli-Armstrong models which are physics-based constitutive equations
that can model the effects of dislocation dynamics during high-strain-rate deformation [3].
These models were employed in prior works using microstructure-based simulations [21]
and were reasonably effective at capturing the bulk response of the microstructures un-
der shock compression. The effectiveness of these models was studied in detail by Austin
et al. [25] and it was found that while the models could capture the wave propagation
response satisfactorily, microstructure-sensitive properties and meso-scale plasticity were
best captured by a more advanced physics-based model. Still, these models were consid-
ered satisfactory to investigate the meso-scale effects on bulk response in powder mixtures.
Table 5 summarizes the constitutive and EOS models implemented in this work.
5.2.3 Uniaxial stress and strain simulations
The simulations differ chiefly in the boundary conditions and microstructures that were
implemented. The constitutive equations and EOS models remained the same for each
simulation. Each loading condition (uniaxial stress/strain) had a different microstructure
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Table 5: The material models employed in CTH simulations. The boron EOS was modeled
as a Mie-Grüneisen EOS using the values from Crockett’s work [161].
Material EOS Constitutive Model Comments
Ti SESAME Steinberg-Guinan-Lund All internal models
B Mie-Grüneisen von-Mises yield surface Models from [161, 157]
Al SESAME Steinberg-Guinan-Lund All internal models
Cu SESAME Zerilli-Armstrong FCC All internal models
W SESAME Johnson-Cook All internal models
WHA SESAME Johnson-Cook All internal models
Fused SiO2 SESAME Johnson-Cook See Kerley [175]
Teflon/PVDF SESAME Hydrodynamic All internal models
based on the scaling of the simulation to the experiment. The uniaxial stress simulations
replicated the modified rod-on-anvil Taylor impact experiments employed in this work;
the simulations are 1:2 scale models of the actual experimental setup. The top bound-
ary simulates a rigid target by employing a symmetry boundary condition. The left and
right boundaries set the pressure to zero and allow material in/out-flow. Lastly, the bottom
boundary is sound-speed absorbing to simulate a half-space (cf. figure 43).
Simulations were performed on stoichiometric Ti+2B+(0, 25, or 50% Al) microstruc-
tures at impact velocities ranging from 175 m/s to 400 m/s. These simulations use 2D
uniform-random distribution of particles and the simulated Al and B particles in the mi-
crostructures. These microstructures are then placed on a copper projectile which pre-
scribed the impact velocities as initial conditions (cf. figure 43). Automatic Mesh Refine-
ment (AMR) was employed with a refinement level of 4 to yield a square mesh 0.8 µm
in size. A stress-based fracture criterion was employed for all materials, where the inter-
facial fracture strength was modeled as a fraction of the lower-strength constituent within
the simulation cell. All material interfaces were prescribed a sliding condition whereby the
relative shear velocity rates were set to zero.
The uniaxial strain simulations used the same material models as the uniaxial stress
simulations with the addition of a simulated PVDF gauge on the front and back surfaces
of the powder. This simulated gauge was added to later simulations to better capture the
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Figure 43: Schematic of the boundary conditions employed in all uniaxial stress simula-
tions. The top boundary simulates a rigid target while the left and right boundaries permit
material to exit and set the pressure to zero. The bottom boundary is sound-speed absorb-
ing so that no wave interactions from the back surface of the copper rod interfere with the
pellet.
anomalous signals observed in the rise time to peak pressure at the propagated gauge. This
gauge was simulated at the same dimensions as in the experiments to simulate the effects of
the particle shapes/sizes on the stress equilibration within the gauge. The simulations used
copper and tungsten flyers with impact velocities ranging from 200 - 1055 m/s to match the
experimental velocities. Figure 44 shows the simulation domain for the shock compression
simulations. A 1.048 × 1.048 mm microstructure (1:4 scale model of the experimental
setup) is sandwiched between simulated PVDF gauges (actual size using a hydrodynamic
assumption), a Cu driver plate (Red) and Fused Silica (Tan) backer plate.
The uniaxial strain simulations used tracer points distributed along the midplane of
the PVDF gauge to record the field variable histories (pressure, temperature, velocities)
through the entire gauge. Ten tracer points were used along the input and propagated
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Figure 44: Simulation domain used for the parallel-plate shock compression impact simu-
lations. A 1.048 × 1.048 mm microstructure (1:4 scale model of the experimental setup) is
sandwiched between simulated PVDF gauges (actual size using a hydrodynamic assump-
tion), a Cu driver plate (Red) and Fused Silica (Tan) backer plate. An interchangeable flyer
was used (either Cu, W, or WHA) to generate different stress levels at the same impact
velocities as the experiments.
gauges to track the average values of the field variables as they evolved through the simu-
lation. These values were compared with the recorded experimental traces to evaluate the
effectiveness of the microstructure-based simulation method. These values were also used
to obtain an equation of state for the particular stoichiometry considered. A preliminary
validation of this simulation method was based on capturing the shape and peak values of
the recorded stress/velocity profiles. These results are presented in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the uniaxial stress and uniaxial strain dynamic loading
experiments conducted on the Ti/Al/B powder mixture system, along with the accompa-
nying microstructure-based simulations exploring the meso-scale phenomena inherent in
the dynamic loading environments. The rod-on-anvil impact experiments reveal a stoi-
chiometry effect on the optimal configuration promoting impact-induced reactivity. Meso-
scale simulations show highly strained regions typical of uniaxial stress loading, but which
change in character based on the stoichiometry of the mixture. The uniaxial strain impact
loading raw experimental data is also presented and the results are cast in thermodynamic
Hugoniot space. The unique wave profiles observed in the experiments are analyzed with
key features delineated. The chapter concludes with a presentation of the uniaxial strain
simulation results which show the bulk response obtained from the microstructure-based
simulations and how meso-level heterogeneity manifests in bulk response.
6.1 Ti/Al/B stoichiometry effects under uniaxial stress loading
Uniaxial stress loading experiments were conducted using the set up described in chapter
4. Initial work considered set 1 powders, but were subsequently abandoned in favor of set
2 powders (see chapter 4). As a reminder, the set 2 powders consisted of sponge Ti powder
(Atlantic Equipment Engineers, ∼625 mesh), amorphous boron powders (Alfa-Aesar < 5
µm), and Valimet H-2 spherical atomized powders. The mixture stoichiometries considered
are presented in table 2. Both the IMACON framing camera and NAC high speed video
cameras were used to collect images of the impact event for the range of stoichiometries
shown in table 4.
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The reaction events usually appeared after the full crush-up of the pellet, when the plas-
tic flow from the pellet forced it to nearly reach the outer diameter of the copper projectile.
The ensuing pressure exerted by the copper and the subsequent anviling and confining ef-
fects during the copper deformation create excessive heating at the interface between the
copper and reactive densified pellet. This heating is due to plastic straining and severe jet-
ting, bringing about unique transport conditions. Meso-scale simulations performed using
CTH substantiate this observation and show instabilities at the interfaces due to the relative
shearing between the different materials at the pellet/copper interface.
In other, more bizarre cases, the impact conditions were just right to promote a “weld-
ing” or cladding of the copper rod (with reactive material mounted wedged between the
rod and anvil) onto the anvil, as seen in Figure 45. The welding scenario was reproduced
with a variety of impact conditions depending on the stoichiometry of the material, for a
narrow range of impact velocities between 350 and 400 m/s. The observations merit further
study because careful control of the impact dynamics and reactant configuration can make
this a reproducible phenomena that can be studied systematically. Also, the weld interface
may have interesting properties in common with other dynamic welding techniques. Fur-
ther studies are merited to investigate the reproducibility of this welding process and to
ascertain the dynamic mechanisms associated with the phenomenon.
The experiments involved two distinct impact stages due to the experimental setup.
Stage 1 involved the impact of the reactive compact onto the anvil without any influence of
the sabot (i.e. the copper rod). Stage 2 involves the sabot/copper rod as the compact is en-
trapped between the anvil and the rod, leading to a “re-shock” event where the impedance
mismatch between the compact and rod creates a ring-up stress which increases the heat
generated by the impact. Light emission was mainly observed during stage 2; the inter-
action between the copper rod with the steel anvil certainly contributes to the potential
chemical reactivity in the compact.
Figure 46 presents the results of all uniaxial stress loading experiments performed on
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Figure 45: Some impact experiments showed a welding phenomena where the projectile
either welded or cladded strongly onto the steel anvil. Some images showed either faint
light signatures or smoke/debris emission. Further investigation is needed to quantify the
dynamic conditions and consistency in reproducing this phenomenon.
Ti/Al/B powder compacts with a similar %TMD. The results are presented as “go” (re-
acted, filled symbols) or “no-go” (unreacted, unfilled symbols) based on the criterion out-
lined previously. The density was controlled by varying the compaction load during powder
pressing as shown in table 4. A %TMD of 75% ±4% was considered because it was the
highest %TMD achievable for the 0%-Al mixtures at the load capacity of the M-2 steel die
used for compaction. Impact energy is plotted for each stoichiometry considered to outline
potential trends in reaction “threshold” (the impact energy that must be exceeded to guaran-
tee luminescence based on the aforementioned criteria) as a function of Al additions. The
impact energy threshold for reaction initiation decreases to an optimal value of around 200
J (or around 175 m/s impact for the 30 mm rod considered) in the case of 50% Al. Further
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additions of Al increase the threshold, and ultimately the pure Al experiments showed the
greatest difficulty in reacting.
Figure 46: Go/no-go data for the rod-on-anvil uniaxial stress experiments. The impact
energy required to observe a luminous event decreased for the 50% Al stoichiometry. This
energy increased substantially as more Al was added.
The enhanced reactivity may be due to a potential liquid-phase mechanism resulting
from the plastic heating of the softer Al phase enhancing the kinetics of any Ti/B reaction
[176] for the 50% Al stoichiometry. The overall bulk heating is sufficient in the vicinity
of the strained Al for any reactions between Ti and B to be sustained. However, the bulk
heating in greater Al-containing structures (i.e. 75% Al) is reduced which may quench any
further reaction at that stoichiometry. These observations were further explored through
microstructure-based simulations (cf. section 6.2). The enhanced reactivity of the 50%-
Al mixture (Mixture C) is an astonishing discovery as it hints at potential optimal mi-
crostructural configurations that can enhance the reactivity of this mixture. Ti+2B alone is
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suspected to be highly reactive, but did not exceed the reactive potential that the 50%-Al
mixture had. This points to a potential synergy beyond what is possible with Ti+2B alone
at the densities considered.
6.2 Meso-scale uniaxial stress loading simulations
Microstructure-based simulations without consideration of chemical reaction were per-
formed using simulated microstructures to study the impact conditions observed in the
pellet-mounted rod-on-anvil experiment at the meso-scale. Microstructures were obtained
by conventional metallographic techniques and through montaging of many fields of view
to obtain a large representative field. The inherent difficulty in resolving the < 5 µm amor-
phous boron particles prompted the use of simulated microstructures for these simulations
(cf. chapter 5). Further details are described in chapter 5.
Impact simulations of a fully dense microstructure (without grain-boundary definition
in the Al) were initially conducted at two impact velocities using both real and synthetic
microstructures [28] for the 75% Al microstructure. These simulations showed pronounced
banding of the Al near the center of the projectile. A graded mesh with an element size of
5 µm growing to 10 µm at the outer edges was employed in these preliminary simulations.
The higher velocity impact simulations showed Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities as expected
for two regions shearing at different rates. Figure 47 shows the results from a 400 m/s
impact simulation performed on a real microstructure obtained from a 75% by vol. Al
mixture. The temperature fields are plotted at two separate times in the simulation. The
greatest heating is observed at the boundary between the pellet and copper rod.
Greater mesh refinement was employed in subsequent simulations, relying on the Auto-
matic Mesh Refinement (AMR) capability of CTH giving a mesh size of 0.8 µm at the most
refined point. The simulations used synthetically-generated microstructures where the Ti
particles were the only components that came from a particle library. The Al and B parti-
cles were simulated using a polar plot of a 30 term Fourier sine series [177]. The %TMD
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Figure 47: Temperature distribution from a 400 m/s impact simulation conducted using
a real microstructure montage of the 75% Al microstructure. Pronounced banding was
observed near the center of the structure as a result of the geometrical configuration of
the constituents and the impact. The largest temperatures were observed at the interface
between the microstructure and copper projectile upon crush up.
was closely controlled and each simulated microstructure had a uniform random particle
distribution. The size distribution matched the reported sizes from the powder vendors.
The results of the refined simulations showed startling evidence of boron agglomeration
in bands, coincident with the expected 45◦ shear bands typical of this loading configuration.
The banding was observed for all structures at the stoichiometries simulated, from 0% Al
content to 50% Al content1. The smaller boron particles rearranged themselves to fill empty
space and flowed between the larger and softer Ti particles. Figure 48 shows two frames
of an impact simulation for the 0% Al structure at a velocity of 400 m/s. The dark black
bands actually contain many small boron particles that are either agglomerated or fractured
and re-segregated. The boron particle boundaries coalesce and lead to the formation of the
dark black region. This can be further appreciated in figure 50 which shows a zoomed-in
1The %TMD was kept constant for each structure at 75% to emulate the experiment %TMD
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Figure 48: Microstructure snapshot at two different frames for 0% Al microstructure under
rod-on-anvil test. Vimpact = 400 m/s. Clear evidence of shear banding is observed. The
bands consist of boron agglomerates which preferentially align with the shear band.
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view of a shear band region.
The agglomerated structure can be better appreciated from a zoomed-in view with the
superimposed temperature field. A half-view field was generated improving the overall
resolution of the image with two frames displayed for the 0% Al and 50% Al structures
at an impact velocity of 200 m/s (Figure 49). Both structures show pronounced banding
and agglomeration. However, the number of small boron agglomerates is much higher
for the 0% Al structure, indicating that the presence of Al somewhat reduces the boron
agglomeration. This may be due to the Al preferentially shearing and filling the empty
space, whereas the 0% Al structure depends on the shearing of the Ti and the movement of
the smaller B particles to fill the empty spaces during crush-up.
A zoomed-in view shown in figure 50 compares regions near the middle of the struc-
ture for two different times. The structure of the agglomerates is revealed as colonies of
boron particles, stretched and in some cases pulverized (most prevalent in the 0% Al struc-
ture). The boron particles are much more equiaxed in the 0% Al structure than in the 50%
structure. The Al in the 50% structure carries boron along as it deforms, whereas the 0%
structure leaves greater open spaces since the Ti does not deform as readily. These open
spaces do not permit boron deformation. Instead, boron agglomerates and fractures during
the mixing phase within these open spaces (i.e. pores). The bulk temperature is also much
greater in the 0% Al structure where the heating is based on the plastic dissipation in the Ti
and the interparticle friction between Ti and B surfaces.
6.3 Uniaxial strain loading on Ti/Al/B powder mixtures
This section presents the results of the shock compression (i.e. uniaxial strain parallel-plate
impact) experiments performed on the Ti+2B mixture. A full characterization of the Hugo-
niot of this material was determined to be crucial to understanding the dynamic properties
of this mixture. Since the boron equation of state is so ill-characterized in the literature, the













































































































































































chemical reaction event. The microstructure-based simulations of the shock compression
response of the Ti+2B mixture using the uniform-random simulated microstructures gen-
erated for the uniaxial stress simulations are also discussed in this section. The simulations
serve as a validation for the methodology by comparing the measured stress and veloc-
ity profiles with the predicted profiles. The simulations are able to successfully capture
the stress and velocity profiles at the back surface of the powder and thus validate (to a
first-order) the methodology and constitutive models employed.
Figure 50: Zoomed-in view comparing the 0% Al and 50% Al microstructures at two
different times for an impact velocity of 200 m/s. There are much more agglomerates in
the 0% Al structure and their shape is more equiaxed since they pulverize and rotate in
empty pores during crush-up. Temperatures are also much greater for the 0% Al structure,
but shows lower bulk heating of the Ti particles, which may account for the discrepancy in
the threshold condition observed in figure 46.
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The shock compression behavior of the Ti/Al/B system must be ascertained if any pre-
dictions are to be made of the optimal reactive configuration or if any conclusions can be
made as to the reactive behavior of the binary or ternary mixtures. The Hugoniot of the
Ti+2B powder system has not been reported in the literature. The initial work investi-
gating the chemical reactivity of this energetic system must begin by fully characterizing
the Hugoniot of the powder mixture at a variety of pressures. Potential chemical reac-
tions occurring within the mechanical equilibration phase of shock compression are reck-
oned through increased shock speeds measured by timing signatures from the PVDF stress
gauges, an excess equilibrated stress at the backer gauge, or via an expanded state in P-V
space consistent with the Ballotechnic hypothesis. The work then progressed to explore the
effect of systematic Al additions, focusing on 50%-Al microstructures to compare with the
“optimal” microstructure from the uniaxial stress experiments. The measured stress from
the PVDF gauges (in cases where available) also provides an additional thermodynamic
variable which reduces the uncertainty of probing the Hugoniot of the powder. Successful
measurement of the pressure at the impact side of the powder surface is crucial in identify-
ing a potential shock-induced reaction event.
6.3.1 Shock compression experiments performed on Ti+2B reactive powder mix-
tures
A number of shock compression experiments were conducted on Ti+2B molar mixtures,
pressed at 50% TMD (±3%) using PVDF stress gauges and VISAR diagnostics2. The ex-
periments were conducted using an 80 mm helium-driven light gas gun driving a sabot
containing either a copper, tungsten, or tungsten heavy alloy flyer plate, as shown in fig-
ures 32 and 33. The projectile impacts a copper capsule assembly consisting of a copper
driver plate and fused silica backer disk sandwiching the pressed powder compact. The
impact velocity was measured via a sequential shorting pin technique and the impact tilt
2VISAR diagnostics were added to later experiments giving an additional measurement of the shocked
state of the powder. VISAR only probes the back surface of the powder.
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was measured using shorting pins lapped flush with the target ring.
The full experimental matrix is shown in table 6. The table distinguishes the diagnostics
and relevant properties of the powder necessary for Hugoniot-based calculations, including
the powder compacted thickness h, density ρ, and impedance-matched particle velocity Up.
Comparison of the shock Hugoniot of a porous powder compact with EOS models requires
the starting density of the distended powder and measured shock speed. The stresses σI
and σP correspond to the stresses at the input and propagated sides of the powder. The
input stress for all experiments was impedance-matched using the shock speed Us, im-
pact velocity VImp, and known EOS of the flyer because the input PVDF gauge signal was
deemed unreliable or most experiments. The propagated stress σP was taken as the peak
stress based on Eakins’ method [20] and outlined in section 6.3.2. Further details on the
calculation of the Hugoniot parameters Us, Up, σI , and σP are presented in section 6.3.4.
6.3.2 Unique wave profiles in Ti/Al/B powder mixtures
Heterogeneous materials, specifically compacted powder mixtures, show highly-dispersed
shock wave profiles due to compaction and other nonlinear processes (cf. Chapter 2).
Dynamic compression of loosely-packed powders will be mediated by the topological con-
nectivity of the powders, evolving heterogeneity, and wave reverberations across multiple
impedance-mismatched surfaces. The compacted material achieves a compressed state and
acts as an anvil pushing on the loosely-packed powder ahead of it. Waves continue to ring
up to pressure mediated by conservation of momentum. Stress waves propagate through
particles and can reflect at free surfaces, or transmit as wave characteristics if the topologi-
cal connectivity permits. Impedance mismatch between constituent particles can ultimately
influence the propagating wave structure.
The measurement tools implemented in the present work measure transient signals gen-
erated by the interaction between a stress gauge, or VISAR laser light beam, and moving

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of the measurement and is a critical factor to consider when analyzing data. Unfortunately
a proper meso-scale probe does not exist which extracts particle-level information and thus
larger-scale gauges invariably smear the meso-scale effects. Development of meso-level
sensors is a current effort in the HSR lab at Georgia Tech. The wave structures observed in
the present work are thus a product of both the topological complexity of the microstructure
and the nature of the measurement instruments used to obtain them.
In the present work, stress measurement was performed mainly at the back surface
of the powder via the propagated stress gauge. The method for obtaining a single stress
measurement from the gauge trace is based on the methodology outlined by Eakins [20].
Equilibrated stress values for the input PVDF gauge were not used in the Hugoniot analysis
of the data because of the uncertainty in gauge integrity. The input stress values were
impedance-matched based on the impact velocity and known EOS for the impactor. For all
measurements of the propagated gauge stress, the values were determined by first finding
the point at which the fluctuations in the voltage/current for the gauge reach zero. The
transit time through the gauge package at the impact stress was used to determine maximum
and minimum possible stress values as ringing and reverberations in the gauge package
would eventually diminish and equilibrate. Eakins [20] took this as the stress value to
plot in a thermodynamic space. However, since many of the input gauge traces failed to
equilibrate, this technique was reserved specifically for the propagated gauge. The error
bar for each measured stress was calculated from the RMS combination of the random,
systematic, and uncertainty range similar to that used in Eakins’ method for the recorded
stress measurement.
The typical stress traces recorded for a shock compression experiment exhibit the fol-
lowing behaviors:
• The driver signal as recorded by the input PVDF gauge overshoots (see Figure 54) to
the impedance-matched stress between the PTFE and the powder. This signal even-
tually rings down and equilibrates with the initial compressed powder layer. Small
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perturbations in the ringing signal reflect the heterogeneous nature of the powder
surface and smear these effects over the sensing area of the gauge (3 mm × 3 mm).
Therefore, large heterogeneities commensurate with the sensing area of the gauge
cannot be smeared and thus, each experiment will show a random deviation in these
fluctuations beyond the uncertainty of the measurement. Getting a single stress read-
ing that represents the Hugoniot state of the compressed powder becomes ambiguous
as a result.
• The input gauge may capture re-shocks driven by a wave reflected from the pow-
der/backer interface. The reflected wave travels through the fully compressed powder
as the gauge equilibrates with the powder. This is likely to be observed if the experi-
ment is conducted at lower impact velocities. However, it cannot always be captured
due to premature gauge failure or interferences from the other sensing elements in
the setup.
• The input gauges likely fail due to interfacial shearing between the hard boron par-
ticles and the protective PTFE layers. The shearing involves unstable flow of the
PTFE layers, eventually leading to the premature failure of the gauge. Spurious re-
sults were common in the input gauges, and meso-scale simulations of the gauge
package substantiate this hypothesis.
• The backer (propagated) gauge signal shows dispersive rise time effects (see fig-
ure 51) due to a two-stage compression event between loosely-bound particles near
the surface of the gauge/backer interface and the compacted powder preceding this
loosely-bound layer. This is accentuated by the impedance-mismatch between the
backer, gauge, and powder. The rise-time effects have been captured by simulations
and manifest the heterogeneous nature of these compacts. It becomes exceedingly
difficult to compute a shock speed from three rise time values obtained from a backer
signal at lower impact velocities due to the greater dispersion in the wave.
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Greater insight may be obtained from the observation of the measured propagated
(backer) stress traces as shown in figures 51 and 54. Figure 51 in particular shows a two-
wave structure in the rise time of the backer gauge signal for a high pressure experiment.
Meso-scale simulations reveal a similar response which has to do with the arrival of the
loosely packed layer initially perturbing the gauge package. The equilibration event takes
around 50 ns, well above the transit time of a shock wave through the package. Therefore,
two independent events generate the signal: the arrival of the initial particles and the sub-
sequent crush-up by the avalanching layer that follows. The peak pressure becomes less
ambiguous at the backer gauge due to the equilibration between a dense packed powder
(only surface heterogeneities are of significance) and the backer; this is reminiscent of two
solids in contact. Other dispersive rise-time signals have been observed to occur well be-
fore the peak stress state at the backer and have been ascribed to a crush-up process or
potential fracture of particles at the surface of the gauge package.
The propagated (backer) stress gauge traces captured for all successful experiments per-
formed in the present work on Ti+2B compacts are plotted in figure 52. The 50%-Al pow-
der compact experiments are also included in the figure. It can be seen that the stress gauges
are able to capture rise-time structure for both the pure Ti+2B and the Ti+2B+50%Al (mix-
ture C), indicating that the compaction response is strong in boron-containing mixtures.
This structure seems to disappear at higher shock stresses, undoubtedly because the rise-
to-peak stress will be much sharper for higher shock stresses. There is a regime between
about 700 m/s and 1000 m/s impact speeds (Cu flyer) where the rise-time structure shows
the distinct hump. The two-wave structure prevails at these intermediate shock stresses and
represents a two-stage compaction event, to be discussed shortly.
The higher velocity experiments performed at the Munitions Directorate at Eglin AFB
are also included in this data set. Three experiments were conducted at Eglin AFB to
achieve higher stresses than with the helium-driven gas-gun at Georgia Tech. The exper-
imental setup is a slightly modified version of the Georgia Tech setup, where the main
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Figure 51: Backer stress trace showing a clear “hump” in the rise time to peak pres-
sure. This is likely due to an initial equilibration from loosely packed powders near the
powder/backer interface, followed by a subsequent compression by the fully compacted
particles trailing this loosely-packed front. Two distinct voltage peaks are captured by the
PVDF gauge. This hump was also captured by meso-scale simulations (cf. section 6.4). A
star marks the toe of the wave, measured halfway to the first voltage peak in the raw voltage
output from the PVDF stress gauge.
difference is a smaller diameter capsule, yet maintaining an appropriate aspect ratio to en-
sure one-dimensional wave propagation along the center of the sample. Dynasen PZT pins
were used to measure the impact tilt and the target fixture is extensible to include other
diagnostics such as photon doppler velocimetry (PDV).
The PVDF stress gauges were adapted to the Eglin target setup by machining a slot
(cf. figure 53) so that the PVDF leads could protrude out from the capsule and through
the aluminum target. However, the slot, though machined adequately, can interfere with
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Figure 52: Compilation of every successfully acquired backer trace for the Ti/Al/B system.
A propagated gauge trace was not available for all experiments due to oscilloscope or gauge
failure (True for two experiments). The gauges were all able to capture rise-time structures
and the characteristic “humps” indicative of a crush-up process.
the gauge leads due to an elastic wave propagating through the Al-capsule holder, causing
motion between the slot and the gauge leads. This can result in premature shorting the
PVDF gauge leads and subsequent shearing of the input PVDF gauges in all experiments
performed at Eglin AFB. Therefore, reliable input signals (for peak stress and timing) for
wave speed are not obtained for these experiments. The shock speeds were therefore ob-
tained by cross-timing the PZT pins and calculating the transit time through the copper
driver to arrive at the gauge package. This increases the uncertainty in the shock speed
measurement, although the error propagated by the calculated shock speed through the
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Figure 53: The target setup in the powder-driven gas-gun at the Munitions Directorate -
Eglin AFB. Three experiments were conducted using Eglin’s powder gun to achieve shock
pressures up to 10 GPa. A number of difficulties were encountered when adapting the
capsule design to the Eglin target setup.
copper is miniscule.
6.3.3 Calculating wave transit speed in Ti/Al/B powder mixtures
The PVDF propagated stress gauges were able to capture highly dispersed stress waves
with interesting rise-time structures. Specifically, a characteristic “hump“ was observed in
many experiments at intermediate impact velocities (700 - 1000 m/s using Cu-flyers). It
should be noted that these “humps” are similar to the classic two-wave kink observed due
to phase transformation phenomena. However, the “hump” is actually a direct consequence
of the smearing of the meso-level information by the gauge and the heterogeneous nature
of the compaction of the constituents of the powder mixture (cf. section 7.3). The presence
of this dispersed structure complicates Hugoniot-based analysis.
The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions require that a near-discontinuous change in thermo-
dynamic state take place to be rigorously satisfied. The wave structure inherent in porous
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powder compacts due to densification phenomena, particle agglomeration/comminution,
and particle fracture, reveals important information about the compaction response at a
specific applied pressure. However, the dispersed nature of the propagated wave through
the powder, especially for highly distended powder mixtures, makes it difficult to apply the
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions to the analysis.
Calculating the shock speed becomes difficult as well due to the variability in potential
wave transit time measurements in highly dispersed propagated waves. A different time-
of-arrival measurement is deemed necessary because the waves recorded by the propagated
gauge often showed the rise-time anomalies and dispersion described previously, which
can lead to a large random error in shock speed measurements taken during the rise time
of the wave. Figure 51 shows the voltage output for Shot 1320 (Vimp = 1055 m/s, Cu
impactor) along with the stress trace calculated through the PVDF gauge reduction program
in PlotData. The time-of-arrival of the wave was taken at the half-max of the first peak in
the voltage/current trace for the gauge, and was recorded as the “toe” value of the transit
time (marked by a star in voltage trace). This value corresponds to the first rise. A small,
but finite curvature can be observed at the toe of the wave, and represents a slight delay
in the pressure rise due to the initial current buildup in the gauge. Thus, by taking the
time-of-arrival at the half-max value of the first voltage peak, this allows enough time for
an unambiguous non-zero signal to be recorded. Consistent time-of-arrival measurements
of the propagating wave through the powder compact were obtained using this technique,
and it represents the first arrival of the wave where the recorded stress first becomes non-
zero, as shown in Figure 54. All shock speed measurements presented herewith are
reckoned from the toes of the waves, which correspond to the time at half-max for the
first voltage spike recorded by the PVDF gauge.
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Figure 54: Stress traces for shot 1227 (Vimpact=818 m/s) showing the driver (blue) and
backer (red) stresses. The shock speed measurement is reckoned at the “toe” of the wave,
measured at half the peak voltage value of the PVDF gauge. This gives values roughly
when the wave becomes non-zero.
6.3.4 Hugoniot analysis of the Ti+2B powder mixture
The recorded wave profiles allowed for a shock speed to be obtained for the Ti+2B and
Ti+2B+50%Al powder mixtures at a variety of impact conditions. Using the values of
the shock speed and impact velocity (given in table 6), and known EOS for the impactor,
impedance-matching was used to obtain the input stress (equivalent to pressure P), σI ,
particle velocity in the powder mixture, Up, and relative volume V .
Figure 55 plots the measured shock speed versus the calculated particle velocity. The
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Figure 55: Experimental data cast in thermodynamic Us − Up space. The data shows
considerable scatter, likely due to compaction effects on the particle velocity.
data is also plotted in Us−P (only one calculated quantity) space, and P−V (both calculated
quantities) space as shown in figures 56 and 57, respectively. The P − V thermodynamic
space is particularly significant, as small changes in shock speed or applied pressure can
lead to large changes in volume. In general, considerable scatter is observed in the Us−Up,
Us−P, and P−V plots. Further analysis (presented in chapter 7) will be needed to compare
the data with EOS models to evaluate trends in shock compressed states observed in the
experiments.
A set of experiments were also conducted on the Ti+2B+50%Al mixture (mixture C)
as shown in table 6. The experiments were conducted identically to the Ti+2B mixtures.
However, all experiments conducted at Georgia Tech (3 of 4) suffered shortcomings in data
acquisition. Either one (or both) gauges did not record a signal, or the oscilloscope trigger
did not work. Cross-timing with the tilt pins allowed for an estimation of shock speed,
although with a larger uncertainty. Therefore, these data points have a large error bar in the
shock speed, which propagates to the rest of the calculated variables. A representative error
bar is included for the data plotted in figure 58, plotted in Us−P space, with shock velocity
measured using cross-timing, and pressure being obtained by impedance-matching.
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Figure 56: Experimental data cast in thermodynamic Us − P space shows less scatter than
the Us − Up data.
Figure 57: Experimental data cast in thermodynamic P−V space. The data shows consider-
able deviation at higher stresses, indicating a potential expanded state. Further comparison
with EOS predictions is required for verification.
6.3.5 Equation of state predictions for Ti+2B and Ti+2B+Al
The equation of state of the Ti+2B powder mixture (inert state, 50%TMD) was predicted
from the McQueen mixture theory and using the Wu-Jing EOS as discussed in chapter
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Figure 58: Experimental data cast in thermodynamic Us − P space for Ti+2B+50%Al
powder mixture.
3. The shock speed and particle velocity relationships were obtained by mixing the zero-
kelvin isotherms and heating them through the Mie-Grüneisen reference EOS. The result-
ing Hugoniot predictions for the Ti+2B mixture (mixture A) are shown in figure 59. The
predicted Us-Up Hugoniot of the ternary Ti+2B+50%Al mixture (mixture C) lies nearly
collinear with the Hugoniot of binary Ti+2B mixture. The reaction product curve was cal-
culated using the Ballotechnic hypothesis, and is considered for the reaction of Ti+2B =
TiB2 (∆Hrxn = −320 kJ/mol), as described in chapter 3. The EOS predictions were also
cast in Us−P (figure 60) and P−V space (figure 61). The P−V plot also includes the P−α
approximation of the densification response of the Ti+2B mixture, for a crush-strength of
3.5 GPa.
The predicted inert mixture Hugoniot for the 50% TMD Ti+2B powder mixture, and
the TiB2 reaction-product Ballotechnic cast in linear Us-Up space have the following forms:
Inert Ti+2B Mixture Hugoniot:
Us = 0.1734 + 1.8397Up (127)
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Figure 59: The Us-Up Hugoniot space for Ti+2B, showing the inert mixture Hugoniot and
the Ballotechnic prediction. Linear Us − Up relationships were obtained by curve-fitting.
Figure 60: Predicted EOS (inert and Ballotechnic) in Us − P space for Ti+2B.
TiB2 reaction-product Ballotechnic:
Us = 0.1264 + 2.139Up (128)
The EOS for the Ti+2B+50%-Al mixture (Mixture C) was also determined and is plotted
in Us − P as shown in figure 62.
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Figure 61: Predicted EOS (inert and Ballotechnic) in P − V space for Ti+2B.
Figure 62: The Us − P EOS predictions (inert and Ballotechnic) for the ternary
Ti+2B+50%Al powder mixture.
6.4 Meso-scale uniaxial strain simulations
A simulation platform was employed as described in chapter 5 where simulated microstruc-
tures with highly resolved features are studied using the continuum Eulerian hydrocode
CTH. The simulations used the same properties as described previously and all employed
AMR set up to track shock wave progression through the material (i.e. refine at boundaries
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and at large gradients of pressure). Initial simulations explored different porosity levels,
stoichiometries, and Al content. Initial simulations involved a movable piston (Cu) against
the microstructure backed by a fused silica window (figure 63).
Subsequent simulations focused on reproducing the experimental conditions, including
the 50% TMD achieved for each powder compact that is shock compressed. The simula-
tions used microstructures with a 1:2 ratio of Ti to B, to mimic the powder mixtures used in
the experiments. A set of uniform-random microstructures at 50% TMD were generated,
with Ti particles sourced from a library of real particle shapes, and using simulated boron
particles to match the size distribution quoted from the supplier. Initial simulations were
conducted at variable Al and porosity content (shown in figure 64) to plan experiments.
These microstructures used a library of titanium particles and the boron and aluminum
particles were simulated using polar plots of a Fourier Sine series with a random size and
morphology distribution.
Initial simulations used a fused silica backer (modeled using the Fused Quartz SESAME
table) and a copper flyer directly impacting the microstructure (figure 63). The microstruc-
ture is a square domain 1.047 mm across a side. The left and right boundaries are periodic
non-stick symmetry boundaries to simulate a large domain and the confinement observed
in a uniaxial strain condition. The top and bottom boundaries are sound-speed absorbing
to prevent release effects from affecting the shock front structure. Subsequent simulations
incorporated a copper driver and separate flyer to match experimental conditions and vary
the flyer material between copper, tungsten, and tungsten-heavy-alloy (cf. figure 44). A
50% TMD microstructure of Ti+2B was used for these simulations. Heat conduction was
not included in these simulations due to the quadratic dependence of the time step to the
mesh size.
Shock pressure was analyzed in pressure maps for variable porosity and Al content
as shown in figure 65. The large pore space in the 50% structure yields the lowest peak

























































Figure 64: Initial microstructures generated for shock compression simulations. These
microstructures explored the 50% TMD regime for the Ti+2B mixture along with the 75%
TMD mixture. Porosity and Al content was varied to explore the effects on field quantities
such as pressure and temperature. White - Al, Light gray - Ti, Dark gray - B, Black -
Porosity
pressure zones, but actually creates some release pockets near the interface with the copper
impactor. Furthermore, the Al-containing structures have lower overall pressure due to the
lower overall impedance relative to pure Ti+2B.
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Figure 65: Pressure maps for 50% and 75% TMD structures with 37.5 by vol. Al%. This
value was selected for ease of microstructure generation. The peak pressure is lower in
higher porosity structures due to wave dispersion. The pressure is lower for Al-containing
structures because of the impedance mismatch.
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Figure 66: Shock compression simulation of the various microstructures initially con-
sidered (Vimpact = 1000 m/s). (a.) Pressure maps reveal a greater pressure buildup with
structures containing some Al with minimal porosity (i.e. 25% porosity with 37.5% Al).
The shock is dispersed as a result of the microstructural heterogeneity. Greater pore space
creates release pockets and further decreases the pressure buildup. (b.) Temperature maps
show lower temperatures for Al-containing structures, mainly localized in bands parallel to
the shock propagation direction. The greatest heat buildup occurs in larger porosity sim-
ulations while the temperatures do not seem to alter much at higher Al content for denser
structures.
The initial shock compression simulations performed on microstructures of variable
porosity and Al content also confirm the essential role that porosity plays in shock-induced
plastic heating, as shown in figure 66 for an impact velocity of 1000 m/s. Pore space also
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Figure 67: Temperature distribution in a 50% TMD microstructure of Ti+2B shock com-
pressed with a Cu flyer impact at 1000 m/s. A random distribution of highly strained
regions and high temperature hotspots are observed, along with highly deformed particles.
Confined boron particles heat up more due to greater plastic deformation and friction.
provides an area for components to mix during shock densification. The temperature fields
in Al-deficient mixtures (Ti+2B microstructures) show a random distribution of hotspot
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regions at temperatures above 1400 K as well as highly deformed particles as shown in
figure 67. The role of porosity is to support material mixing during compression. How-
ever, the simulations do not show the same pore-collapse behavior as molecular explosives
due to the increased pressure of entrapped gases within the pores. This distinguishes the
metal-powder mixtures from the molecular explosives in that the interparticle friction and
plastic deformation will mediate large temperature generation. The optimal microstructural
distribution is sought which prioritizes shock heating along with preferential comminution
and contact of reactants. The effects of extrinsic microstructural variables have only been
superficially explored in prior works without quantification. Quantifying their evolution
remains key in identifying the optimum microstructure that leads to reactivity.
Figure 68: Simulated (black) stress trace compared with measured PVDF trace (red). The
stresses predicted by the meso-scale simulation many times over-predict the peak pressure
measured by the PVDF gauge. This may be due to premature gauge failure leading to a
reduced active area, and thus reduced predicted pressure.
The recent simulations incorporating a simulated gauge package provided the stresses,
velocities, and temperatures along various points in the simulation domain and are directly
comparable with experiments. A number of recorded stress traces at the backer gauge
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Figure 69: Simulated (black)compared with real VISAR (red) trace from shot 1314. The
meso-scale simulation employing an average of ten tracer points at the propagated gauge
was able to capture the rise, peak, and even release characteristics of a VISAR trace.
showed a dispersed “two-wave” structure, potentially due to differences in arrival times
of the more loosely-bound particles near the surface of the PVDF gauge and the succeed-
ing particle “avalanche.” The avalanching particles move at a group velocity impedance-
matched with the Cu driver and move slower than the initial jagged front. This initial front
creates an initial shock compression of the gauge which rings up to pressure for about
10-20 ns, subsequently equilibrating with the more sluggish particles that follow. This is
confirmed by simulations which reproduce the same behaviors (cf. figure 68).
Figure 68 compares the output of the propagated PVDF gauge for shot 1310 and the
corresponding simulation for the same impact conditions. While the simulation captures
the salient features rather well, the peak pressure is over-predicted, possibly due to pre-
mature gauge failure. The simulations also correlate extremely well with VISAR traces as
shown in figure 69, capturing the peak velocity and even release-wave events, providing an




The high-strain-rate (uniaxial stress) and shock compression (uniaxial strain) loading ex-
periments showed two distinct processes governing the heating and mixing/deformation of
the constituents in the Ti/Al/B powder mixture compacts considered in this work. Under
uniaxial stress, the geometry of the loading created preferential shear which led to agglom-
eration and fracture of the smaller, harder B particles in the case of the experiments on
the Ti+2B powder mixtures. Adding Al powders seemed to improve reaction response
(based on light emission evidence) and meso-scale simulations showed a more uniform
mixing, although a much lower (yet still significant) bulk temperature. Further addition of
Al powders, however, proved detrimental to reaction initiation under uniaxial stress load-
ing, pointing to an optimal stoichiometry that enhances reaction initiation. Whether the
Ti+Al or Ti+B reaction pathway was favored is not known and further spectroscopic evi-
dence is necessary.
The chemical reaction between Ti and B to form TiB2 under uniaxial strain will essen-
tially be a dynamic equilibrium and if indeed the reaction occurs within the shock front,
this dynamic equilibrium can be assessed by the methods of equilibrium thermodynamics,
assuming that local equilibrium and mechanical equilibrium in the small neighborhood of
the powders within the wave front (which is really a compaction front) is maintained. It is
possible that a non-equilibrium approach as in Truesdell [1] is necessary for closure of the
chemical reaction with the Rankine-Hugoniot (R-H) conditions, at least in the portion of
the material where the R-H conditions are rigorously satisfied. Both reactants and products
may be present within this equilibrium, and there may come a moment where this equi-
librium is perturbed (that is, it is metastable) and the reaction proceeds further. This is
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hypothesized to be the case in shock compression where the turbulent mixing continually
cleanses surfaces and heat from the reaction is in constant supply.
In addition, the loading methods greatly influence the reaction mechanisms. The uniax-
ial strain loading configuration inherent in a shock compression experiment, for example,
involves very little bulk straining, with particle-level transport and deformation processes
dominating the bulk response. Extrinsic morphological properties, mechanical properties
of constituents, and their physical properties such as shock impedance affect shock wave
propagation and shock compaction of the powders. Local rates of deformation depend
on these constitutive and acoustic properties. The deformation is confined and the vol-
ume reduction is ultimately based on void closure and particle deformation and fracture.
Therefore, the mechanisms which generate heat and lead to chemical reactions depend on
meso-scale phenomena [12].
7.1 Strain-induced reactions under uniaxial stress loading
The go/no-go results presented in figure 46 reveal an optimal stoichiometry at 50%-Al for
a similar %TMD, and meso-scale simulations (see Figure 49) confirm that while Ti+2B
compacts generate more heat in shear bands, the Ti+2B+50%-Al compacts produce more
strain in the sample with a microstructure that has topologically-connected Al, leading
to better mixing of the constituents. A zoomed-in view of the deformed powder mixture
for both the Ti+2B and Ti+2B+50%-Al microstructures illustrating these effects is shown
in figure 50 for the same impact velocity. The agglomerates in the shear bands for the
Ti+2B microstructure show that much of the straining is spent pulverizing the hard boron
particles, whereas the Ti+2B+50%-Al microstructure shows uniform heating/straining in
the topologically-connected Al-matrix. This straining is further facilitated by the presence
of the Ti/B particles, which force the Al to deform around the larger Ti particles. Since
much of the straining takes place within the Al-matrix, there are fewer boron agglomerates
dispersed within the shear bands. Less straining is used in dissipative fracture, and thus the
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constituent mixing and heating is more efficient in the Ti+2B+50%-Al microstructure.
Plastic dissipation in Ti is much greater than in Al, leading to greater heating in the
Ti+2B microstructure near the agglomerated regions. However, the overall bulk heating is
lower in this structure, as shown in figure 50. Many areas throughout the microstructure re-
main at low temperatures, whereas the shear bands show significant temperatures (> 1400
K). However, these temperatures may not be significant enough to induce a chemical reac-
tion in a microstructure with only Ti+2B as the constituents. Even though the temperatures
in the banded regions are much lower in the 50% Al structure, the temperatures in Al is
still significant (> 1000 K), indicating that a potential liquid-phase mechanism may medi-
ate chemical reactivity in Al-containing structures [176] if the Al reached the melting point.
The homologous temperature is quite significant (> 0.8TH in most cases) in much of the Al
for this stoichiometry, and the temperatures and strains become significant when the copper
rod begins to participate (after full densification) in the impact process. This may account
for the reduced threshold velocity for reaction initiation as evidenced from light emission
observed in the Ti+2B+50%-Al powder mixture rod-on-anvil impact experiments.
Furthermore, the harder boron particles in the Ti+2B microstructure easily agglomerate
due to their size. They are also easy to pulverize due to their high strength and limited duc-
tility. The relatively small size of the particles forces them to agglomerate into bands, as
seen in Figures 48 and 50, entrapping them and causing the pulverizing shear and concomi-
tant friction, thereby increasing temperature. However, the dissipative fracture process of
the hard (and small) boron particles likely inhibits reactivity, due to lack of mixing between
the B and Ti constituents.
Even though the temperatures are much greater in the Ti+2B compacts, the rapid
quenching from the surrounding media likely inhibits sustained reactions. Moreover, while
the temperatures in the Ti+2B+50%-Al structure are lower, the bulk areas around the shear
bands are hotter, leading to a greater overall thermal conductivity through the structure,
as shown in figure 50. The overall heating of the structure determines whether it is more
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likely to react and is directly related to the plastic straining and friction generated dur-
ing the deformation. This straining is more efficient when Al is present in the materials.
The topological connectivity of the Al-containing microstructures (see Figure 50) enables
the shear banded regions to have better constituent mixing. Coupled with the relatively
high temperatures (relative to Al), the structure that promotes the greatest mixing and mu-
tual plastic deformation between constituents seems to promote reactivity, manifested as
a lower threshold for impact-induced reaction. The Ti+2B (0%-Al) structure, while dis-
playing larger temperatures in the shear bands, does not show the same amount of mutual
plastic deformation across constituents. The presence of Al appears to restrict the clus-
tering and agglomeration of B, thereby promoting mixing of constituents and facilitating
chemical reactions under the condition of uniaxial stress loading.
The rod-on-anvil impact configuration (uniaxial stress) involves unconfined bulk de-
formation, which leads to excessive straining and transport of constituents. Strain localiza-
tion is expected due in part to material instability and unmitigated shear deformation. This
can lead to extensive particle entrapment, deformation, fracture, and even agglomeration of
smaller particles as was observed in this system. The microstructural state of the mixture
again affects the bulk response, but the bulk heating then depends on material instability
and particle straining. Particle transport must be such that constituents strain sufficiently to
heat up, while maintaining intimate mixing and contact between reactants. This was again
found to be inhibited by the use of small boron particles due to their agglomeration. The
relatively low compact density (i.e. 75% TMD) provides free volume for mixing as well as
potential void collapse sites (i.e. hot spot locations). However, the addition of a softer re-
active material (Aluminum) was found to be critical in promoting reactivity when added to
the stoichiometric Ti+2B mixture at 50% by Vol. This optimal stoichiometry demonstrates
that there is indeed an optimal microstructural configuration that promotes reactivity. The
binary Ti+2B microstructures, while showing higher temperatures for the same impact ve-
locity, likely do not react because of the dissipative fracture and agglomeration processes,
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and lower mutual plastic straining and mixing between boron and titanium.
The later-stage copper rod/sabot interaction with the reactive pellet and anvil in the
rod-on-anvil impact configuration certainly plays a role inducing chemical reactivity. The
highly strained material goes through a bulk-deformation stage, wherein the fully dense
(yet highly strained) compact rings up to pressure with the copper rod. The re-shock event
precipitously shocks the material which likely serves as the catalyst for the reaction. How-
ever, even accounting for this effect, the pure Ti+2B compact shows reactivity at higher
impact conditions than the Ti+2B+50%-Al mixture. This is a direct consequence of the
partition of kinetic energy to chemical reaction energy, which is facilitated when enough
pre-strain (pre-activation) is imparted to the compact during stage 1 (when the compact is
initially densifying) of the compaction. Figure 49 shows this effect in the early stages of
the compaction. The added aluminum in the 50%-Al mixture (Mixture C) likely inhibits
aggregation of the boron particles and promotes mixing to ensure consistent reactivity at
lower velocities, as shown in the simulations illustrated in figures 48– 50.
The key feature remains the large strains facilitated by unconfined deformation and ge-
ometric/material instability inherent in uniaxial stress loading. Ames [10] observed similar
features in conventional explosives tested in a rod-on-anvil impact configuration, and con-
cluded that the shear instabilities are essential precursors to reaction initiation under uni-
axial stress loading, although the issue of constituent mixing is not relevant in explosives.
The chemical reactions observed in reactive mixtures under uniaxial stress loading depend
on facilitated straining and mutual plastic deformation of topologically-connected material.
Such reactions can therefore be labeled as Strain-induced reactions, wherein large amounts
of strain is essential to promote shear instability and thus, mutual straining and mixing of
the constituents remains the driving force inducing chemical reactions under uniaxial stress
dynamic loading.
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7.2 Shock-induced chemical reactivity under uniaxial strain loading
Figures 55 – 57 showing plots of Us −Up, Us − P, and P − V , were created by impedance-
matching the measured shock speed Us with the impactor (of known EOS) velocity Vimp
to obtain the final shock state. This assumes that an ideal shock wave is imparted into the
powder mixture and travels without attenuating1. It can be seen that there is no obvious
trend observed due to the large scatter in data, which is inherent when considering dis-
persion of shock waves as they propagate through powder mixtures. Data in P − V-space
in particular shows the greatest amount of scatter because of the dual dependence of the
volume on measured and calculated values of the shock state variables. Hence, the inert
and reaction-product EOS predictions derived in section 6.3.5 may be considered to de-
termine if the data (which was calculated assuming ideal conditions) shows any obvious
trends when comparing with predicted EOS models.
Figure 70: The experimental data for Ti+2B compared with the inert Hugoniot prediction
in Us − Up space.
Comparison of the uniaxial strain experimental data plotted in thermodynamic Us−Up,
Us − P, and P−V spaces with the inert predicted EOS models using the McQueen mixture
1Attenuation in the wave traveling through the powder is mitigated by using large aspect ratio targets as
discussed in chapter 4.
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theory are shown in figures 70, 71, and 72, respectively. It can be seen that the low and high
pressure data points lie off of the inert mixture line, indicating a faster-than-expected shock
speed for the corresponding impedance-matched particle velocity or pressure in Us − Up
and Us − P plots, respectively. The off-Hugoniot data manifest as expanded states in the
P − V plot. The lower pressure data in P − V space approaches the inert line at ∼ 3.5 GPa,
which defines the dynamic crush-strength for the Ti+2B powder mixture.
The lower pressure points on the P−V plot thus correspond to incomplete densification,
since they follow the P−α densification curve plotted for a 3.5 GPa crush-strength powder.
It should be noted that the shock velocity for the data points corresponding to the partially-
densified (distended) states is also expected to be higher than the predicted inert Hugoniot,
which assumes a zero-pressure crush-strength. Hence, the three low pressure data points
in the Us − Up and Us − P plots are observed to be above the predicted curve for the inert
mixture.
The two higher pressure data points in figures 70 – 72 also deviate from the inert trend
calculated by both the McQueen mixture model and Wu-Jing EOS (shown in P − V space
in Figure 72), which can possibly be due to shock-induced reaction. Considering the pos-
sibility of such shock-induced chemical reactions, the calculated TiB2 reaction-product
Hugoniot (∆Hrxn = −320 kJ/mol), described in section 6.3.5 and plotted in figures 59 – 62,
were superimposed with the experimental data.
The combination of the inert mixture curves and the calculated Ballotechnic predic-
tions of the possible Ti+2B=TiB2 reaction-product plotted along with the experimental
data is shown in figures 73 (Us − Up), 74 (Us − Up), and 75 (P − V). The calculated
Ballotechnic curve acts as an upper-bound to the high pressure data corresponding to the
state of the shock-induced reaction-product. It can be seen that the high pressure data
points correspond to higher shock velocity and expanded states, and lie along the calcu-
lated reaction-product curve for TiB2. The evidence of an expanded state is consistent with
the Ballotechnic hypothesis, caused by the heat of reaction from a shock-induced chemical
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Figure 71: The experimental data for Ti+2B compared with the inert Hugoniot prediction
in Us − P space. Again, many data points lie above the inert mixture line.
Figure 72: The experimental data for Ti+2B compared with the inert Hugoniot prediction
in P−V space. Around four data points cluster around the inert mixture line upon reaching
full densification. The high pressure points lie to the expanded side of the Hugoniot.
reaction. It should be noted that the inert mixture and reaction-product Ballotechnic curves
are first-order approximations using available EOS models for boron. The data nevertheless
explains the possible reasoning for the deviation in experimentally obtained data points at
lower and higher pressures. While the experimental data points by themselves do not re-
veal an anomalous trend, considering the results in the context of the predicted states for
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the inert and fully reacted products provides possible scenarios for shock-induced chemical
reactions, consistent with results obtained in previous works (See chapter 2).
Figure 73: The P-V Hugoniot for Ti/Al/B with the P-α prediction and Ballotechnic. The
Wu-Jing EOS approaches the Mie-Grüneisen porous Hugoniot. Many data points lie along
the Ballotechnic, hinting at a potential shock-induced chemical reaction.
Figure 74: The Us-P Hugoniot for Ti/Al/B reveals the expanded state in a clearer fashion.
Both low pressure and high pressure data clearly fall along the TiB2 reaction product curve.
The Hugoniot data approaching the expanded state, and higher shock speeds producing
the expanded volume point to shock-induced chemical reactions at pressures above ∼ 6
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Figure 75: The P-V Hugoniot for Ti/Al/B with the P-α prediction and Ballotechnic. The
Wu-Jing EOS approaches the Mie-Grüneisen porous Hugoniot. Many data points lie along
the Ballotechnic, hinting at a potential shock-induced chemical reaction.
GPa. Experiments at pressures up to ∼ 3.5 GPa correspond to anomalous densification
processes [42], due to the high crush-strength of the Ti+2B powder mixture. The data
points between ∼ 3.5 GPa and ∼ 6 GPa are in good correspondence with the inert mixture
line, indicating shock compression of the dense, inert reactive mixture state at intermediate
shock pressures.
When considering the ternary Ti+2B+50% Al mixture, all of the data points in the
∼ 3.5 to 6 GPa range indicate no evidence of an expanded state or higher shock velocity,
as shown in the Us − P plot in figure 76. The data lies near the inert mixture line for all
experiments, indicating no obvious evidence of shock-induced reaction. It should be noted
that the uniaxial stress experiments illustrated that the addition of Al was more beneficial
to reaction initiation. Hence, a similar beneficial effect of Al addition in the Ti+2B mixture
was anticipated even with uniaxial strain experiments. It is uncertain if the lack of reaction
in the ternary mixture under uniaxial strain loading is due to the need for higher pressures
(> 6 GPa) similar to that needed for the Ti+2B mixture, or if the unconfined geometry
in the uniaxial stress configuration allows greater straining of a topologically-connected
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material like aluminum. The bulk compressibility of the densified material in a uniaxial
strain geometry limits straining in the soft Al phase, thereby limiting mixing and heating
of the materials. Further experiments are needed in the ternary mixture at higher pressures
to indeed establish the role of the Al-additions to Ti+2B under uniaxial strain loading.
Figure 76: The Us-P Hugoniot for Ti/Al/B reveals the expanded state in a clearer fashion.
Both low pressure and high pressure data clearly fall along the TiB2 reaction product curve.
In the case of uniaxial strain experiments, addition of Al seems to increase the mea-
sured stress at the propagated gauge (a larger back-pressure) due to impedance differences
in the constituents, as shown in table 1. A comparable peak stress in the ternary mixture
at an impact velocity of 716 m/s (Shot 1405) was observed when comparing with a similar
experiment at an even greater velocity (818 m/s, Shot 1227) for the binary mixture (3.8 GPa
in the ternary mixture and 4.1 GPa for the binary mixture), indicating a larger back-pressure
(see figure 77, which shows the propagated PVDF stress trace for shot 1405). However,
there is insufficient data to fully ascertain the influence of the impedance-mismatch on
wave propagation characteristics, and as a corollary, its influence on shock-induced chem-
ical reactivity. Further simulations using microstructures at the Ti+2B+50% stoichiometry
and 50% TMD considered in the uniaxial strain experiments are necessary to confirm this
effect.
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Figure 77: Propagated PVDF stress trace for Shot 1405 - Ti+2B+50%Al, 50%TMD. The
peak stress in the ternary mixture for an impact velocity of 716 m/s (3.8 GPa) is comparable
to that in the binary Ti+2B mixture at 818 m/s (∼ 4.1 GPa, see table 6), indicating a
comparable pressure of the propagated wave to the higher-impedance mixture (the binary
Ti+2B) in the dense state.
7.3 Heterogeneity manifesting bulk response
Spatial variations in the compaction media reveal themselves as an averaged response (they
are “smeared”) by the sensors over the active sensing area and therefore the response at the
particle size scale may be lost in the averaged response. However, when the heterogeneity is
commensurate with the sensor active area, the spatial variations in the compaction become
relevant and the observed response becomes a function of where the measurement was
taken, making the result completely stochastic. This was observed in simulations as well
as experiments and will be discussed further. The major heterogeneity in this work was the
property disparity between the constituents, specifically between the boron and titanium
particles.
Meso-scale simulations using precise microstructural representations reveal the charac-
ter of the compaction process as the powders are shock compressed. A jagged wave front
is observed when the first layer of loose particles at the rear surface become disturbed by
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rapidly advancing wave fronts, mainly in the form of boron force chains. The disparate
size distribution and the strength disparities between the boron particles and titanium par-
ticles leads to the piercing of the gauge package by the faster moving, higher strength
boron agglomerates as shown in Figure 78a. Experiments at intermediate impact velocities
(V = 700 − 1100 m/s using Cu flyers) showed rise-time structures in the form of “humps”
(Figure 78b). These “humps” are typical of experiments at this velocity range and are due
to the inhomogeneous loading of the PVDF gauge active area, which captures the early
compaction process
Figure 78: (a) Meso-scale simulations show a tortuous wave front due to localized het-
erogeneities, namely boron particle chains transmitting forces at greater velocities than the
surrounding Ti-rich regions. (b) The rise-time “humps” observed in typical experiments
between about Vimp = 700 − 1100 m/s impact velocities are due to these localized hetero-
geneities being averaged over the gauge active area. Distinct voltage signatures (top figure)
are captured at time scales corresponding to reverberations in the gauge package, which are
exacerbated by the natural heterogeneity in the powder mixture.
The high crush-strength (∼ 3.5 GPa) of the Ti+2B mixture is partially responsible for
the observed dispersion in the wave as well as the rise-time signature. The compaction
process duration is extended due to agglomeration of the boron particles. These boron
agglomerates interact with the gauge surface first and are likely responsible for the early
time signatures; this highly depends on the local heterogeneity. Further plastic deformation
in the Ti particles serves to flatten the wave front as it propagates through the powder.
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The simulated output from the individual tracer points reveals a large amount of vari-
ability both in arrival-time signature and stress levels achieved during the shock compres-
sion of the powders, as shown in figure 79. This variability in measured stress levels is a
function of the local heterogeneity in the mixture and is a meso-scale feature that cannot
be captured without direct simulation of the particle geometries and structure. Individual
tracer points reflect the local stress state upon wave transit and can be more easily matched
to the measured response in a smaller-area probe, such as VISAR. However, there is a
large variation in time-of-arrival signatures which may differ by as much as 20-40 ns. The
non-uniform loading of the gauge active area directly influences the arrival of these signa-
tures. Reverberations within the gauge package during the equilibration process disperse
the wave further, but it is the multiple wave interactions from the arrival of faster moving
regions that can account for the greatest source of dispersion.
Figure 79: The simulated stresses measured at each individual tracer point show a wide
variability in both arrival-time signature and stress level. Averaging the stresses naturally
leads to the observed characteristic “hump,” which was reproduced by simulations. This is
captured due to the inhomogeneous loading of the PVDF gauge.
In fact, the very probes used to measure the stresses and velocities (i.e. PVDF and
VISAR) will smear and average the heterogeneities (figure 80). Thus, the measured re-
sponse will include these effects, manifested as the rise-time “humps,” due to the inherent
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Figure 80: The probe area smears the heterogeneous response in the material.
averaging. Prior methodologies adopted for reporting wave speeds is to take the time of
arrival from the 10%, 50%, and 90% of the peak stress values between the input and prop-
agated stress gauges and either average these times, or report a single time-of-arrival value.
The transit time measured when the particles fully crush up at peak stress (around the 90%
peak level) is likely a better measurement for comparison with thermodynamic models for
shock-induced chemical reactivity in powder mixtures. However, this measurement can be
confounded by a highly dispersed wave, so measuring from the toe of the wave (the first
arrival time of a disturbance) gives a consistent means of measuring wave transit time. It is
therefore important to distinguish the method used to determine the shock speed if adequate
comparison is to be made with thermodynamic models for shock-induced reactivity.
A possible rationale for the rise-time signatures and wave structures observed when
shock compressing Ti+2B mixtures may be due to the compaction response. The natu-
ral heterogeneity in these mixtures combined with the high crush strength of the boron
powders led to a highly dispersed wave front observed at the rear surface of the powder.
Meso-scale simulations showed a large variability in stresses depending on the tracer loca-
tion, demonstrating the meso-scale effect on the bulk shock response. The rise-time wave
structure is due to inhomogeneous loading of the PVDF gauge surface by agglomerated
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boron particles, and is a function of the local heterogeneity in the mixture. The simulations
were able to capture the measured shock profile after averaging the stress values at each
tracer point. Further analysis is necessary to fully determine the shock-induced reactivity
response in this mixture. Wave speed measurements must account for this natural disper-
sion to be comparable with thermodynamic models for reactivity in powder mixtures.
7.4 Experimental and computational challenges in probing the shock
compression behavior of Ti/Al/B
A series of important questions were posed in chapter 1 which motivated the present work
exploring the microstructural tailorability of Ti/Al/B reactive powder mixtures. This sec-
tion explores experimental and computational challenges unique to the Ti/Al/B mixtures
and how these challenges affected the outcome of these questions. The highly heteroge-
neous nature of this multi-component system exacerbates the normal challenges of studying
powder compacts under shock compression. The high hardness of boron and the disparate
mechanical properties between the constituents of this mixture created problems in analyz-
ing the PVDF stress gauge data. These problems were linked to the heterogeneities in the
compaction process being captured by the very sensitive PVDF gauge. The random nature
of these heterogeneous compaction processes led to uncertainties in the measured shock
speed and peak stress at the rear of the powder compact. Details about the experimental
setup are provided in chapter 4.
7.4.1 Unique experimental challenges - Can chemical reaction signatures be cap-
tured by stress profiles?
Powder mixtures form highly heterogeneous microstructures with complex topologies.
Prior work has shown the efficacy of using the PVDF gauge to obtain equilibrated stress
profiles for gauges attached directly onto the powder surface (cf. Chapter 2). The only
shielding available for the gauges in these works were the PTFE encapsulating layers, ∼50
µm in total thickness. Past works investigating powder mixtures using Manganin gauges
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have used thick buffer materials to ensure transient fast rise-time events would not damage
the gauge and to ensure that the incident wave was fully developed. The thickness of the
buffer was selected so that attenuation was minimized. This ensures that interfacial shear
between the gauge and backer/buffer is minimized and that much of the stress is due to the
spherical component of the shock compression.
The chosen experimental setup for the present work relied on the past success of using
PVDF stress gauges in direct contact with the powders. The gauges allow for the transient
compaction phenomena to be captured and for the direct characterization of the resulting
wave structure, as shown in figure 52. However, prior experiments focused on high Al-
containing mixtures such as Ni+Al. The morphologies of the powders also promoted a
steepening of the wave front [22], thus leading to lower interfacial shear stresses at the
gauge. The present work focused on characterizing powders which consisted of very small
amorphous boron particles which form agglomerates during pressing. Many of the PVDF
recorded traces from the input stress gauge showed spurious results, which indicated pre-
mature gauge failure, eventually confirmed by meso-scale simulations, as shown in figure
67 which illustrates the remnants of a torn PVDF stress gauge package at the input side.
Equilibrated stress at the input PVDF gauge were thus not obtained and the gauges were
thus used primarily as time-of-arrival measurement devices.
The heterogeneous nature of the mixture also provided an additional layer of complex-
ity because there was uncertainty even in measuring the arrival time of the shock wave. This
has been identified by Borg and Vogler [178] who used meso-scale simulations employing
idealized geometries to describe monodispersed WC spheres under shock compression.
Many of the resulting propagated PVDF gauge traces showed delayed rise-times and in-
teresting wave structures that are attributable to the compaction phenomenon. The high
hardness (and therefore high crush strength) of the powders and their complex geometry
increases the uncertainty, creating difficulties in interpreting data in the thermodynamic
Hugoniot space.
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While no direct evidence of shock-induced reactions is attributable to a gauge signa-
ture2, the gauges provide a time-of-arrival. Therefore, the challenge in employing a direct-
contact method of measurement such as the PVDF stress gauges makes it difficult to dis-
cern a unique chemical reaction signature measured directly by the gauge. Evidence of
shock-induced chemical reactions is indirectly provided by comparing experimental data
with predictions assuming idealized inert and reaction-product EOS models. These con-
ventional techniques can be judiciously applied to heterogeneous reactive powder mixtures,
but do not provide a causal description of the mechanochemical origins of the chemical re-
action signature. A true meso-scale diagnostic combined with meso-scale simulations is
the next possible step in the search for the mechanistic origins of shock-induced reactivity.
7.4.2 Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions applied to powders - Are single-point ther-
modynamic properties sufficient?
Distended solids and powder mixtures are particularly challenging to probe under shock
compression because a true shock may not be formed in a rigorous sense. The shock wave
must be stable in nature to be able to take transit time measurements [118]. It is likely
that the force-chaining phenomena described in chapter 2 leads to large rise times and
dispersed waves. The Ti+2B powders showed rise times of greater than 100 ns at lower
shock pressures, with reduced rise times at pressures greater than 2 GPa. Greater scatter is
therefore expected in data obtained for highly-dispersed waves. However, using the “toe”
value of the wave (as discussed in chapter 4) provides a good first-order approximation to
how an ideal shock would propagate through the powder mixtures.
Higher shock pressures produced rise times on the order of 40 ns, but with transi-
tional regions within the rise-to-peak showing characteristic “humps.” Shock speed cal-
culations that depend on voltage signal recording times, or on the perceived start of the
wave-equilibration event, or on measurements of various points along the rise-to-peak
(10%, 50%, 90%, etc. of peak value) will invariably produce a wide variation of shock
2The rise-time effects were confirmed to be heterogeneous meso-scale effects, as discussed in section 7.3
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speed values. There will not be a “true” shock speed unless there is a true shock wave.
Ergo, only a “wave speed” is derivable in this situation and the Rankine-Hugoniot jump
conditions will not be rigorously satisfied. Any wave speed value used to compare with
thermodynamic models for shock-induced chemical reactivity will merely be a first-order
approximation. Still, in the present work, the term “shock speed” is used interchangeably
with “wave speed” without loss of rigor upon recognizing this fact.
The size and strength disparity between the amorphous boron powders and titanium
powders created agglomeration zones as discussed in chapter 5, which can serve to dis-
perse the wave during compaction. These agglomerates are a natural consequence of the
isostatic compaction of the powders and will produce sample-to-sample variations which
are difficult to quantify. The variations can affect the recorded wave profiles, and thus may
further affect the scatter in experimental data as well as the applicability of the Rankine-
Hugoniot conditions. Nevertheless, the thermodynamic assessment of shock-induced re-
activity is attempted in this framework as the rise times are within 100 ns – a reasonable
regime to consider full applicability of the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. For the
purposes of the present work, the single point thermodynamic property Us is considered
sufficient to describe possible expanded states, but cannot describe the unique meso-scale
processes observed in uniaxial strain loading.
7.4.3 Modeling mechanical response using simulated microstructures - The need for
accurate microstructural representations
The modeling of chemical reactions, coupling high-strain-rate mechanical behavior, is an
extraordinarily complex topic. Researchers are seeking methods which will address the
multi-scale behavior of chemical reactivity and couple the meso- and macro-scale behaviors
that might be driving this phenomena, which at its core starts at the atomistic level. Of
course, the success of these efforts depends on proper microstructural representations, as
well as physics-based constitutive models which capture the meso-scale response.
The present work opts for a coupled experimental and computational approach, whereby
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the mechanical response is modeled with continuum-level constitutive models, but which
employ very precise geometrical descriptions of the meso-scale structure. This is in stark
contrast with prior works, such as Do and Benson’s chemical reaction modeling [115],
Baer’s modeling of explosive materials using simple polygons [179], and Borg and Vogler’s
work modeling WC, [180] which all utilized simple geometries in their modeling schemes.
While bulk-level information may be obtained by considering microstructures modeled
with idealized shapes, the local particle-level deformation response will be lost. As was
discussed in section 7.3, this particle-level response mediates the observed bulk response
and is directly responsible for the observed wave dispersion in the uniaxial strain configura-
tion. Some information can be captured as a first approximation using idealized shapes, but
there may be substantial variations from the real response. Compaction and space-filling
limitations inherent with idealized shapes obscure the true character of the evolving and re-
sulting deformed, compacted microstructure. Thus, highly-resolved microstructure-based
simulations which incorporate actual particle shapes are necessary if the local particle-level
interactions and their effects on evolving heterogeneities play an important role in the shock
compression response.
There are also morphological and topological considerations that must be explored to
fully probe the meso-scale effects on bulk response. Particle morphology and individ-
ual particle complexity will influence the global topology of the material as deformation
evolves. Indeed, the evolving heterogeneity and resulting topology from high-strain-rate
deformation processes will drive the observed macro-scale response. The microstructure-
based computations presented in this work were conducted in a 2D plane-strain config-
uration; the individual particles acted as prismatic cylinders in 3D. The configuration,
connectivity, and resulting topological variability in a real system must consider both the
particle-level topological complexity, as well as the global topological complexity in 3D.
The present work showed the utility in the 2D plane-strain calculations in probing the meso-
scale effects on the observed dynamic response of powder mixtures. However, the resulting
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topological response must be explored in three-dimensional simulations using real particles
due to its dependence on 3D particle-level topology, and compaction and space-filling lim-
itations of 2D representations.
The microstructural descriptions, once validated, can provide a look into the meso-scale
effects. Creating such validated and detailed microstructural representations is a laborious
task, and even more laborious if done manually using conventional metallography. The
microstructure-based simulations can, however, become limited by the simulation meth-
ods and constitutive models employed. Constitutive models are usually continuum-level
models that do not include elements of substructure; thus important physics may be lost
in the simulations. There can be a point of diminishing returns when employing highly-
resolved microstructures, especially if the constitutive models or equations of state are
inadequate. However, validating microstructure-based simulations employing continuum-
level or physics-based models with diagnostic measurements is essential to lend confidence
to the predicted microstructural states, which can provide valuable clues in assessing the
meso-scale effects on the bulk response.
Simulations involving chemical reaction and matter exchange, retaining the current
level of microstructural detail, were not performed and remain beyond the scope of the cur-
rent work. Even so, the inferences gleaned from the qualitative observations in the highly-
resolved microstructure-based simulations employed in the present work helped identify
the crucial microstructural elements that lead to higher heat buildup, constituent mixing,
and eventual reactivity in the time scale of shock compression. Quantitative microstruc-
tural metrics, such as reactant surface area per unit volume S v, or two-point correlation
functions for the deforming constituents of the microstructure, can further clarify these ob-
servations by identifying how these metrics evolve (i.e. how agglomeration changes the
straining of the Ti and thus the plastic heating) over the simulation time. Quantitative char-
acterization should be explored in future work to further elucidate the role each extrinsic
microstructural variable plays in the deformation processes under uniaxial stress loading.
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The challenges addressed in the present work instead showcased the utility of the
highly-refined microstructure-based simulations in helping to pinpoint the possible pro-
cesses leading to an observed bulk response influencing shock propagation and constituent
deformation. The simulations revealed the importance of mutual plastic deformation be-
tween the constituents under uniaxial stress loading to promote reaction initiation. The sim-
ulations were able to capture meso-scale effects and were also able to match the experimentally-
measured velocity and stress profiles for a number of experiments, as discussed in section
6.4. The meso-scale simulations may be refined by employing physics-based constitutive
models that can better capture the mesomechanical response.
7.4.4 Appropriate equations of state for distended solids - Do “hot-spots” matter in
the same way as in explosives?
Porosity and distension leads to complicated meso-scale behavior which manifests disper-
sion in the bulk shock response of a material. The final shocked state is reckoned as an
equilibrium state where the thermodynamic path is taken along Rayleigh line connecting
the initial state to the final state in the thermodynamic P-V space. An equation of state de-
scribes the relationship between thermodynamic state variables. However, these equations
cannot properly include the meso-scale behavior, which is lumped into the continuum-level
compaction model such as the P-α model.
In a porous solid, the pore collapse and frictional thermal contributions can be substan-
tially higher than the compression contributions, which led Boslough to lump these terms
into the equation of state along with the heat of reaction [72], assuming that the reaction
went to completion (a consequence of the stability analysis he performed). The reaction
then behaved as a detonation and reached thermodynamic equilibrium at the end state of
the shock (the Hugoniot). Therefore, the underlying meso-scale structure cannot come
into play. Any meso-level phenomena which leads to chemical reaction somehow must be
connected to the continuum scale, perhaps as an internal state variable to the EOS model.
The meso-scale microstructure-based simulations presented in section 6.4 show that,
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indeed the bulk response observed in experiments, as well as its meso-scale origins, are
reproducible. However, in the absence of direct observation of shock-induced chemical
reactions, the simulations cannot establish a causal link between so-called “hot-spots” and
the reaction initiation in the powder mixtures under uniaxial stress or strain loading con-
figurations. However, these simulations remain a powerful tool in helping elucidate the




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
This work explored the mechanochemistry in Ti/Al/B reactive powder mixtures. The pow-
der mixtures took the form of isostatically-compressed compacts and were studied under
two distinct forms of dynamic loading, viz. uniaxial stress and uniaxial strain. The two
load regimes represent the extremes of uniaxial dynamic loading. Most practical situations
will involve some form of triaxiality, i.e. a mixture of these load conditions, and indeed the
very nature of these powders produces heterogeneous stress/strain states (i.e. the aforemen-
tioned triaxiality) which are likely precursors for dynamically-induced chemical reactivity
at ultra-fast time scales.
The following statements summarize the results of this work:
• Uniaxial stress loading experiments (reactive pellet-mounted rod-on-anvil experi-
ments) showed enhanced reactivity for Al-containing stoichiometries at a controlled
density. This was theorized to be due to the potential enhanced reactivity and mixing
of Al synergistically aiding further reaction of the titanium and boron. Microstructure-
based simulations confirm these findings and reveal enhanced mixing and straining of
the constituents. Thus, these “strain-induced” reactions depend on a microstructure
that can enhance straining and mixing for the uniaxial stress loading condition. The
extreme straining leading to localization phenomena in the uniaxial stress loading
condition is likely the main precursor to chemical reaction.
• Highly-resolved microstructure-based simulations were able to capture the rise-time
anomalies observed in the propagated gauge stress traces in shock compression.
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These anomalies arise from multiple compaction during the crush-up of the powder.
The two-dimensional plane strain simulations reveal the effects of boron agglomera-
tion in both the uniaxial stress and strain loading configurations. Simulations using
actual particle shapes help capture the boron agglomeration and its effect on the mea-
sured bulk response under uniaxial strain loading.
• An expanded state consistent with the Ballotechnic hypothesis was observed in the
Ti+2B powder mixture at high shock pressures (above 6 GPa). The highly complex
compaction phenomena preceding full densification in the shock compression ex-
periments likely inhibits reactivity through dissipative mechanisms. However, there
seems to be enough mixing/straining to heat and react the Ti+2B mixture, as ex-
panded states were obtained for high shock pressures. The ternary Ti+2B+50%Al
did not display an expanded state. This is likely due to bulk compressibility of the
densified powder mixture limiting straining and heat generation and constituent mix-
ing.
• While strain plays an important role in promoting chemical reactions under dynamic
loading due to the enhanced mixing it facilitates, it remains the chief mediator in
promoting reactivity under uniaxial stress loading. The Al-additions in the uniax-
ial stress case served to increase straining and transport of the smaller, harder boron
particles. This likely led to the greater reactivity observed in the 50%-Al mixture.
However, strain seems to play an auxiliary role under uniaxial strain shock compres-
sion conditions. Inhibiting compaction-induced dissipation seems to be the most im-
portant factor when considering high crush strength mixtures. However, the soft-Al
matrix in the ternary mixture likely inhibited shock-induced reactivity due to the lack
of mixing and bulk straining. Therefore, the reaction mechanism is highly dependent
on the loading condition (i.e. strain-induced v.s. shock-induced).
• The size and strength disparity of the particles relative to the constituents in these
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mixtures act as an exogenous source of heterogeneity which convolutes the analysis
of data. An EOS was estimated for boron as a good first-order approximation to
compare Hugoniot data.
• Microstructure-based simulations using real particle shapes captured the size and
strength disparity of the boron particles. The particle morphology affects the re-
sulting global topology of the deformed material, and therefore can affect reactant
configuration and influence reactivity under shock compression and high-strain-rate
loading. Highly-resolved microstructure-based simulations are essential in probing
the evolving heterogeneity and how this plays a role in the shock compression re-
sponse of reactive powder mixtures.
This work also detailed the unique challenges in investigating a ternary mixture of
Ti/Al/B. The expectation that the reactivity would be aided through a synergistic mecha-
nism in the ternary mixture was demonstrated under uniaxial stress loading, but was incon-
clusive for the uniaxial strain condition. The Ti+2B mixture showed highly dispersed wave
structures owing to their high crush strength and transient compaction effects identified
through meso-scale simulations. This shows that the phenomenon of dynamic reactivity is
highly context-dependent. Further work is necessary to identify the microstructural vari-
ables essential in promoting chemical reactivity for different contexts (i.e. load conditions,
microstructural conditions, etc.).
8.1 Recommendations for future research
This work builds upon the efforts of prior researchers in the field of reactive materials un-
der dynamic loading, furthering the research by showing the utility of a highly-resolved
meso-scale simulation platform to investigate its influence on bulk response. However,
as mentioned previously, boron is the only common element whose ground state thermo-
dynamic phase was a mystery until very recently. Its astonishing properties in both the
amorphous and crystalline forms begs the analysis of the shock Hugoniot at lower shock
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pressures (i.e. the weak shock regime). Further work in any boron-containing mixture must
follow a rigorous study of the boron equation of state.
The current work showed the utility of highly-resolved meso-scale simulations in cap-
turing both the bulk response of the Ti+2B powder mixtures to shock compression, and
its mesomechanical origins. However, the effects of the meso-scale evolution as the mi-
crostructure changes during deformation remains to be assessed. It is important to explore
the microstructural evolution of the powder mixtures under both uniaxial stress and strain
loading by assessing stereological metrics such as surface area per unit volume S V and
two-point correlation functions. This information shows how topology is influenced as de-
formation progresses and how it can be affected by load configuration. A statistical study
of how these metrics evolve at different stages of the deformation process will be invaluable
to quantifying the microstructural effect on both the bulk mechanical and reactive response
in reactive powder mixtures.
A mechanistic study of shock-induced chemical reactivity in simple mixtures of Ti+B
under shock compression is recommended to isolate the microstructural variables essen-
tial to reactivity in particular stoichiometries of Ti+B. The stoichiometric 1:2 mixture of
Ti:B was already studied in this work, and its closure can be brought about through the
systematic study of boron in its many forms. Having built a sound understanding of the
thermodynamic properties of boron under shock compression, a logical extension would
be to explore various stoichiometries of Ti and B. A 2k full-factorial design of experi-
ments exploring the effects extrinsic microstructural variables such as boron morphology,
microstructural distributions, and particle mechanical properties can be performed. This
research can help further pinpoint the optimal stoichiometry necessary for reaction at a
specific load configuration in mixtures of Ti/Al/B. It can also help discern the existence of
a collaborative effect between constituents in promoting the optimal microstructural defor-
mation state that is necessary for mechanochemistry in the Ti/Al/B system, and if this can
be extended to other reactive powder mixtures.
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APPENDIX A
RAW PVDF GAUGE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This appendix includes the experimentally-recorded PVDF (when available) traces in their
raw state. The current output is included, along with the corresponding stress trace, labeled
according to the shot #, impact velocity, and measured Us (labeled on the propagated PVDF
gauge caption). The PVDF gauges were connected to a Power Tee which effectively split
the current in half, generating both low, and high sensitivity output signals. The low sen-
sitivity signal captures the peaks of the voltage/current, whereas the high-sensitivity signal
smooths the data. The final signal (shown in the figures) is a recombination of the low and
high sensitivity signals, after doubling their values to obtain the final combined signal. This
prompts the “manipulated” label shown on each figure, to distinguish that these signals are
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